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Introduction

The Adoption (.,uideline," ProjeLt ot the Center tor the Study ot Reading reated .1 Guide to ele, toN

Basal Reading Program, to assist kAtbook adoption committees with the difficult task of

eN, aluatmg and selecting basal reading programs. Specificalls, the Guide 1,, designed to pros ide

committees w ith research- and practice-based information about arious aspects of reading

programs and to gi . e them an efficient means of organizing and recording their findings as

they evaluate those or grams.

The Guide is not intended to support or refute any particular philosophs of reading or

approach to instruction Nor do the booklets in the Guide address all topics that should be

considered in ealuating reading programs. Rather, each booklet focuses on a topic that is of

major importance to reading instruction, and that has a sufficient body of information from

research and practice tk, summarize For example, although illustrations are a feature of o, ers

basal reading program, the research about the approprritt Tess, R pemd amount of

illustrations and their effects on comprehensi.in is limited Another topic of interest to some

users of basal reading programs is management ss stems. Again, the research about these

systems and their use is insufficient to warrant a booklet about tl'ela

The bookie., in the Guide have been "tried out" bs a number of committees in arious

parts of the country. As a coordinator ot the Adoption Guidelines Project, I quickh, learned

that the booklets ere most useful to those committees that had members Nilling to read them,

discuss their content among themsch es, and refer to their guidelines as the% examined reading

programs.

It also soon became clear to me that the booklets do not "save" committees work,

rather, the% create It. What was grata% mg, how eN, er, was that the committee members usualls

feit that the extra effort thes put forth was worthwhile As one committee leader obsened,

"What I found, as exciting as ), ou can get in curriculum I suppose, was that the committee's

judgments reflected the background of information that the Guide pros ided The% were made

in terms ot that background information. I think the Guide raised to a higher le\ el the

discussion about what was important in our reading ',elections

I believe that members of committee,' who conscientiow,lv use the Guide in their

textbook adoption process will hale similar positile results They will know more Oh nit

effectic e leading instruction ,ind feel more confident in the decisions the% ha N, e made and the

reading programs they have selected for their stucknts,

lama' A Dole
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Several years ago, the Center tor the Study of Reading began the Adoption Guidelines Project

Based on the premise that sound ec aluation criteria are powerful tools often underemplo ed

for improing the quality of instructional materials, the Project undertook the do elopment

of a set of booklets containing guidelines and pi ocedures that adoption committees could use

in their evaluation of basal reading programs The result is A Guide to S.' lectmg Basal Reading

Programs

A Guide to Selecting Basal Reading Programs is a series of booklets designed to

incorporate important findings from research on teaching and learning into the te\ tbook

evaluation process. An additional goal of the Gunk Is to assist in making that evaluation

procedure more objective

The Guide booklets are intended primarily for use by te\ tbook adoption comni, ttees,

but they will also be useful to directors of training and statf de elopment programs, to school

boards and state departments of education, and to teacher educators Because each booklet

contains an overview of recent research on a topic central to reading instruction, the Guide vil

also be valuable as a tool tor inservice training of teachers.

Most specifically, howe er, the booklet, are intended to I ) help te\ tbook adoption

committees organire the ealuation proccss b focusing attention on some important issues

in\ olyed in Medi\ e reading instruction, 2) pros ide guidelines that committees can use when

evaluating Le content and instructional quality of basal reading programs, and 3) pros ide a

procedure that will help committees both to anal\ ie the content of programs and to record

their findings in a useful way.

Fhe Guide contains eight booklets as well as this leader's manual Fach booklet

discusses a specific topic particularly rele ant to the content ot basal reading programs The

booklet titles are.

Beginning Reading and Decoding Skill

Comprehension I' The Directed Reading I esson

C omprehension It Skilk and Strategies

Reading and Writi,,g Instruction

Selections in the Basal Reader

Tests in Basal Reading Programs

ocabularv Instruction

kVorkbooks

Because common sense and good teaching practice dictate that student, must read

from a ariet of Illatenak, not just their basal te\tbooks, and because research has

documented that mans students think reading is something that is done only with school

te\ tbooks (I), the Genie also includes a booklet entitled -;11,\we,tu,ii, toi the Clas- ()Om red, het



and Independent Reading. Independent Reading is intended to supplement the guidelines booklets.

It provides suggestions for yays teachers can motivate studems to do more independent

readingmange class time for independent reading, set up classroom libraries, and establish

schoolwide reading programs

THE NEED FOR A GUIDE TO SELECTING BASAL READING PROGRAMS

To understand the need filled by A Guide to Selecting Basal Reading Piogiams, it is first necessary

to review the role basal reading programs play in American classrooms and to look at the

process of te\ tbook selection.

The Role of Basal Reading Programs in American Classrooms

Studies conducted over the past twenty-five years indicate that commercially det eloped basal

reading programs determine the reading curriculum and the mode of reading instruction in the

classrooms of many American elementary schools (2, 10, 18, 19, 24). These classroom

obsert ations hat e shown that the content of the student te\ tbooks, workbooks, and other

materials associated with reading programs often comprises the bulk, if not the total, ot tt hat

many students read, both in and out ot school. Some of these studies also ret cal that mant

teachers use and follow closely the teachers' manuals tha accompany the reading programs

(10, 18, 24) In addition, there is a strong connection be.ween tt hat is taught in these programs

and the tests that are used to et aluate both reading instruction and the students getting the

instruction.

Problems with basal reading programs In recent years, however, research has

pointed to some problems tt ith basal reading programs Researchers have documented, for

e\ ample, the adt erse effect ot readability formulas on the comprehensibilitt ot te\ tbooks, the

problems a,sociated with tt orkbooks, and the difficulties caused by unclear directions in

teachers' manuals (3, 4, 7, II, 12).

In the past tew years, basal reading programs hat e also been critic:wed by some whole

language adt ocates (17). The\ maintain that basal programs tt picalk present reading, s

speaking, and listening as separate "skills," which is antithetical to the tt hole language goal ot

integration. In addit.on, they argue that children should read authentic te\ ts, and that the

selections in basal readers often lack authenticity.

While basal .ading program publishers have responded to these criticisms and hat e

indicated an interest in making reseaR h- and practice-based changes in their programs, thet

are of ten reluctant to make major changes without some et idence that teachers tt ill accept

them And, in la t, there is some et idence that teachers sert ing on adoption committees tend

to select new programs that are most like their old ones (22). Because ot this, publisher,

contend that the impetus for changes in reading programs must come from the te\ tbook

adoption onmiittees that are responsible tor et aluating and purchasing basal programs and

from the teachers who will use them

Not all to, tbook adoption committee members, however, hat e sufficient background

and training in et aluating te\ tbooks to make effective demand , for the kinds ot changes

2



research and practice suggest are necessary. In addition, the task of adoptioll commitiees is

made very difficult by the massi\ e amount of matcrials the\ must review a typical reading

program contains a teacher's manual that may have 600 or more pages and there are the

student textbooks, workbooks. skill sheets, charts, posters, and copymasters to consider as

well. It's no wonder that a researcIvr who analyzed six new editions of basal reading

programs concluded: "lust what's a teacher supposed to do with all this" (13) And, in fact,

just how do adoption committees deal with all this?

The Textbook Selection Process

The selection of reading programs usually is conducted by means of a process labeled, aptl,

enough, textbook adoption Where that process begins, how e \ er, depends upoii where the

members of an adoption committee live.

In some states, called adoption states, basal reading programs are first e\amined h a

statewide adoption committee, which selects the programs that will al -.ar on the state-

approved list. Then the adoption committees of- local school districts (and sometimes schods

within districts), determine which of the approved programs they wi" ase.

In other states, labeled by publishers as "open territory," reading programs are

considered by committees represent) entire school districts or inch \ idaal schools within a

district. Because there is no -,,tate list," these comn Alec,' can select t rom any program on the

market.
Idealk, it would seem that adoption committ..es shouh I e \amine and evaluate as mans

programs as possible Then, using objecti \ e criteria, committee members would reach

agreement about which materiak were of the highest instructional quabt \ and mw t suitable

for the particular needs of the teachers and students in their district That progran would then

be adopted The reality, however, seems far from the ideal.

Problems with the selection process. A series of t 0 tsaic.ies e\amined the selection of

basal reading programs indicated a number of problem,' w ith the selection process (6, q, 14,

16, 20, 21, 23). ...ome of these problems come from outside the committees, such as pressures

from publishers' representah \ es and from particular \ ocal groups of eituens There are also

problems arising from inside the committees

Problems associated with adoption committees include how committee members are

selected, what groups are represented on the committees, and how the committees are

orgamied to perform their tasks In addition, committee members ma \ ork under a number

of constraints. For e \ample, those serl ing 0111mittees often do not ricen e remuneration or

even released time from their daily responsibilities

La.:k of time to complete evaluations is also a major problem Committee members in

se \ eral studies have commented on the relati\ eh' short period of time the\ w ere allocated to

complete their work (6, 8, 9, 21) Additional problems arise w hen committees lack strong

leadership and w hen committee members see their decisions o \ erruled or ignored by "higher

ups
PI

The use of inadequate e\ aluation tools can also be a serious problem in the selection

process. Se\ eral researchers ha \ e commented on a tool adoption committees frequently use to

examine materials the checklist Checklists containing criteria that have to do ith
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Humber of aspects of tile materials (tor example, ontent of ,tudent textbooks, qua lit% of

illustrations, amount of comprehension instruction) a t tun de% Ned b% conmuttees. The

cr.,eria on the t heckhsts arc 1\ hat committee members 4 onsider as thex examine the matcriak,

the checklisk are allo the fornl, on which inhumation about eat h publishers' materials

recorded.

A researchei 1\ ho re% loved checklists trom a nu, aber ot districk tound them to

be inadequate tor evaluating the instructional qualit ot basal textbook (5) She kmnd, tor

oxample, that altliough 71( «it the checklists e\alllIned int luded reterent e, to rat ial Or

stereotx;ing, only 34' ot the items referred to criteria about instrut trona! quality

Cwcklists an work very well :n gathern,g some kinds ot information, sut h as t\ hethet

or not a program colitams a tertam tvature rhcv also, hotve% er, i.a n pernut committee

member, to t heck oft whet:ler a skill or topic aviiears in a st.ope and sequence (halt itnout

examining the nrtructional qualth of th kil I or topk II the teacher and student maten,-k

(14 ', A checklist might, tor example, int-iude an item such "de% clops higher level

cor prcht.nsion skills," hut not define -higher le% el tomprehensnm ki ll Committee

nit n be rs might look in the s, opt. and sequent thark, tin higher le% t I tomprdwnsIon

"tovered," and conclude that the program cd:\ clops the,,e ki II (ii% en that all basal programs

t taint to de% plop higher lc% el i. omprehensioa sklik, h %ague items t annot help e% aluotop,

ditterentiate elle program trom dnotlwr kVnat tlw t het klkt Item really e% aluates is the

appearance ol the topit on a scope and sequente (hart, not how w ell it i tr mslated into

instructron or other k'arning experiences

IMPROVING THE ADOPTION PROCESS

CR en the probkmis N'Ith the adoption prot es. that ha% been identitit'd researth, h01\ t an

the process b made more ettet t \pericnt w ith adoption «minutkvs, km\ Crsattlin,

ith -,(1.ol administrators t011icrIlOtt 1\ 1th tilt' adoption prote,,s, and a 11'110\ Ot tIi hitt'LittlIC

on adoption ,mgget some all.,1\ crs Information from all these stmit es inditates that

impro\ ement begins w ith sound prot edures to guide Ow orgam/ation and operatron of the

adoption con inuttee

Adoption Committees

Ihc procedurt.s, membt rsbrp, and policies ot adoption 01111111It dittei from hool thstrk t to

`qhool dNtrit t I ttecti1l' lOmIllittcl's, 1101\ t'1 er iunin strong leatlerlup and
mtormed, rested t ommittee member',

Committee leaders. I herc !k, no Sub,titutc tor all ctit't tl\t' kider 1\ ho t an keep a t ommittee

on task What follow N a look ot ,,onw ot the thing,' ettet ti%e leaders must do

Provide expert advice. k Vhilc ommittcv leaders do not ha% to be leat1111,2,

the% liust limc i. css to somconc 1\ 110 i. I hat person ,,hould as,,ist the leadel in answ ermg

tommatee member,' nught ha% e, and, etitiallk Important, in pro\iding intor mation

that w ill upgrade the tommittee's knovkdge about elle( ti% reading instrut tion

4
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Divide the labor. Bekause ki\amming and ki\ aluatmg materiak is so tinw-konsunung,

leaders should di\ ide the \\ ork among subgroups of komnuttee nwmbers oiuetime bk

grade le\ el, sometimes b\ topik, sometimes b\ different publishers This de. Mon It labor

a \ oids the ok er helnung task of ha \ mg e\ t.'r member of the committee examine ex erx

at eerV grade le\ el in every ',et of materiak being konsidered tor adoption

Organize the data. 13\ II .1Ine the e\ammation process comes to a kiosk% the

subgroups \\ ill ha \ e compiled a mass of forms and data about the programs the\ ha \ c

e\ aluated I eaders must find \\ ax, s to organue and s\ nthesue this information I eaders are

ako instrumental in determining hok final deusions \\ ill be made and in ensuring that the

information x ill be deli\ ered to the administration and the rest oi the distrikt

Make decisions binding. kmall, leaders of k ak.opi t on kommittees must see

to it that adoption committee membeN ha \ e the po\ker to make the final selektion 1 hen

comnuttee membeN go through a karetui e aluation prokess to reak h a dekision, their dek ision

must not be undermined b\ "higher up- administrators \\ ho dekide, tor \\ hate\ er reasons, to

ignore the komnuttee's de. iion. It i up to thki leader of the kommittee to make sure that

statements of the administration'," budgetar \ konstraink and an \ other o n ,t a.nt', are exphk it

Assuming that komnuttees operate \\ ithin these onstramk, and that their Li\ aluation pnikess

reasonable, kommittees' rekommendations nmst be konsidered as binding '\ hen this does not

happen, adoption kommittees \\ ill \ er\ quik kl \ lose the motkation to e \ pend time and effort

on the adoptu in prokess

Committee members. 11 member', ot an adoption kommittee mast be interested in

reading and in researk h about reading In addition the\ must be \\ illing to gi\ e the timk and

energ\ necessar\ to propel! \ e \anune, e \ aluate, and ele. t reading program,

Conmuttee members should represent a range of grades \ eaN ol hiak lung e \ per ienk ki,

and poink ot \ itik about reading institik tion It is \LT\ important that the membership tit a

kommittee represent the instruktional need, ot all studenk in a sk hool or d it ii. t

reWaR heN rekonunend that subkonunittees should not be based on the usual grade-le\ el

\ [skins, but rather on area', of k ornma tee member LAIN rtise or interest, toi examplii,

beginning reading instruk non, komprehension instruk lion, stile. tions in studk nIt. \tbooks or

highei order thinking skilk C l.ru In am Laski, Wn11111litT nwmbers should be able to pros ide

spek ifi. ki\ dent e from the teak hers' mar rk 'student readeN md \\ orkbooks k support their

tont lusion, and rekommendations t the entire olnnnttl.T

ommittee members mu,

part in thk gi\ ki-and-take a. ti !tie

attainment of a group deusion

OMe the\ ark, assembled

\ ariation of thesk tasks

the\ gather information about reading rt eai ri and abinit program,

the\ establish e\ altiation riteria,

the\ e \amine and e\ aluate pif)grams,

the\ organi/e their evaluation findings, and then

they selekt the programs that best matkh the kriteria the\ established

5

t be 1 1 kirk l ith ,11\ eNe ilersonalities and to take

s that are not onk ki-sential to a grtnip pro. ess, but ako ti the

Ind oigamied, most adoption 1 Ornlint ollel\
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A Giodc t sle, t/v RN,/ Reatilt:,; ha, been organued to help ommit tees as

the% l-arl V ()lit thte ta,k, rho remainder ot this booklet tot u,es on ho- . : u,e the t

USING A GUIDE TO SELECTING BASAL READING PROGRAMS

Fach booklet in the Glade is di ided into si\ parts Part One IV% le%\k, I ecart h and prat tit

about the booklks topit , hile Part -No dist usses guidelines driM n trom the researt h and

prat tice that an be used to e% aluate ho%% %%ell the kirk 1, handled in portit ular hak,a1

programs Part 1 hree sugg,e,t, %%,11, feat her, an int ()Torok the information in the booklt t

info their instruf honal program. and l'art Four pro% idi s a kt at the guidelines tor use a, a

quick referent e l'art I 1%e ontains orksheek tor ret ord mg omment, and e% alua haw, 1,

tt ell j d la% (ion, tor using the sheets, and Part 1-1\ is the reference set tion

Important mtormation about the booklets is highlighted on the follo,% mg sample

pages A. these page,. illustrate, the booklets in the u id a me k,pei it Ii an% dc...4;:ned to help

onmuttee members pertorm their task, ot gathering intot motion de% eloping e%

riteria, and ergam/ing ealuation

Gathering information. I he Reseal\ h and Prat tit e tion ot eat h bookh t I d,w,oi

to update .ommittee members' kno-t% !edge about turrent reseal% h and prat IR in it ad mg

instrut t'on I he 'set tion tan be read 11% lommit (ci. members before the% begin tilt ir e% aluat

and tan be reterted to 0, needed throughout the oak:ahoy ptetess 11ternati% el% one oi 11h

members ean read the `,Cl hon and ptesent fin* intotmation to the test at the t,mmittee

thother possibilth to ha% i a reading e\ pert sut h a reading lmidinatot, a rVadll'I.; ti k h I

or 0 MIR ersth professor, lead a dist u,sion based on the information m thin

Developing evaluation criteria. I %en i f Ommittee member, It'd the% hi% enotic,i1

bak kground infornmtion, the% need to detet rune the riteria the% %% ill u-e the%

speoht program, .1 he (andelini s set hon of eat h booklet pro% ide, reseal\ h- and plat t11

based ntena tor e% aluatmg instruttion I he sel tiin an be used as 1,, ot onmuni fan

modit% the guidelines depending on their partit ular needs and intere,ts ',owe 1 01111)11U(

ma% %%ant ti i er areak, at instrut hon not mentioned in the guideline, In ,ut h thl

I110% use the e\isting guidelines ak, flR dek tar the lic% clopment of their o%%n riteria

Organi7ing evaluation finding,. Oni i amnuttve membets dii ide on thi ir guild( Ina

tor e% aluatmg programs, the% need to ha% i a ,1,temaht %% a% of otganiiing and teardm..; thi

information the% hnd I he IVorkshects hon of eat h booklet pro% m itet IA, that

tonmuttee members tan use in this chart Hit ork,heet tan be used a thi art or thi

an be moditit .1 to suit the net d. ot ditterent tommittee, ot all %% ork,heet, not i %,o

the parts kit eat h ilrksht et need to be used

12
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PART ONE

Research and Practice

When students are pen reading opportunities that excite and deught them as is ell as help

them master the skills and strategies ot reading, the% are like betomo not m,t stho

readers but lifelong readers Sad lt some students is ho tan read thoose rot to other, see

reading as ;list another school tas, (1)

For mans stu ea mg opportunities in X hooi are tied to the basal reader or

student te , is hich is the tore of a basal reading program Basal readers are u,ualls

ogles that contain fiction, nontittion and poetn, sek tons Betause these selet :ion,

are the basic land sometimes the onli I reading fare ot oung student,. ou %sill is ant to pa'

particularls close ant lawn to their intruttional and literart qualits a, tou ,hoose a baal

reading program

The purpose ot this booklet is to pros hie intormation that t an assist 510.. in

determining the qualits of basal reader selet :ions

THE BASAL READER AND READING INSTRUCTION

A basal reading program tonsists ot teathers manuals is orkbooks Iollsheets tests and

student textbooks that set torth a umhed reading currn ulum The reading ,election, in a

basal program, therefore do not exist in tolatten, the% are part ot an integrated intructu,rw'

program Accordmgls, eat h selection hould tontribute to the dna% ot the program The

tollowmg discussion is ill look tirst at the role ot basal reader selections in tails readmg

instrut tion and than at mtruction in seiet non, tor intermediate-grade stndent,

Basal Readers and Early Reading Instruction

Most program des elopers emptot authors to is rite original ,tb k t o n for the cans t.is ts ot

their reading programs The matonts of these selettions ire simpk stones Des eloper, u,e

simple stories tor at least tcso reasons First, t hild-en enior stone, and so are rootit ated to

read them Setond, hi the time mans thadren begin to read thes are alreadc w

the elements and orgameational pattern, ot stones trom hea rine, nurser rhc me, and tan

tale, and trom following sim e stones in picture books iro

lit remtort e and dei elop the is ord identintation tudents art being taught h.

tone, tor earls lei els ot basal program, usualls are is ritten is ith a tontrolled ick

tea tunng is ords chosen according to one,v bothot tis o tnteria ii ;het re usetul 'word,

that appear with fretmenct in the languaee and are toils hkelt t. Iv in thi,dren cotabilanes

Part One presents research- and practice-based information about \ arious aspects of the

booklet's topic.

Numbers in parentheses indicate the source of a statement or finding All sources are listed in

alphabetical order in Part Six

7 1 3
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PART TIVO

Discussion of Guidelines for Evaluating

Comprehension Skills and Strategies Instruction

V the re% te%, ot ,tese,m h and pm% th e sho%%. ideas about ho%% to tea, h .ornpr% hemoon ha% e

hangeo dramanal, 0% tr the ears The guidelines presented in this se, tion are ink nded

h% i; %.u determine th% extert to h,,h the programs ou are e%aitiating pro% ide it,stru, Lon

:bat 'tette. ts re%%nt de% el,Trrents mero,g trom n.s.ear% h ahout reading omprehen.ion a

A 61 a :Corn pra,n,a, %%:sdorn dent ed trom %our ov,r, hing %xperttse

A Curriculum Overview

e noted earlier resk ark h has no: substantiated the %.1,dit% ot .ir pa rth ular ,ore and

seo.uen%e ot komprehension mstrukt,on Furthermore no basal reaoing program %an, or

reate a plan tor tea% ming reading -kW- and trateg:e n %%hail ei er% thing is taaet

simuitaneoush. Ob% tousi% ,,me skills and strategies %%ill he taught betore others hut the

ordcr in %% hat, are taaght Tatters in onl% some , ases example strategies su.h as

deter-wrung inT,,rtar%e sum:ran/mg ustng prior kno%% ledge interen% i. ard

monitoring lar tal,ght at neart% e% en age 0- .eic4 1 hat matter. ,. that the

tatron ot ard strateg,es ,eCo..t, a 'oink al pngression tn d%%%lopmert both %%dr n

and a, ro grad% l%,.% ls Program, on...1 tea, he, e to -ta-t rr, u i-, r, Ind mo%

ard sorn%thmg

CI IDEI I E I V. rs.or r ru t .,^ odrni; program

deterrrin% 1 1 pres, r- a ,ogha. pn.gress,on .n mu att i di ie,m,nr 0; it, 4!,...art

lx,011:hir anJ eja.le

In racot:on: t6t. d iipment I readmg expertise is % te%%ed as a

mast% r% proxess .r r' mods r adIng -mil, or strate is presented in a

t,:er Intl% 'students pra%rq t thirg a skill or strategi urn: the% master it and ther m,% e on to

arrotter \13-1cri "t and .,;; readirt4 ,,,,mprehinsion In

1 'n argirg u'r knurl nokket a th, d% %%torment read n4 expertise is %ie%%ed as a

gr,%%th r ith% than Mare' Fhat %%hat nange, ri lomrrehirmon lr-truons,

!,%.: 1, rot 01, '..*1!tr -trateo d.tthr:iti .q the kort, nt I nnj t n

th, sko: or .",'egt 7nrdt1d arsd r,, tat i.it% A t,1 rt.,Ier ark ah:e arr k

9

Part Two presents guidelines drawn from the discussion ot research and practice.

Each guideline tocu,,es on a specihc aspect ot the booklet's topic

14



PART THREE

Teacher Assistance for Comprehension Skills and

Strategies Instruction

Fhe st,ggestions that tolioo are ha,ed on re,ears h and k ttekh%c pra%tise The arc intended

to help teat heN imorporate the in tormation pros ided ti th,, twklef into their total

in,truknonal progr

floss %an I hk ip ,tudent, de% clop k.,,rnprk hension ,trategik

hare %oor pro:Mt:on, under,tandings, and nu,understanding, 01 ,ele% hons in

thk -am, is a% ou a,k the students to share theirs This %sill demonstrate hos% 500

a, a sorrpetent reader are also ash% el% enga4ed in th, limiprehens:on

Pro% ide prak. hay in lhoosirg the rno,t .1.'propriate ,trategs tor a ,pet ata ot

te and tor a ,pei au purpose

-Viso pro% ide prak the vs ha% ing ,tadk nt, app a spy, iii. strategs to se, eral

different kinds it readmg ,elethon, both m-tion noimation

I moarage student, to talk 'hem,els t throueh tnk .ir,t independent

attempts at appls ing a ,pek.ink ,trategs The,e ettorts s a- as,ist them m to. d,ing

,n the ,tk p, ot the ,tra,egs a, .o.t.11 a, raising their ass art ss it is nat the% art'

doaV, tw,,,n,trust mkanmi

totor,ng or s,peratisc learning to gist tudmt, pr.), t In tr.,itsp.

,prk.atior

I ia% ,tudk ni monitor their ,omprehension ri aning theinsel% es guest:km,

vetore reading during reading and ,iter reading ',only suggcsnons 'or

question, are

Pnrf
V% hat the, shout h sti o aireads kns a. about this' hs do need to read

ibis' IA hat do I film". 'IA ill navy, r'

15

Part Three pro ides suggestions tor IA a s teathers can use the mtormation in the booklet in

their classrooms

9
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PART FOUR

Listing of Guidelines for Evaluating Comprehension

Skills and Strategies Instruction

GUIDELINE 1 As you evaluate the comprehension instruction ot a reat.ing program

detemune it it presents a ItIgical progression in the cumulative development ot vet Ms skills

and strategies, both sx ithin and across grade levels

GUIDELINE 2 As ou et al uate the Lomprehension instrustion ot a reading program,

oetermine it It reflet ts the applaation ot skills and strategics to ins reasnigls dant ult ontent

and to a sinets ot selestion types

GUIDELINE 3 As ou vs aluate the comprehension instrustion ot a reading program

determine it it pros ides reties. and practice opportunities in ss orkbook as tn. Mes, m the

selections in student textbooks, in sx flung suggestions and assignments, and in estended

reading opportunities

GUIDELINE 4 As s ou examine the t omprehension as tn Me, in reading programsregardless

ot host the% ore labelleddetermine sx Nether the% L on tribute to l ,:t t lopment ot the three

important tas tors ot

determining sx hat is important

sl,nthesiiing information

dratsing interences

GL IDELINE 5 As s ou examine t omprehension instruttional a pproa Isaes Iv Nsa. programs

look tor m0;4, or firs t, mstrustum that int hides aspests ot modeling and explanation

guided prat hie and applis ation

GUIDELINE 6 1. 1, on examine the wmprehension instrustion in readwg programs look

tor MD. Mes that des elop students metasogmtne acsareness

17

Part Four lists in one place all of the guidelines discussed in Part TIN o so that the can be used

as a handy reference
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PART FIVE

Worksheets for Evaluating Comprehension Skills and

Strategies Instruction

The lob of o, aluatmg comprehension skills and strategies instruction is not a simple one

However, the two worksheets that tollow will help you examine those dimensions ot reading

MY-ions you belie% e to be important to our own comprehension instruction

Specific directions tor using the worksheets precede each one General diredions and

.,ome additional intormation about worksneds appear in the I eader s Manwl

Materials and Resources Needed

'iou will need one copy of each worksheet tor even reading program you plan to o aluate

Reproduce as manv copies as you need For each lo, d ot comprehension instruction vou

plan to evaluate, ou will also need

Teachers' ma nuak

Student textbooks

Points to Keep in Mind

The w(Asheets are appropriate tor all grade lo els How o er, ou ' II tind grxat

arietv in the wav skifl md strategies are laid out as ou ross trom priman, to

intermediate grades

As you analvie the arious comprehension adn, ities ot a program, vou may nnd so, eral

skills or strategies that hp, e not been discussed in this bookWt First, mmember that this

may be because ditterent program ,. use ditterent labek Mr the same skill or stratigl,

fhen, discuss the importance ot the skilk or strategies included in the program

Do rot expect to till in o en column on each worksheet 'some parts ma% net a pph, to

tlw specific program or task (,(m are oaluatmg ['mph, spa(es do not ne(essarth mean

a program is inadequate

4 'mu ma% (1100,e to use onk parts ot ea( h v.(vksheet

19

Part Five contains worksheets for use in organizing the information gathered in c aluating a

reading program. It also provides directions for using the worksheets.
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Worksheet VOCABULARY INSTRUCTION

Publisher Grade I el, el Program C op. right I saluator

GUIDRY\ ES 1 2

SELFCTIO \ A \ D SI_ STAI \ ED LSE Or, l \ OROS

TAR(di 1 F,oN PRIou 1 i `..-A ,., I, ,1 I 1W, 1. I I 1,,,N Rating

Initial Reading Key l% ords Teadier , Manual 1Nord, 01,erlapping 'Nord, 11urkbook ',loll 'he, t

PP PP PP

CI-MEI! \ ES 1 4 ;, 6
APPROM IF,S TO I \ CTRL I. TIO \

A pproat h

lord, Introdu,ed t. orrrnent, .11 Tea,. her ,

\ lanal \ cut ale,
t. orninent, on l%orl,d,o,,K ',kill
',h. et, \, tu itie,

Rat,ng

Definitional

( ontextua I

Comeptual

Mixed

Other adn, 'ties

\ o ,p.s.itik
tru, non

.11 Sections of each worksheet relate to specific guidelines discussed in the booklet

Each worksheet provides space tor N ou to record findings about guideline-related

aspects of a reading program

EaLh worksheet contains space tor ou to record N, Our ow 0 rating or comments about

a particular part of a program.
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Part Six lists all of the sources used to prepare a booklet.

Sources are arranged alphabetically and numbered. They are cited by number in the text
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Questions and Answers about the Booklets in the Guide

The booklets ha% e been field tested w ith numerous textbook adoption committees throughout

the countm Here are some questions that committee members frequently ask about them.

Should the booklets be used in any particular order'

No. The booklets arc designed to be used independently. Sometimes, however, information in

one booklet overlaps with information in another. In these cases, you may vish to refer to the

related booklet.

1Vhat is Hu' best Wall to use the booklets'

The booklets lend themselves most easily to a division of labor by areas of interest and

expertise The adoption committee can be broken down into small subcommittees one

group to be experts on comprehension, another on ocabularv, another on decoding, and so on

But while this particular approach often seems most appropriate, the booklets can be used in

other vays as well. Committees need to choose w hat is most appropriate and efficient for

them.

itou, much bmkgtound teadmg instt uction Is needed to undo stand the booklets?

The booklets arc easy to read and understand e% en tor those who have a very limited

background in reading instruction Some general knowledge about the organuation ot basal

leading programs is helpful, but not essential.

Does a (onunittee haz'e to use all ot the booklets'

Onl the Leadet 's Manual should be read by e% cryone using the Gnith. 1,\'hile we would like tor

ou to use all of the booklets, We Understand that because of anous constraints, this w ill not

alw avs be possible. Therefore, we have designed each booklet so that it "stand, alone We

suggest that a committee use as many as our needs and interests dictate

I low milt basal p &Wiling prop anis should IT rWiliated With the Glade)

The answer to this question depends on the amount of time vou ha% c to Lomplete thL selei non

process and the amount ot money You have to spend on a program Most ot the sihool

districts in our tryouts used some sort ot screenmg procedure to reduce the number ot

programs to examine to ti%e or fel%er This Lan be done by looking at publishers broLhures

and ad% ertiscments and climmatmg those programs that do not tit the distriLt's philosoph%

needs, as well as programs that cost more than a district has budgeted.

How MIMI/ less011s 11111q be clammed in each proparn ez,aluate)

The minimum requirement tor the numner of lessons per grade le\ el usuall% appears in the

directions that accompany the worksheets in eaLh booklet Depending on the swe ot your

Lominittee and the time OU ha% c 1 ailable, you may want to examine more than the minimum

number

20
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the booklets anicei all ot a committee's questions about the stiengths mid weaknesses of basal

programs?

No. The booklets include a great deal et important information about reading instruction as it

relates to basal reading programs. There are, howeser, some reading topics and components of

basal reading programs that are not covered in the booklets, generally because there presently

is insufficient informahon from research or practice to warrant an entire booklet on the

subjects

OTHER USES OF THE BOOKLETS

The booklets in A Guide to Selectuig BaNd Reading l'itvam., pros ide a well-organued package

for mservice training on research, theory, and practice relevant to readmg instruction. The

booklets emphasue the most recent advances in knowledge about reading and are theretore 3

t,Our:e of information that ;eachers, administrators, and others interested in effective reading

instruction can use and re-use long atter basal reading programs have been seh..cted

Curriculum leaders in school districts can use the booklets as resource material tor st lit

development programs. These leaders can ask teachers to

read the booklets as part of an inservice training program

use the booklets to evaluate strengths and weaknesses ot the reading program(s)

currently in use in the districts

use the booklets to determine was s to strengthen the district's reading prop am

use the reterenci , at the baLk ot the booklets tor turther study at topics in reading

instruction

leacher trainers can 11,,e the booklets tor required or optional reading in their courses

Trainer, can ask students to

use the booklets to studs particular topks consi 1ered important to a reading

program

me the worksheets at the back ot the booklets to examine and evaluate particular

basal reading programs

use the booklets to determine which components ot basal programs need to be

supplemented with teacher-directed in,,trut bon or with additional materials

use the reterences at the back ot the booklets tor further studv ot topics in reading

instruction

Finally, the booklets can serve as a model tor those interested in developing guidelines tor

evaluating textbooks in other subject areas, such as scienci social studies, and mathematics

Mans. ot the recommendations and procedures outlined in the booklets Lan be applied to the,,e

textbook,, ip,

21
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PART ONE

Research and Practice

The nature and content ot reading instruction in kindergarten, tirst-ind second-grade

classrooms is usuallt a topic of major impo,tance to teachers sert mg on te\tbook adoption

committees. Teach, rs know the importance to success in reading ot these hrst t ears ot

s(.hooling And research confirms their insights Studies comparing the reading achiet ement

of children at the end ot hrst grade with their achiet ement in latter grades establish that how

well children "catch on" to reading in the first grade strongly predicts how w ell thet will real

during the remainder of their school t ears (37). An obt bous question follows from this

intormation How can reading instruction be organized in kindergarten and first grade so that

[It the end ot this periodill children will be eli on their w ay to being capable readers'

Answers to this question abound, the problem is that there is not much agreemt.

among the answ ers In fact, beginning reading instruction is a topic loaded with potential tor

controt ersv On the one hand, the research ot the past decade reveals a great deal of

mtormation about the reading process that has mant implications tor reading instru.aon In

addition, set eral popular classroom-based mot ements such as whole language and

literature-based reading also have implications tor reading instruction On the other hand,

there emst a number of weli-entrenched beliefs and ideas about hu w. oung children should

be introduced to reading. Fmk held opinions on this topic are not conhned to classroom

teachers and reading researchers Parents concerned about the reading achiet ement ot their

own children, politicians worried about the achiet ement of the children in their

constituencies, "everts" convinced thet hat e the right answ er to all of the problems ot

reading instruction, and concerned citizens tledicated to improt ing education in their

communitiesall have strong opinions about ho w. children should be taught to read

Et aluators ot basal reading programs must hnd their w. at through this mass ot

intormation, cont ittion, and opinion--and sometimes heat t -handed pressureto makt.

intormed decisions about beginning reading instruction The reseanh-based intormation in

this booklet is intended to help adoption committees meet that challenge In no zeal, doe flu

booAlet attempt to deal alth, let Ante rtN)li-e, all ot the tOntri)z.erle, about bonnut PzudIng

intruction It does howet er, discuss some ot the issues that trequentl concern people

e aluahng beginning reading instruction, and it ret iews researth t: at sheds some light on

these issues

The primart sources tor the content ot this booklet are two major reports about

beginning reading that hat e been disseminated bt the Center tor the Stud t ot Reading

Be«miliN a Nation ()( Readers The RiTort of flu' Commi,um on Read.ng. 13C0iilltN to Read

Plinking and Liarniv about Dm! A ,tiiitrirnaiu 1 Each ot these reports contains a

2,8



comprehensi e re\ iew and interpretation of a l\ ide range of research about beginn:ng reading

The findings and recommendations ot the reports are dral\ n upon freely throughout this

booklet. It is recommended that at least one member of an adoption committee read these

reports in their entirety.

It should be noted that, as its title suggests, this booklet focuses on the decoding

aspe, ts ot beginning reading instruction This focus should not be interpreted as diminishing

the importance of comprehension, nhn. or language de\ elopment in beginning reading

inso-uction Tw 0 ot the booklets in this series discuss the nature of reading comprehension and

comprehension instruction Conitircherswn I. The Doected ReadinN L'sson and Compichension II

Ski Is and Stiategies Another booklet, .:eading and IViainN lust, nd . t ion, addresses writing These

booklets as well as others in the series, such as Vocahlai ii lnti in. tion 51ection. in the Ba.al

Readei, and 1Not kbooks also sheuld be used along with this booklet when considering beginning

reading instruction in basal reading programs

WHAT DO CHILDREN NEED TO KNOW TO BECOME SUCCESSFUL

READERS?

As teachers know, not all children respond equal] \ \\ ell to beginning reading instruction What

makes some children successful readers l\ hile others struggle? Among the characteristics that

ha \ e been found to relate to children's success in beginning reading are 11 word awareness, ,?.)

phonemic aw areness, 31 knowledge ot letter names, and 41 print awareness At one time or

another, ,nstruction related to these factors has been e \ ident in the kindergarten and tirst-grade

le\ els ot most basal reading programs The follow ing re\ iew ot the research about the

importance ot these characteristEs should help \ aluators better e amine the content ot the

programs the\ are considering

Word Awareness

E en though \\ ords seem ok ious and accessible units of language to adults, there is e \ idence

that the\ a le not si tor many oung children, especial] those VN ho ha \ e had little e perience

l\ ith books and other forms ot print Al\ areness ot both spoken l\ ords and words in print is

ke \ to reading success

Spoken words. 1- ic.ence show s that childien tend not to think of spoken language as

being composed ot l\ ords or to treat spoken l% ord' a indr, idual units of meaning. Some

children confuse "l\ ord" with "idea unit For e \ample, in one study, a number of young

children identified only tw o l\ in the sentence "George went walking,'" Geer gc and aint

zi%ilkoN (19) In another stud, some older children tailed to separate prepositions and articles

trom content \\ ords in entences like "Do \ ou l\ ant to go to the store?" (2)1 This is not too

surprising, since in speech word boundaries are often reduced ("Do\ a w anna go to the

storco")

It is eas \ to scv lN hen the,,e misunderstandings come from In speaking and listening,

children's attention is go ite i kit or, 1\ focused on making ,,ense out of the stream of words For
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them to focu instead on each individual word, syllable, or sound would be counterproductit e.

If children concentrated onit on the single tt ords or the sounds of spoken language, thet

would quickly lose track of the message For the purposes of speaking and listening to

language, therefore, it is a good thing that the processing of tt ords and sounds is automatic

For the purposes ot reading or tt riting, how et er, children must learn to pay attention to tt ords

as separate units

Awareness of words in print. Children's ability to think of words as ind Iivh.ua. units

is crucial if they are to gain insight into hot% written language tt ords. It the\ tt ere not able to

do so, thet , ould net er master print Indeed, it might be through their interest in print that

many children do catch on to the concept of word. Print corresponds to speech, word bt tt ord

For many children this may be sufficient to create their word awareness

Yet leaving children on their 0\ n to cakh on to tt ords can cause problems For

example, research has show n that some beginmng readers do not understand the purpose of

spaces between tt ords as they read (48, 51) Furthermore, at% areness of the relationship

bettt een the spoken and tt ritten lengths of tt ords stronglt dit ideS reading-readt from reading-

unready children. In a study in N hiLh kindergarten children tt ere presented pairs of tt ords,

one long and one short, and told to choose the short tt ord, unit 10'; of the reading-unreadt

children could choose correctly on set en of eight of the pairs, ,vhereas 43`; of the reading-

ready children met this criterion (59)

Phonemic Awareness

It is espeeiallt important tor lhildren to beLome at% are of the sounds in spoken language \ ot

surprisingly, hot% et er, the smaller the unit ot sound, the mole difficult the task beconus

Awareness of words det clops earlier and more easily than at% arenes, ot st Ilables And

at\ areness ot syllables des elops earlier and more easilt than at% areness ot phonemes

Awareness of phonemes, although the most t_ losel predicti e of L'arls reading suLLess, seems

to come only atter a child is aware of the larger units (11

Phonemes are the smaller-than-st liable sounds that Lorrespond ioughlt to indit idual

letters PhonemiL at\ areness is the name git en the consuous knot% ledge that spoken tt ords

can be brokin Into ph(memes and that these can be "111011'd around fh is awareness seems to

depend on a child's abilitt to to( us on the sounds (as opposed to the meanings) ot tt ords

\ioung children shot% that thet are at% are of phonemes tt hen, tor e\ample, they amuse

themselt es N ith rht mcs and alliterations I3ut suL h at% areness need not be a conscious act If

children tt LTC alttat s consciouslt at\ are ot phonemes, that at% a relit."0, would interfere tt ith

their abilitt k) listen to speech To understand speeLh, it is neLessart to attend to the sense ot

spoken language but not its sounds. In fact, it is because thet hat e so thoroughlt automated

their processing ot phonemes that Lhildren Lan attend to and proLess the meanings ot spoken

language Nioreot er, because th hat learned their phonemes so y, ell, there is almost no

reason tor children to git e them LonsLious attention--no reason, that is, unless thet tt ant to

learn to read an alphabetic language The great iront is, that to learn h) lead an alphabetiL

language, Lhildren must learn to attend to that tt hiLh thet hat e learned so tt ell Hot to attend to

in their oral language understanding
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A great deal of research points to the importance of phonemic alvarenc.,s to children's

eventual success at reading (10). For e\ample, in one stud'', r:.ading achievement \vas

significantly predicted three N ears later k a phonemic awareness task gix en to four and fR

year olds, even after differences in age and intelligence were taken into account (11). Further

ex idence for the importance of phonemic awareness tomes from a training study condut ted as

part of the same researdi, which found that teaching children to compare the beginning, middle,

and final sounds in spoken words dramaticallx improx ed their reading achiex ement, if such

teaching IN ere accompanied k instrut tion in how the sounds were represented by the alphabet

Knowledge of Letter Names

Children's know ledge ot letter names has bet n show n by a number ot studies to be the best

predit tor of beginning reading achiex ement ( lin Before entering st hool, most children hax e

learned to identth and name most of the letters of the alphabetor at least most of the uppei

LaSe letters (46, 47, 53) Learning about letters trequently turns Into interest in their sounds and

in the spelling ot words (14), and that famiharity with letters is strongh related to the abilit to

remember the forms and spellings ot linen words (29, 30) It is ni difficult to conclude that a

ttnnfortable know ledge of the letters ot the alphabet is an important step h) success in reading

Learning letter names. Children appear to learn letters at home by reciting the names

of the ktters long before thex can recognue them There are three useful instrut tional points in

this okerx anon First, children ho karn letters at home tvpicalh do not do -,o by hax ing

someone show them the letters then teat h them the names Instead, most children are taught

the letters unit of ter they know their names 13etause thex hax e thoroughlx learned the names

first, children hax e a "peg" on IN hich to attach their know ledge. Second, the abilitx oung

Lhildren to ret ite the alphabet is of ten at hiex cti through learning the alphabet -ong Bet ause ol

their rk me and rhythm, %,ongs are easier to learn than lists Third, these Lhildren most often

learn the names of letter', long beton thex are introduced to their sounds Their solid

familiarity with letter names mat protet t them from Lontw,ing letters ith %,ound%, w hen the

time to learn the sounds of the ktters arm es

Letters and sounds. Children ho ento st hool ith little know ledge about letters arc

more likely to L onfuse letter names with the sounds of letters Although the ,,ound of a letter is

of ten sundor to its name, there are important functional ditterence%, betw een the sound and

name ot a letter. To pre\ ent such L ont usion, a few basal reading programs ax oid the use of

letter naMes altogether Instead the\ rely on the sounds ot the ktters for purposes ot retercnt

Although well-intended, this prat tice must be impkmented ifh t.are 13cLaw,e

learning about the sounds assoClated ith the letter', 1%, ikelt a ditfitult ta-k, tht pat e ot

learning the identitie%, of letters must be Manx el slow in h programs. Fo %,upport adequate

overall progass, the L urrit ulum must N. caretulk L Iesigned to mammue reading and IN riting

acti\ Ilk', with each ktter that lia%, been taught

Upper case and lower case letters. FA entuall..x, o. Lourse, children mw,t learn to

ret ogniie both upper Lase and lower Lase letkrs Whit h si .)uld be taught tif st' Rescon h

offers only one suggestion When orking with Lhildren ho hax c little or no letter

ret ognition liii Ii t, teat hers should not try to teat I both upper and low er (a%,c er1011, of 011
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twenty-six letters at the same time (7). To teach tss 0 visually different letters with identical

responses amidst fifty other often confusable forms with confusable sounds and labels will

almost guarantee learning difficulties for some children.

In instruction for preschool children, the upper case letters should probabls be taught

first because thes are visually more discrimmable from one another (64) On the other hand,

because the ability to recognize lower case letters is more important for reading text, instrmtion

for first graders with little letter knowledge probably needs to gi\ e prionts to the lower case

letters

Print;ng letters. Learmng to print is a powerful means of de\ eloping letter recognition

skills. In addition, knowing how to print allows children to write words as soon as they are

introduced. Therefore, encouraging children to print from the start of instruction is probAls a

good idea

Print Awareness

Children who know the names ot letters before thes begin ,110o1 usualls get that knowledge

through exposure to print in a number of forms, including stors book reading, tele\ isionmd

alphabet books. FM111 these experientes thes ha \ e also learned how print functions and how it

"works"that it starts from the top lett and goes to the om right, that capital letters begin

sentences, that periods end them, and so torth This km,wledge of I:0'A print ss oilo also aids

them in learning to read.

The importance ot young children's awareness of print is becoming more recognized

The performance of children on tests designed to measure comepts about print has been tound

to predict future reading achie\ ement and to be strongly related to other, more traditional

measures of reading readiness and achie\ ement (66) Researchers ha \ e pointed out that

awareness of the forms, functions, and uses of print pro\ ides not just the mon\ ation but the

backdrop against which reading and writing may best be learned (16, 1; , i 8, 22, 23, 24, 56)

Other Possible Predictors of Reading Success

Some have suggested a number of other factors that might predkt reading stkess, inLluding

perceptual skills Despite the energy invested in training \ arious perceptual and motor skills,

however, such training seems not to nrodtke any measurable payoff in learning to read (3)

Nonetheless, some reading programs still in\ est onsiderable time and effort into training these

Stuh training tales time away trom experiences that tio aid reading gross th In short,

programs that teach skills such as visual disrmunation, especialls of nonletter shapesmd

auditors discrimination of nonspeech sounds should be avoided in tavor of programs that

provide children with experiences with words, speech sounds, letters, and stories

Others have suggested that children learn best it thes are taught through their

dominant perceptual modalityin other words, it te,k hers mak h the method of instrmtion to

thildren's preferred modality Unhappily, this notion has not been supported by research

Although many studies ha \ e been condtkted on thi:, subject, it does not seem, tor example,

that children lassined as "auditors" benefit MON from an auditor\ ts pc of instruction than do

those classified as "visual" (57)
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WHERE DO THESE CHARACTERISTICS ORIGINATE?

The importance of awareness of letter names, phonemes, words, and print reinforces the idea

that growing familiarit\ \\ ith letter-sound correspondemes and \\ ith the con\ entions of print is

especially valuable to beginning readers. It is not dear, ho\\ or, 110%1 such aw areness can be

acquired e\cept through e \posure to \\ ritten \\ ords. What this sa \ s about reading readiness is

that children's reading success in first grade depends large] \ on how much they alread \ have

learned about reading before the\ get there liow do t ming children acquire knowledge about

reading? The answ or mav lie in then- oral language everiences and in then- e\posure to

rhymes, environmental print, and storybook reading

Oral Language and Listening Experiences

If children have a weak foundation in oral language, their progress in reading is likely to be

slow and umertam To comprehend te t readth, children should ha \ e some fannharit\ \\ ith

the \ ocabular\ the\ \\ ill find in their M.hool tots. The ability to talk about and reflect upon the

world around them is an indicator of then- oral language proficiency

Oral language everiences in the classroom are important for all children, but the\ are

especiall\ so for children \\ ho Come from homes where the\ do not habitual] \ use language to

reflect on their eyeriences and, therefore, have had fewer opportunities to de\ clop the

language pro,esses needed tor profit lent reading (2). For these reasons, kindergarten instru,-

(ion iweds to ,apitahte on e\ Cr\ opportunth to engage ,hildren in thoughtful discussion

Listening is a another aspett of oral language development Listening comprehension

proficiency in kindergarten and first grade is a moderately good predictor of the level of

reading comprehension attained by the third grade (5) Therefore, kindergarten instruction

should pro\ ide opportunities for children to listen as \\ ell as to speak These opportunities ,an

come in class discussions, in storybook reading, and in direction gi\ ing

Rhymes and Games

As indicated earlier, both letter knowledge and phonemi, awareness contribute to beginning

reading suo.eSs It ,,eern,,, in addition, that some spe,ial magic hes in linking these two skills

Bcgin)!mg to Read argues, (or e\ample, that understanding the alphabetic principle depends

equalk on knowledge of letters and on ,ons,ious a \\ areness of phonemes because it depends

so closely on the association betw eon them. It suggests further that this fink might be

de\ eloped natural] \ \\ hen ,hildren play \\ ith \\ ord gam, s, songs and poems \\ ith rhy mi and

rhythm, and especially nurSerV rliymes

Some researchers, in fact, have found that children's early knowledge of nurser\

rh \ mes seems to be spe,fikall\ relatid to their al\ areness of sounds in spoken phonemes and

words and of emergent reading abilities (44) I3\ hearing and producing nursery rhymes,

duldren are manipulating sounds in spoken 11 ords in a manner that is pla \ ful and natural

If phonemk awareness and later reading achievement are rooted in nurser\ rh\ mes,

this suggests that some of the roots of Meta, \ ma\ be in such traditional rh\ mis and games as

Paa Baa Black Slicer, I lumptv I)unqrtv, and Rur, Around a Ro,i,
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Environmental Print and Storybook Reading

Some has c suggested that reading ability emerges out of children s mteradion Is ith print in

their environment. Reseafth has established, how CX er, that the abilits to read does not emerge

magically and unaided, hut through the active inters ention of other children and adults Is ho

point out letters, words, and other print features in their ens ironmenton signs, newspapers,

television, bows, tickets, and ,0 on

One of the most important ways that children develop concepts about how print

functions is simpk thiough being read to. In fact, according to Bekonnug a \'ation of Readet,,

"the single most important actis its for building the know ledge required for ex entual suLL.ess in

reading is reading aloud to children Others has e pointed to the importance of reading to

children both re:ularls and interactis els From stors book reading, L.hildren gain not onlx a

knowledge of how print is orgamied on a page, of letter names, and of Loncepts of "word," but

the\ also get an understanding of alni one reads Bx reading to children from storybooks,

parents and teachers can both bring children into the worlds of fantass and absurdits and the

problems and solutions that narratis es contain, and the\ can point out that language is

represented bx print. Both the a ppreuation of the narlatke and the simple LonLepts about how

print works contribute to helping children become readers

Manx children enjos hundreds of hours of stors book reading and perhaps thousands

of hours of oserall likraL x support during their preschool x ears Yet mans other L.hildren

receive but a fel\ minutes of stors book reading per year (62, 631 Such L.luldren grow up

without being read to and Is ithout papers and pemils and books I iolx IM1L, h do these Lhildren

learn about print in their presihool X ears Bonnni, to Read responds to this question as

follows

Research indicates that mans such children approach school with x erX little

print knowledge They don't know Is hat a letter or word I,,, muLh less how

to read one. They don't know that print reads lett-to-right, much less that it

contains words and sentences Nes dou't know the front from the back of a

book, much le,,,, that its print is meant to cons cy meaning

In short, the\ oine to `A hool unprepared to learn to read, for the\ don't s ct know the form or

function of reading For these Lhildren, there is not a moment to Is aste in the Llassroom

Although the\ need c \ [Ilk it instruL Hon about letters and sounds, this instruition should take

plaLe in a Llassroom full of printon po,,tep, and L harts, in notes and letters, and in stors books

ResearL h and Lommon sense point to the x alue of regularlx reading aloud to all Lluldren in

kindergarten and the early grades (14, 2'), 31, 16), but this is an especially x aluable Is av ot

introduLing the toims and tumtions of print to i hildren Is ho has e not grow n up v. 1i stors book

reading.

FORMAL READING INSTRUCTION

Fhe beginning of formal reading instruL tion in most basal reaihng programs is usualls

characterued bx the start of sx stematii instrui non in deL oiling Although children benefit

f ronl ,..X stematik. and earls instruL tion in letter-souLd Lorrespond cm es, that instruition must

also include useful Lomprehension km Ines and a sat-lets of vs riting, spelling, listeningInd
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spoken language acti \ ities (1). Too great an emphasis on letter-sound correspondences ma \

give children the impression that the only purpose they ha% e for reading is to sound out

words. Children w ho begin formal reading instruction w ithout a strong literac\ background

may be especially susceptible to such misinterpretations. I lowe\ or, programs w ith too little

emphasis on letter-sound correspondences are not as effective as those that place a strong

emphasis on decoding (2, 13). Balancing the \ arious aspects of beginning reading instruction

is essential

Wc7d Recognition and Beginning Reading

Skillful reading is based on fast, accurate w ord identitication (54). I low, then, should children

be taught to read words? The answer given by most reading educators toda \ is that letter-

sound instruction is one ot the essential ingredients As Be;ommg a \Tatum of Reader, notes,

because all major commercial reading programs include lessons on sound-symbol

relationships, the issue is no longer, as it once was, w hether children should be taught such

relationships Where there are disputes among educators today, the% tend to be about whether

teachers should instruct children directly in the relationships or w hether children should be

allowed to learn them through exposure to print

Letter-sound correspondences are important to learning to read because English is an

alphabetic language in which there are consistent, it not always predictable, relationships

het s een letters and sounds. When children learn these relatronNhr. well, most ot the words in

their spoken language become accessible to them w hen the\ see them in print That is, the\

can "break the code."

Classroom-based research shows that, on the a \ erage, children who are chreith

taught sometlung about letter-sound correspondences get ott to a better start in learning to

read than children who are not (13) Research indicates that such instruction tacilitates tast,

accurate word identification Instruction in letter-sound correspondences is associated w ith

phonics instruction

What is Phonics Instruction?

Phonics Can be defined (Is instruc tron in the relationship between letters and speech sounds

Rei ommg a Nation of Reader, kt0 carofully states

The goal ot phonics is not that children be able to state the "riles" go\ ernmg

lett er-sollnd relationships Rather, the purpose 1 kt to get aLross the alphabetic

principle, the principle that there in t' k, vk,temanc relationships between letters

and sounds Phonics ought to be wilco\ ed ak, a tei hnique for getting children

ott to a tast start in mapping the relationships between letters and sounds

it follows that phonics instruction should Alm to teat h ,I., the most

important and regula ot letter-to-sound relationships, because this is the suit

ot Ink,truction that will most directly lay bare the alphabetic principle Once

the basic relationships ha \ e been taught, the best w av to get children to refine

and extend their knowledge ot letter-sound correspondences is through

repeated opportunities to read
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Virtually ever\ reading program teaches phonics in some variety. Yet some programs

term themselves "phonicn" or "code" programs, whereas some do not use the word "phonics"

at all tVhat are the differences in the way these programs present phonics instruction'

How Does Phonics instruction Differ in Reading Programs?

Like beauty, what is meant by "phonics" is in the eve of the beholder To some, phonics

instruction is a mind-numbing array of \\ orksheets assigned w hile the teacher is doing other

things, divorced from an\ practice in real reading. To others, phonics instruction is a teacher

sitting down with a group of children and directl \ initiating them into reading by revealing its

code. To some, phonics is irrele\ ant. To others, it is essential. Phonics can be all of these things,

and even in programs that claim not to teach phonics, phonics instruction can take place

Approaches to phonics instruction can differ on a number of dimensions The

following discussion looks at only a few of these dimensions.

Analytic and synthetic approaches. Some approaches to the teaching of phonics are

called a,iaiio t , or implicit, because they begin with \\ hole words (generally pre\ iously learned

as sight words) and help z,tudents to anal \ ie their component parts. Other approaches are

called ,rinfiretit, or explicit, because they begin with letters or clusters of letters and build \\ ords

lw blending the sounds of letters together.

Most basal readin programs present chonics inz,truction through an analytic

approach A typical analytic lesson to teach the short a ,,ound in a coimonant,' \ owel/

consonant word, tor example, begins \\ ith a key word, such Is tat The teacher instructs the

students to listen tor the vowel sound they hear in the middle of lit The\ are told that this

sound is the sound of the short a. The teacher then reads aloud and shows students se eral

other short a words (such as fan, tarn, famp, and 1a,t) and sa \ s that thew, too, ha \ e the short 41

sound in the middle. Then the teacher reads another list ot \\ ords, some with and some

without the short ti nou pd, and asks students to identit \ those with the sound In a similar

activity with mitten \\ ords, students are asked to read words \\ ith and without short 41

Finally, they complete worksheets, requiring them to till in the letter "a" here appropriate,

iespond to sentences containing short a words, select from a set ot ords the one that names a

given picture, or select the picture that goes with the word

In such lessons, the teacher mo\ es from a word the children alread \ ha \ e learned to

new words 13ecause some phonemes cannot be spoken in isolationthat is, \\ ithout
attaching another sound to themthe lessons instruct the teacher not to sa \ sounds in

isolation Thu children are supposed to anal \le the spoken words into their mdi \ idual

sounds The problem is, as research has confirmed, that man \ children ha \ e difficulty doing

so (41,42). Morning a Nation of Reader, holds that children's ability to analvie words into

their separate sounds ma \ depend upon their ha \ ing alread \ learned something about the

sounds associated with letter,.

For instance, children \\ ho do not already have some idea of the sounds of

the letters in may not be able to single out the short ; sound when thee

hear the word spoken. !fence, \\ hen the teacher tells the children that the

letter "has the sound you hear in the middle ot .11," they ma \ not be able to
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make the connection. Ironically, therefore, implicit lanalyticI phonics may

actually presuppose what it is supposed to teach.

In programs using a synthetic, or e \piicit, approach to the teaching ot phonics, instruction

generally begins with isolated sounds. In addition, students imist engage in acti% ities in w hich

they learn to blend the sounds into words. For e \ ample, the teacher might w rite the letter a on

the board, say its soundind have students repeat the sounds. Then the students blend

together the a with the sounds ot pre% iously taught letters, .uch a m, n, f, or ?, into words such

as man, am, Nan, fan, and tat The problem with this approach k that, as noted above, onle

phonemes cannot be pronounced in isolation Most notabl \ the "stop" consonants, such ak,

/b/, /k /, /d/, /g/ , require children to append a vowel sound, such as "uh," to produce

"syllables" like Nth, kuh, and ilnh. This can creak problems w hen children tr% to blend a w ord

like bant as "buh-a-ar-n-n-n

So, which is best, analytic or synthetic phonics? Research provides no &final% e

answer, although the trend ot findings favors synthetic phonics Be«mung a Natton ot Wade?,

notes, for e \ample, that the strategies ot s\nthetic phonicsisolating the k,ou n d k, associated w ith

most letters and teaching children to blend the sounds ot letters together to tr\ to identity

wordsare useful instructional strategies I -low e er, the report wncludes that, gi% en the lack ot

research data to support one approach o% er the other, "Probably, the best strateg ould draw

from both approaches. For e \ample, the sounds of some letters such as ?, hich are especiall%

difficult to produce correct! in isolation, might be introduced best using the implicit approach

Phonic generalizations and rules. Beginning reading programs ako differ in the stress

the\ place on phonic generahiations or rules, su% h as \\ hen two ow elk, are together, the\

generally sa \ the long sound ot the first %ow el and the second is silent Such generahiations

ma \ ser% e to focus children on common spelling patterns in Engli.hIllow ing them to see w hat

Iet ters generally occur together.

Most generahiations are about how to pronounce vow els And the problem w iffi

%owe! generahia honk, is that they do not work very well The "two vowels walking"

generaliia tion, tor e \ample, ha, been fwind ahd only about 4S'. ot the time t ork ith

bead but not with head) (19) One study tound that ot torts-bee wmmonly taught vow el

generaliia tions, only twenty-three orked ith a man% as three-quarters ot the w ords to

which they pertained 09)

The goal ot phonic," lessons is fast, accurate recognition of ords, not labored sounding

out ot words. Generalwa honk" are useful only as the% point out colninull -pelling patterns For

this purpose, the\ do not ha% e to be memonied Further, gen( ralwations should not be taught

as hard and fast "rules" that go% ern letter-sound correspondences, but as ideas that k an be

applied tlembl% For e \ample, "It one We', t WO els together, first try to sa \ the long .ound

ot the first vow el, then the short" has much higher applicability than -When o%,ek go

walking ."

Unit of instruction Reading programs also differ in the units of lastruc bon to w hich

the\ call attention Man\ programs ask children to learn the relationship betw een indichlua1

letters and sounds, a few use frttet bode, s or spelling patterns as their basic units, and, ot

wurse, some use primal-11\ the sight recognition of a otd, \loq program., how e% er, do si Mk' of

each ot these.
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Recently, researchers have looked into other components ot spoken language calkd

"onsets" and "nmes," which mav prove to be a useful unit ot inqruction (67). An "onske

the part of a syllable that precedes the vowel, the "nme" is the re.st ot the ss llable All ss llaHes

must have a rime, not all need an onset.

The concept of onsets and nmes mas be useful in teaching ss.ritten language. For

exampk, in one studs, oung children s% ere able to hgur out the pronunkl,Ition ot one %%ord bs

analogy to another s% ith the same rime (the% could read Nak gis en peak). Bs contrast, these

children could not make ails usc ot matching spellings and sounds that did not k orrcspond to

rimes (they could not read beak given bean) (34).

Teaching phonics in isolation. Anothel wav that programs differ in phonic.,

instruction is in how they present the relation between the word patterns taught and their

appearance in kontest Rather than a dik hotoms aiming programs, there is a range ot anahon

Some programs pros ide a phomks losson pnor to the reading ot a selektiOn that has &nth fess

words esemplits mg the relationships Others has e phonics lessons that are tollossed b%

selections containing a high perk entage ot words s% ith thy taught relationships Akwrding to

Bek ming a N'atiOn of Readers, "The important point is that a high pniportion ot the words in the

earliest .,elektions duldren read should konform to the phonks thes ha% c alreads been taught

Otherwise thes s% ill not ha% e enough opportunity to praktke, es tend, and reline their

know ledge of ktter-sound relationships When phonks mstruk hon i kompletels di% orked

from real reading praktice, the danger is that it becomes pointkss memon/ation

Another aspect of this question is whether phonics in isolation should be hmght t all

\lost whole language theorists support the teak hing ot phonk nl in he kontest &1 d htde

skim and onls as needed to understand word in the shill Such -dekoding-on-demand"

instruktion i usualls unss stematk, but it ma% not be ails more so than the mstruk him offered

in a reading program that has an ill-planned Opt.' and sequenke and uses selek tains that do

not kontam words that permit khddren to appls nes% k taught letter-sound orroTond enk

Fi problem points up the importankc or looking not kink at the instruk hon gi n but at hos%

the mstruction relates to the other readmg duldren do

Teaching words in context. \ lay% program., stress tlw use o1 ontc t in identits mg

word., Although it is estremels importwit that words be prak Used in passage wntest, tl-
fehtlIae konte t does not appear to be a useful prak th (in word Identifikation (.1ood readers

dekode rapidls and automatkalls, using both their word Identifikation skill and kkintest

lounger and pkiorer readers tend to os er-rels on kontest. partly bekausc thes do not ha% k.

efficient word knowkdge to use instead

It is estremelv important that children learn to identits s% ord., quickls and

automatkall% Teak hing khddren to relv only on konkAt ma% intcrfen %%Oh this learning

Cis en that a test is t an appropriate les el of d ink ults, hild rcn shokild rict be k 'hour-aged to

skip words that are difficult for tlwm When k hddren enkOlinter a word they kannot

recogni/e, they should be enkouraged to studs the word's spelling, as well as k k Insider ik

meaning. The information adable trom ontk st s% ill then be inore hdptul to them Atter

the% ha% c worked t)l Cr a nes% word, the% should rdurn to the beginning ot the sentenke and

re-read the s% hole thing
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Practice Opportunities

For decoding skilk to be useful, readers must ex entuallv be able to decode words

autornatkalk, xx ithout cons,iousk attending to the process ot ',Minding each w ord out (011)

Teachers know how dIsrliptix e it t an be to reading Lomprehension xx hen L hildren read slow Ix

and xx ith mans errors Fluent reading requires praL tree Basal reading programs pros ide

practice in a number of different wax s in %% orlsbooks and associated w orksheets, through

flash card drill and Lomputcr programs, in xx flting and spelling atm% int..,,, aid in the seleL tions

Lhildren are asked to read What is the best tx pc of practiLe' The answ yr f rom research seems

to be that all of these Lan contribute to automatic w ord reLognition, hut that reading

meaningful text is the most t'ttet tl \ e praL tiL e aLtr

Workbooks. As the lVorkhooks booklet notes, there is ex idem c that practk c in

workbook tasks can Lontnbute to grow th in xx ord rewgmtion, it the ta-k, lir ol,1( a tea-onable

gown to of rai fit e tn the -kW- ton-hiered to he nvot taut a,pe,t, ot the provam (7,0) 11ell-designed

workbook ta40, can help in management and pros ide needed praktice

Hash cards Findings f rom the researt h on the use of tlash card drilk to improx c xx ord

fet ogmtion are LontradiLton '-ome studres ha% e found that . uL h drill does not transfer to

comprehension (31), while other studies ha% e found positive effects (671

Computer-assisted practice Computer programs Lan pros ide praL tiLe in the rapid

fet ogmtion ot xx ords Some programs ha% c been tound to be dick tix c in unprox ing fluent x and

acL uracv of recogni/ing xx ord. (8)

Writing and invented spelling An emphasis on xx ntmg aL tix ities has been show n

repeatedk to produL e gains in earls reading at hie\ ement (4) I low ex er, x oung children's

etiorts to xx rite and in\ ent spellings hold a speLral interest to beginning reading instrUL tion

beLause suL h efforts Lan rL intorL e Lhildren's know ledge of letter sequem es and know ledge of

spelling-sound relationships In addition, in\ ented spelling max impio, i. ,!uldren's phonenuL

a'A a felless---espet ialk that of L hddren initialk less xx ell prepared tor reading instruL trim ( 13)

'Telling de% elopment is quite gradual at this IlA el but as It till elops, it Lan aid the grow th of

( hddren's word reL (ignition skills as w ell

Reader selections \lost people agree that one of the best sourL es of praL tiL c is the

reading of xx ords, phrases, sentem es, and paragraphs (or, as reading ft'seaft hers desLribe it,

"Lonnetted text") Although mans tx pes ot reading material 'an supplx this praL tke, the

ad x a ntage of basal program readers is that the% Lan pro\ ide praL tiL e in reading LonneL ted text

that is tied to xx hat is being taught in the program's les .ons Programs must pros ide ample

anwunts of wnneL ted text that students aft' capable of reading and that is interesting,

engaging, and related to the letter-sound instruL lion in the program

It Is t'as \ to say that selectior, in basal readers should be interesting and engaging to

readers In praL tiL e, how e er, the LreatiOn ot slit h seleLtions using onk a Innited x ()Lobular\ .-

dill R. lilt I n most programs, the stories at the prepnmer and primer lex els are xx ntten to

wntam xx ords either sight xx ords of -Lick odahle" xx ords--t hat the Children are learning as

part of their formal reading instruLtion lark lex els of basal readers are %% ntten w ith words

Lhosen beLause t hex aft' listilll %%Ord'. that appear trequentlx in the language, of the\ aft' %%ord.

wntaining taught letter-sound l orreTondenk o I hese seleL lions Me intended to rem! orL e the
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learning from the lessons and ma; in; ok e a number ot repetitions of rd s im rt'L ent

research found that seleitions Lontaming a high percentage ot word, w ith taught lettir sound

correspondences produie readers LL ho ha; Mori' IHe approal he, tilLL ord identitiLation

and better 0; erall decoding skill (38)

The concern w ith controlling OL abulan, how Lb; er, can lead to boring or insubstantial

selections But with creatn basal reading program de; elopers Lan lonstrui t engaging tt

that also reintorie learning from phomis and w hole word lesson'. Some ot the guidi lines tor

evaluating such te\ 6, are contained in the Schbi holt, in the Basal Reader booklet

One torm ot connected te\ t that appears especialk usetul at earl; le; els of mstru, thin

is the predictable or patterned book. Patterned books Lontain a predii table pattern repeated

throughout the stor This could be a cumulatne pattern, such as "The I lou.e that laL k Built

or a repeated refrain, suLh as that in Bill Martin's 13wa.rr Bea?, Briralt Bear (47,) Sikh books

allow children to use the prediLtabilik ot the pattern to aid in word reLognition \\ hilt' HILT(

has not been a great desii ot research on the effects of patterned books, one stud; found that

such books w ere considerabk more ettectne than traditional preprimers in teak hmg a t 1/4 It

basic sight words (12)

Patterned books Lan be used in a numbor of ways As "big book, the; an be read

Lhorally by a Llass or a group. Choral and repeated readings ha: e been tound to be useful in

Lie; eloping both word recognition and flueno (7,) me; Lould also bi read indn iduall; in

much the same win as regular preprimer stories Patterned book, afe one LL a; ct bridging thk

transition between the "literate en. ironment" and the Mort' tormal instruitiim required to

develop word recognition skills

In addition to patterned books, -Ample but meaningful stories and short, taL tual arti,

Lan be written with a limited L oiabular; so that children ;;ill both olio; reading and re

reading them It is important, though, that the stories be w linen in a language that is h)t
to children as possible Studies ha; e found that ihildren ma; ha; e dittaulk ith th, art

"primerese" language that is otten ireated 1); the repetition ill a numbor ot high tiequi ii L

words in short sentences (61).

Fmailv, studies show that repeated readings of te\ ts leads not onh to gains in t ut n,%

but also, over hme, to gains in iomprehension ("1"-;, 60) Beginning reading program, should

provide opportunities tor children tt practiLe oral reading ot the seleL tions horalk, in pair,

with a tape recorder, or indn iduall; until gn en Lriteria of LL ords per minute and aL i ura, ,Irt

reached

A FINAL WORD

As the Commission on Reading as,.erted in Bet Onrin a Nation to !Ude:\ the purpose ot phoniLs

is to teach children the alphabetic priniiple so that tho Lan Lonsistenth use that prink irk to

help them identik known words and to figure out unknow n words on their ow n he right

maxims far phonics are,- the Commission coniluded, "Do it earl; Keep it simple I vept in

Lases of diagnosed indnidual need, phomis instruition should ha; e been Lompleted tht

end of second grade."
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To this end, research favors synthetic phonics. However, the "ideal" phonics program

would probably contain features from analytic phonics as well. WI iting in 1985, the

Commission concluded that the phonics approaches recommended in programs fell

considerably short of the ideal. Analyses of new editions of basal programs indicate that there

are still some problems to be dealt with (26). h is hoped that adoption committees will use the

information they gain from using A Guide to S&L tmg Basal Reading Programs to encourage

publishersas the Commission did earherto imp% 2 the quality of instructional design,

materials, and teaching strategies in their programs.

Footnote

1. Order forms for Beconung a Nation of Readets The Report of the Commission on ReadIng,

prepared by R. C. Anderson, E. H. HieLm, J. A. Scott, and I. A. G. Wilkinson, and Beginning to

Read Tlunking and Learnin about PrintA Summary, summarized by S. A. Stahl, J. Osborn, and

F Lehr from the Marilyn J. Adams book of the same name, are available from the Center for the

Study of Reading. You may obtain order forms by writing the Center at 51 Gertv Drive,

Champaign, IL 61820, or by calling (217) 244-4083
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PART TIVO

Discussion of Guidelines for Evaluating Beginning

Reading and Decoding Skill Instrucfion

As the review of resarch and practice indicates, there are many things to consider in

e% alua tmg beginning reading instruction. The guidelines thit follow are not intended to 1,e

e\hausthe, rather they focus on some key points to look tor in e \amming kindergarten and

formal reading instruction in basal reading programs.

KINDERGARTEN INSTRUCTION

Once kindergartens ser% ed primarily as a transition betw eL a home and school, focusing on

developing social skills and con% eying general common knowledge At the same time, it as

idel% belie% ed that children should not be gi% en sstematic reading instruction until tile%

were "read% to learn to read, hich occurred wilt hen the% had reached a certain le% el ot

maturity Lntil Juldren reached this le% el of matunh, it A as held that s% sterna tic reading

instruction wouki be unproducthe or e% en harmful 121, 52) Proponenk or this % iew

suggested that instead ot s% stematic instruction, kindergarten reading instruction should

consist largely of "readiness" activities As a result, a number ot activitiesand testsw

de% eloped to promote readiness tor reading Some ot these in% oh ed teaching children to hop

and skip, cut 1 t h scissors, match similar shapes, and o on Many of these activities ma% be

worthw hile, but the% ha% e a negligible relationship to reading (57) Learning to read in% oh es

evenence ith the w riRen ord In tact, new understandings ot w hat children are Lapable ot

learning, as w ell as recent studies of the nature of literac% and literac% acquisition kik c shown

that % oung children ha% e a great deal ot know ledge about the form and function of w ntten

language Current practice suggests that reading instruction should build upon thk

knowledge

And, in many schools, s% stematiL reading instruction does begins in kindergarten

Posithe results ha% e been tound both from kindergarten programs that Lan be Lharactenied as

tormal, struLtured, and iatensh e, as ell as programs that are mtormal, though n haphaiard

(h, 8, 20, 49). Bewming a Nation of Wade?, recommends "a balanced kindergarten program in

reading and language that includes both formal and informal approaches Such instniction,

the Commission continues, should be "s% stematk but tree from undue pressure It cautions

against being "so impatit. nt for our children that e turn kindergartens, and e% en nursery

schools and da care Lenters, into academic bootcamps Finalh, the Commission urges that
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those chilc'ren who are least ready tor systematic reading instruction are the ones most in need

of "anti.* experience with oral and printed language, and early opportunities to begin to write,"

What, then shouki -%aluators look for as they examine kindergarten instruction? The

answer to this question depen is upon manv things, including the school or school district's

iew of when to begin systematic reading instruction. Because there is some variation in

opinion about what the nature of reading instruction in kindergarten classrooms should be,

members of adoption committees et ,:luating beginning reading and decoding skill instruction

must discuss and agree upon the t% pe of reading instruction most appropriate for their

kindergarten classrooms

GUIDELINE 1. Before examining the spet 1fic content ot kindergarten reading instruction in

basal reading programs, discuss and agree upon the type of reading instruction that Is most

appropriate for your kindergarten classrooms.

Content of Kindergarten Instruction

The resea,ch suggests that if the word awareness, phonemic awareness, knowledge of letter

names, and print awareness ot all children could be developed in kindergartenor earlierthe
rate of primart school failures would be reduced enormoush. The researt h also suggests that

children who do not acquire adequate readmg skill by the end of the primal.% grades are likel%

to fail in school forever. It seems imperative, therefore, that kindergarten levels of basal

programs contain activities that focus on these essential aspects of reading

Word awareness. Although the concept avid is often developed at home, tor man%

children, school must provide this understanding Earle reading instruction usuall% begins

with the assumption that children possess both the concept of word and the abilit% to recognire

otherw ise familiar wordsspoken and writtenwhen examined one at a time. The word

word is nearly unavoidable in instruction about reading To make any sense out of their

classroom activities, therefore, children must alread% understandor quickly catch on tothe

idea of what a word is.

Fortunately, it Is fairly easy to get children to attend to words. In only one setting,

Young children can make great progress in di% iding or segmenung sentences into individual

words, although the% often ha% e trouble identifting function vords and prepositions

separate words (32, 40)

Of course, most children do not learn the concept ot word this way \lost learn about

words through exposure to print. Because speakers produce clauses in one continuous breath,

in listening to spoken language, children cannot distinguish spaces between the words In

looking at print, howe% er, they can see that there are spates between tht ords As children

become aware of the one-by-one nature of words in print, they begin to notice and isolate

words in speeih. One researcher showed that word awareness increases dramatically along

with the earliest signs of emerging reading ability (28) This nearly, but not quite, obvious

nature and function of individual words seems a reason Lo teach word awareness

Beginning to Read suggests a number ot activities to help children understand the

concept of zooid. For example, sentence segmentation games, which involve sentences made
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from strings of picture cards, can be a good way to train word awareness. By letting children

play with the orders and combinations of cards, the activity can be extended to explore the

meanings and functions of words as well as their segmentabilitv. Other activities should focus

on training children to recognize the purpose of the spaces between cy ords in print Pointing

out words and noting spaces between them in storybooks, on chalkboards, or in big books can

reinforce this idea (18).

Exploring and contrasting lengths of printed words can help clarify the difference

between syllables and w ords and hasten the insight that a printed word should be meaningful

Activities dealing with word length can help children become aware of prepositions and short

function words (39, 48). Finally, such activities can be a way of showing children that words

that take longer to say, look longer in printreflecting the relationship between speech and

alphabetic writing (59).

Phonemic awareness. Partially from learning about letters and words, and partially

through rhyming and other word games, children can develop an ability to "play with" the

sounds in spoken words and thus develop phonemic awareness. Typically, phonemic

awareness activities engage children in a Y arietv of games and activities involving nursery

rhymes, rhymed stories and rhyme production, segmentation of sentences into individual

words, investigations of word length, clapping and dancing to syllabic rhythmsind tile

isolation and identification of initial, final, and internal phonemes in words (43).

Although Beginning to Read states that the explicit training of phonemic awareness is

invaluable for efficient and effective reading instruction, it cautions against giving tests of

phonemic awareness to kindergartners, and, if they fail, holding them back from first grat,e

Tile key to phonemic awareness lies more in training than in age or maturation. Therefore, if

children have not received sufficient exposure to print and sound by age fi c and a half, there

is little to suggest that they will do so "automatically" by the time they are six and a halt As

well as explicit training, the ,-ctivities that seem to lead to the development ot phonemic

awareness afe those involved in learning how to read and spell. To keep children back to

"wait" for phonemic awareness to develop is to hold them back from what may be the best

opportunities to allow it to develop.

Beginivng to Read urges that phonemic awareness games and activities be incorporated

into the standard kindergarten and preschool curricula.

Knowledge of letter names. If a number of children in a kindergarten class do not

know the names of the letters of the alphabet, does simply teaching them to name and

recognize the letters assure that they will become good readers' Research seems to say no

Accurate but slow recognition of letters is not enough, it is the cam' and the Moto \% ith chich

children ran name and identify them that matters.

Children who can quickly recognize most letters will have an easier time learning

about letter sounds and word spellings than will children who still have to work at

remembering letter identities. A comfortable knocy ledge of the names and identities of letters

hastens the learning of letter sounds because it helps children remember the sounds That is, if

children know that a particular symbol is called b, then they can llse that fact to help remember

its sound.
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Children who recognize letters quickly and accurately will also have an easier time

recognizing words as patterns of letters. To the extent that they have to pause and "work" at

identifying letters, children will have less Mention left tor figuring out ss ords Thus lust being

able to name the letters is only the first step What is needed tor successful reading is a

comfortable familiarity with letters.

Print awareness. Learning about the importance ot print often occurs in situations

where written language serves to entertain (as in books and ri Names), to inform (as in

instructions on packages and in games), and to direct (as on traffic signs) The goal is for

children to learn about the function, of written language and about ss hat adults mean ss hen

they talk about "reading." Programs should include suggestions for actis ities that make the

function of print obvious, useful, and entertaining to children.

Storybook reading. Storybook reading can be used to demonstrate concepts about

how print works, including such things as "author," "title," "top," "bottom," ss hich way the

print goes, and so fort.'1. The reading aloud of stun books not only des clops children's print

awareness, it also initiates children into the wonders of the imaginative worlds accessible onh

through literature and the wonders ot the es en dav world accessible through informational

books For kindergarten reading programs, as in the latter grades, storybook reading is not an

"extra," but must be an integral part of the school day.

Spelling and writing. Printing letters and writing words are important in their own

right Because of the interrelatedness of the oral and written forms ot language, learning to

write also aids in reading development. For mans soung Lhildren, the desire to communicate

pros ides an intentis e tor using ss fitten language. Ins ented spelling is an especialls produitis c

was of doing this. Invented spelling forces children to reflect upon the sounds in spoken

words and relate them to printed letters in a ssaN that fits in well ss ith young children's natural

desire to explore their world.

The arguments to- including invented spelling and, later on, spelling instruction cp., a

major component of the reading program are strong Learning about spelling reinforces

Lhildren's knowledge about Lommon letter sequences It also reinforces their know ledge about

spelling-sound relationships and 111,11 help children become aware of ss ord parts (27). l3ecau,se

of this, spelling practice enhances reading proficiency.

But writing should not take the place of instrui tion and practice in reading Lonneited

text and in word recognition For children's interest in how is ords actually are spelled to be

useful, they must be exposed to properly ssritten text For children to learn how ss ords actualls

are spelled, they must learn to readand to spell.

GUIDELINE 2. When examining the kindergarten les els ot basal reading programs, es aluate

the quantity and quality of instruL non and practice opportunaws tor developing

word awareness

phonemic asvareness

knowledge ot letter names

print asvareness
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Oral Language Activities and Listening Experiences

The development of reading is related to the development of speaking and listening as well as

to writing. A quality kindergarten program should pros ide opportunities for grow th in these

areas.

In addition to providing a language-rich environment in which children gain

knowledge of the world, kindergarten classrooms should encourage children to use language

in reflective ways. Providing children with opportunities, such as class discussions, that allow

them to listen and respond to adult questions requiring them to reflect upon their experiences

can stimulate the kind of mental processes that are needed for them to read with

understanding.
Since listening comprehension proficiency also predicts successful reading

comprehension, language clan ities that encourage children to listen to and follow directions as

well as those that involve listening to stories should be a part of a school reading program

Oral language activities and listening experiences in the classroom are important for all

children but especially important for children ho have not had experiences at home w ith the

language of schools and books.

Oral language and listening activities should permeate kindergarten classrooms Basal

reading programs should contain useful suggestions for these kmd ,. of activities, hut in no way

should oral language and listening experiences be limited to these suggestions

GUIDELINE 3. When examining kindergarten le% els of basal reading programs, ealtiate the

quantity and qualit ot instruchon and practice opportunities for oral language and listening

experiences.

FORMAL READING INSTRUCTION

Although this sel. bon focuses on the decoding actix ities associated w ith beginning reading, it

must once again be empl owed that a balanced beginning reading program contains a arietv

of writing, spelling, speaking, and listening activities.

The first step in evaluating formal reading instruction in a program is to determine the

approach to letter-sound correspondences it usesanalytic or syntheticand how well it

presents that instruction. This can be done by looking at the letter-sound instniction in three

consecutive lessons and asking the follow ing questions. I ) Are letter-sound correspondences

presented in isolationa synthetic approachor are they identified as the sounds heard at the

beginning (or middle or end) of a word--an analytic approach? 2) Are letter-sound

correspondences presented explicitlx, or are children to deduce them trom examples' 3) What

is the predominant unit ot instructionindi\ idual letters and sounds, clusters ot letters or

spelling patterns, or words? 4) Are the instructional suggestions easy to follow and consistent

from lesson to lesson' and 5) Do the lessons review the correspondences presented in

previous lessons?

Rather than choosing a program based upon whether it uses a purely analytic or

purely synthetic approach to phonics, it seems best to determine that the instruction 1:e clear
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and not confusing to students It is also a good idea to oetermine that the instruction is

adequate. In an analytic program, this can be accomphshed by pros iding some letter-sound

Lorrespondences in isolation, but using knov% n ords to illustrate how the% might actualk,

sound. In a mnthetk. program, this ould in% ol% e ping serious attention to teaching children

to blend taught sounds into words, and providing a great deal practice reading words that

are composed ot the taught sounds

Atter determining the approach used in a program, evaluators should consider ,,e% eral

other factors, such as the presence of blending exercises, the relationship of the w ords in the

student reader to the taught sounds, and the use ot context as an instructional strategy

(Remember that 13(0011,1N to Read does not recommend an o% errelianie on context Rather, it

argues that instead ot habitually rel% mg on context, children should be encouraged to figure

out troubling words trom their spellings )

GUIDELINE 4. Betore examining the speillic iontent ol tormal reading instruL tion in a basal

reading program, determine which approach to phonics instruLtion it uses and decide it the

instruction is clear and adequate.

The Design of Letter-Sound Instruction

If English %%ere perfectl% alphabeticif each letter Lorrespo Inueu exactl% to one sound and %

%ersathen the number of letter-sound pairs to be learned would equal twent

I lowoer, beouse the correspondeace is not consistently one-to-one but often one-to-

several in both direLtions, there are man% more than t enk Ietter-,ound pairs to be

learned Exactl% how many' It has been found that hundreds ot correspondences are

in% ol% ed In a stud% restricted to the one- and two-syllable words common to the reading

materials ot six to nine year olds, the number of rile% ant letter-sound Lorrespondemes %%as

found to be 211 (9)

It is important to recogni/e, IRA% e%er, that not all ot the correspondences are equall%

useful, not all are required N ith equal trequenc%, not all need to be learned in the first grade,

and not all that Lhildren N ill learn e% entuall% need be taught explicitly Therefore, it might he

better to ask ichiL h correspondences should be tau ht rather than how man% As Re,miiim

Read emphasues, "Beyond the most basic of basics and despite a long histor% and broad use,

the various presentations ot phonks lessons in reading programs ,.ontain little in the w a% of

agreement as to the best set ot letter-sound pairs to teach explicitly to students

It seems reasonable, howe% er, to expect that the order in hich letter-sound

torrespondemes are introdu,.-ed be well planned so that the% can be combined to torm ords

Further, it seems reasonable that the design of instructional sequenie be 0 ident Good

planning and Laietul InstruLtional design should result in ease ot acquisition of letter-sound

correspondences tor children

In examining the design ot letter-sound instruition in programs in detail, it might be

useful to determine 1) the bust tifteen letter-sound correspondenies taught and how man%

words can be made trom them 2) the order ot introduction of letter-sound

correspondencestor both the %ov:els and the consonants, ;) whether the long and short
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sounds of the same %ow el are introduced in the same lesson or whether their introduction is

separated; 4) whether different sounds for the same consonant are introduced In the same

lesson or the,- ,ntroduction separated (for example's/ and /A/ for c); 5) how digraphs, such
as Ph/ and /sh,/, are introduced (whether the concept of two letters together having a different

sound is explicitly stated), 6) the provisions that are made for the continuing review of the

letter-sound correspondences taught; and 7) the point at which all letter-sound

correspondences have been introduced.

In addition to these points, it might be helpful to look at how a program deals with the

teaching of rules, or phonic generalizations Research indicates that although rules can direct

children to common spelling patterns and some strategies to use w hen identif% ing unknow n

words, memorization of rules is not productive. Rather, if children are taught rules, they

should also be taught to use them flexibly.

Other points to consider can be found in Beginning to Read, particulark in the chapter

"Issues in the Teaching of Phonics."

GUIDELINE 5. In examining the design ot letter-sound instruction in a basal reading

program, determine if the order of the introduction of letter-sound correspondences is w ell

planned and if the design of the instruction is evident.

Practice Opportunities

To become successful readers, children need opportunities to practice their decoding skill. In a

basal program, this practice can come in the form of workbook pages, flash cards, computcr

programs, and w riting and spelling activities. These practice opportunities should be examined

carefully to see if they reflect the instruction presented in the program

Almost everyone agrees, however, that reading connected textthc selections in

student readers and in other booksis the most beneficial practice of all In examining the

selections in basal readers, evaluators should also determine if they reflect instruction 'he

program In particular, the% should see if the selections contain a good number of w ords that

reinforce the letter-sound correspondences taught in related lessons. Of equal importance,

how ever, is determining that the selections are interesting and engaging to the duldren ho

will read them

GUIDELINE 6. When examining opportunities to practke decoding 'skill contained in a basal

reading program, determine if

workbook pages, flash cards, computer programsmd writing and spelling

activities reflect the program's instruction

selections contain a good number of words that reinforce letter-sound

correspondences taught in related lessons

selections are interesting and engaging to children

4 8
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PART THREE

Teacher Assistance for Beginning Reading and Decoding

Skill histruction

The suggestions that follow are based on research and effecti \ e practice The\ are intended to

help teachers incorporate the information pros ided in this booklet into their total instructional

program.

I How do I help children's reading development?

Make reading and writing an integral part of the classroom throughout the dat,

not just during "reading time Include print acti \ dies in lessons devoted to art,

language, music, and mathematics.

Read to children daily Reading aloud both fiction and nonfictionw ill

develop children's reading in mans \va s Such reading will moti \ ate children to

explore books on their own, impro\ e their language and w orld know ledge, and

allow their imaginations to thrive.

Mal e time tor writing, as well as reading I la \ ing children w nte can be a useful

w av of impro ing their knowledge of letter-sound correspondences as w ell as

their understanding of how writers work

Allow time for children to read for their ow n purposes IA en children a t the \ en

beginning stages of reading benefit from looking at book and "reading" simple

picture book

1
I I oN should decoding instruction relate to the rest ot my reading prograia'

Do not teach decoding as an ;nd in itself 1 he purpose ot decoding instruc tion is

to enable children to read fluenth and with comprehension

Lmphasiie the link between instruction in decoding and the other park ot the

reading program At least some of the selections children read should contain a

lot of words that reinforce the letter-sound correspondences they are learning

Keep in mind that the aim of decoding instruction is to get children close enough

to a \vord's pronunciation so they can, with the help of ik context, recognue it

Children elum being fluent readers who easth understand what the\ ad If

necessary, use repeated readings to achie\ e fluent reading.

During reading instruction, children should mostly read ,,elections that are at
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their instructional level. Some additional time, however, should be devoted to

texts that they can read Easily (with a 95% or better oral reading accuracy).

3. How can I help all children read?

Be mindful of the fact that there can be a wide variation in the knowledge that

young children have about reading. Some children may not have even the most

basic ideas. Provide these children with underlying concept, -0, At the funchons

of reading and writing as well as with specific information about lettere, sounds,

and words.

For children who are already reading simple stories, this kind of instruction

probably is not necessary. Instead, emphasize more advanced concepts with

them.

Me essential principle of all good teachingestimate where each student is and

build on that baseis doubly important in reading instruction.

r:
t.)
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PART FOUR

Listing of Guidelines for Evaluating Beginning Reading

and Decoding Skill Instruction

GUIDELINE 1. Before examining the specific content of kindergarten reading instruction in

basal reading programs, discuss and agree upon the tt pe of reading instrut non that is mtp,t

appropriate for your kindergarten clay,room,

GUIDELIN L 2. When exanuning the kindergarten let els of basal reading programs, et aluate

the quantity and quality of instruction and practice opportunine,, for det eloping

word awareness

phonemic awareness

knowledge of letter names

print awareness.

GUIDELINE 3. kVhen examining kindergarten let els of basal reading programs, et aluate the

quantity and i1ualit of instruetion and prat tke opportunities tor oral language and listening

experiences.

GUIDELINE 4. Before examining the pet itk i ontint of formal reading instruition in a basal

reading program, determine tt hit h appnot h to phowts mst rut non it tkes and dei ide it the

instruction k clear and adequate

GUIDELINE 5. In examining the design of letter-sound instruction in a basal reading

program, determine if the order of the introdut non of letter-sound t orre,pondent e tt ell

planned and if the design of the instruction n, evident

GUIDELINE 6. When examining opportunities to prat tit e det oding ontamed in a basal

reading program, determine if

workbook pages, flash cards, computer programs, and tt riting and spelling

activities reflect the program's instruction

selections contain a good number of words that milt oft e letter-sound

correspondences taught in related lessons

4110
,,elections are interesting and engaging to children
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PART FWE

Worksheets for Evaluating Be Oiling Reading and

Decoding Skill Instrucfion

Some important alict t,, ot beginning reading and dci tiding ,,kill intruL non ha

di,Lned in thi,, booklet Ond ,,ummarired in the guidchne,, Fhe \\ orkheet, that !Alm\ \\ ill

hclp \ kni 11C tlw intormation in thc booklet as. \ on o filua fC beginning rcading in,arlIt thin 111

reading pnigram,,

SpeL lilt direi how. preLede eat h \\ orkheet .\ddit lona I Illt:/l ma tmt in abilut the

\\ orkheek tan be timnd in the I cadet Alaw1,11

Materials and Resources Needed

\ t Al 1\ Ill need one \\ orkheet tor e\ LT \ re itling program \ tin plan to LA all141tc Rcpriduf

man\ \\ orkheek a,, \ on need I or cat !I program \ km LA aInate, on v% ill ako nccd Opt.. ot

leacher' manuak
student te\ tbook.

Points to Keep in Mind

I 1 on IP,1 1 find that 1 on do not need to Lompletc LA el"1 \ ol11111I1 or all',1\ el e1 ell

quk-,tion on 41 workheet 1 mpt \ pai es, do not Wan that a program ha., Licht icnk It,

-, 1 on 111,11 \ 11e tt) IIe Onk parts ot eat h \\ ork.heet

Rating What You Have Evaluated

lou ma\ vp.,11 to do clop il rating ',Wk to quantik \ ow 0\ crall k.\ aluanon oi bk.41nnIno,

rcading :ntruL hon :n the programs \ on c\aminc L. ha \ c priA ided sfpaLL on eat h 1N %,1-1,,hvut

kir \ on to reL ord thoc l'ating,,
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WORKSHEET 1: DIRECTIONS

GUIDELINE 1: Kindergarten Instruction

In the spztce provided, state your agieed-upon goals for reading instruction in

the kindergarten program.

GUIDELINES 2, 3: Quantity and Quality of Kindergarten Instruction

I Look at five consecutive lessons each from the beginning, middle, and end e

the program. Then list by name and page number the activities in the lessons

that develop each of the following

a word awareness,

b. phonemic awareness

c. letter name knowledge

d print awareness.

..)

29

Using information from the Research and Practice section .of the booklet,

evaluate the appropriateness and quality of these activities

Repeat this procedure for oral language and listening att.% hies
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Publisher

Worksheet 1 BEGINNING READING AND DECODING SKILL

Program Grade Level Copyright Evaluator

GUIDELINE 1

KINDERGARTEN INSTRUCTION

Statement of the committee's goais for kindergarten reading instruction.

GUIDELINES 2, 3
QUANTITY AND QUALITY Lesson I
OF I \STRUCTIO\ Name

pp

Lesson 2 Lesson 3
Name Name-

PP
1 PP

Lesson 4
Name.
pp

Lesson 5
Name

PP
1

Rating

IA Ord a V% areney,

Phonenm al \ art'Des

etter namc kno, ledge

Prmt al.\ r', nt.'s.

Oral language

I istenIng

54
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WORKSHEET 2: DIRECTIONS

GUIDELINE 4: Formal Reading Instruction

Look at the letter-sound instruction in three consecutive lessons. Answer the following

questions in the spaces provided.

a. Are letter-sound correspondences presented in isolation (synthetic) or are they

identified as the sounds heard at the beginning, middle, or end of a word

(analytic)?

b Are letter-sound correspondences presented explicitly or are children expected

to deduce them from examples?

c. What is the predominant unit of instruction (letters and sounds, clusters of

sounds and spelling patterns, or words)?

d. Are instructional suggestions easy to follow and consistent from lesson to

lesson?

e. Do the lessons review the correspondences taught in previous lessons?

On the basis of your answers to these questions, decide if the program uses an

analytic or a synthe,ic approach to phonics instruction and whether its instruction is

dear and adequate Record your answers.

IIIGUIDELINE 5: Design of Letter-Sound Instruction

33

Look at the letter-sound instruction in three consecutive lessons Comment, using the

following questions to guide your evaluation.

a What are the first fifteen letter-sound correspondences taught? How man\

words can be made from them?

b. What is the order of introduction of letter-sound correspondences (vowels and

consonants)?

c Are the long and short sounds of the same vowel introduced in the same

lesson, or is their introduction separated"

d. Are different sounds for the same consonant introduced in the same lesson, or

is their introduction separated?

e. How are digraphs introduced?

f. What provisions are made for continuing the review of the letter-sound

correspondences taught?

g At what point have all of the letter-sound correspondenLes been introdmed)

h. How does the program deal with teaching rules or phonic generahiations?

5 6



Based on your k.omments, decide it the design ot the letter-sound instruction in the

program is well-planned and if the design ot the instruction is evident. Record your

answers.

GUIDELINE 6: Practice Opportunities

Examine the various opportunities for decoding skill practice provided in the

program's workbook pages, flash cards, computer programs, and writing and

spelling activities. Comment on whether they reflect the program's instruction.

Look at at least five selections in the basal reader (both fiction and nonfiction) and

comment on whether they reflect and reinforce the letter-sound correspondences

taught in related lessons Then decide it children will find the selections

interesting and engaging.

5 7
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6
Worksheet 2 BEGINNING READING AND DECODING SKILL

Publisher Program Grade Level Copyright Evaluator

GUIDELINE 4
FORMAL READING INSTRUCTION Rating.

Names and inclusive page numbers of lessons examined.

a. c d.

e

Approach to phonics instruction
used in program

Comments on the clarity and
adequacy of instruction

GUIDELINE 5
DESIGN OF LE11'ER-SOUND INSTRUCTION

Names and inclusive page numbers of lessons examined

Comments

GUIOELINE 6
PRACTICE OPPORTUNITIES

a Workbook pages c Computer programs

h Flash card,, d Writing/spelling acti% ities

Selection 1

Name.

PP

Selection 2
Name

PP

Selection I
Name

PP

Selection 4
Name

PP

Selection ;
Name

PP

5 9
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PART ONE

Research and Pracfice

Students' sucass in school depends largek upon how well they Lan get meaning from the

books and other materials they read. Therefore, comprehension instruction is an important

part of the teaching of reading, and it is a primary goal of most basal reading programs

Comprehension nistruction in reading piograms usualk is built around the selections

,:ontained in the basal reader, or student textbook, and is coir nosed ot a series ot teacher-

gtnded activities commonk known as the directed reading les .on. Classroom observation

reseatch has shown that as they take students through a reading selection, teachers are strongh

influenced b the procedures, instructions, and recommendations suggested in teachers'

manuals (3, 4, 5).

Because the directed reading lesson and the instructional suggestions that accompanc

it can play such an important role in the teaching of comprehension, this booklet focuses on

that aspect of basal reading programs ,mpanion booklet, Comres:oNen 11 SUL. and

Strattv,,, wncentrates on instruction Jesigned to provide students w ith more general skill,"

and strategies that can help them to read all kinds of materials on their own

The Nature of Reading Comprehension

One view ot reading holds that reading is a simple pro LecoLing thecess ot figuring out or -1

words on a printed page The belief underk ing this iew is that the pronunciation of word,"

gi es access to the meanings, and that comprehension comes automatically Current research,

however, has tstahlished that w lute this iew ot reading is parth correct, reading Is a mut h

more complex process. In Becoming a Nation et Rtader, its report on the state o: reading

research and instruction, the Commisn on Reading defined reading as

1Tlhe process ot constructing meaning from writt,..1 texts It is a complex

skill requiring thc coordination ot a number ot interrclated sources of

information (1)

To gain some understanding ot what happens w hen we rea,l, it is helpful to eVIIiiine

se% eral points raised by the definition What is mt. t bc the term :ciitto: teif," What does it

mean to t 'ristruct meaning? How uo readers t meaning from w ritten texts' What are

into related ,mirce:, ot intopmation? and How do reaocrs wordinate Inkrrelated sources of

intormahon''

What iE meant by the term written texts A SN rater text is ant thing .%e read It can

be any number of things a page in a bookm article in a new sparer, a 1,.tter from a friend, a

68
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computer printout, (1 billboard on the side of a highttax, or the direction, on the back ot a box

of cake mix

What does it mean to construct meaning' Reading z a process in it hith a reader's

n knowledge is combined xt ith the information in a book or other xt ritten texts to create

meaning. When w e successfulk combine w hat w e are reading w ith our o n knowledge, 1,t,

are engaged in the cons.truction o ineinniN.

How do readers construct meaning from written text' The construction,ot meaning

is a dx nanuc process As we read words, phrases, sentences, and paiagraphs ot a text, we

continuousi re ise our interpretations ot what that text means (8) This Alit N. to interpret a

text's meaning is the result ot our keeping track ot, comparingmd integrating w hat tht author

has w raten ith what we alreadx knowthat is, xt ith our o n bat kvound knczekdge about the

subiect matter in the text, other relex ant informationmd the cons entions ot how text, are

written.

This process ot constructing meaning can be imagined a, a continuous dialogue

between us and the author of the text we are reading. The dialogue proceed, as e read

through the text, and as it continues. we "write" a new text in our own heads This new text

"in our heads- is the result ot integrating our ideas It ith those of the author in a wax that

makes sense to us (clad, it the author had the opportunitx to examine the text in our heads. it

would also make sense to him or her) By creating this new text, we hax e constructed meaning

from the text we were reading .2).

What are interrelated sources of information' In the view ot reading we

mentioned earlier, reading is a process that "starts at the bottom," with reader, first identitx ing

letters, then learning the meaning ot words through pronunciation, then adding the meaning,

of word, together to produce the meaning ot clause, and sentences, then combing the

meanings of sentences to produce the meanings ot paragraphs and entire texts

Research show s, howex er, that in addition to producing meanings from letters, xt ords,

sentences, and paragraphs, readers also ,elect and use their knowledge about people, pla,:es

and things, and their knowledge about texts and how the\ are organued All ot these things

are the interrelated sources of intormat:on

How do readers coordinate interrelated sources of information' Comprehension

depends upon the ability ot readers to organue the different kind, ot knowledge they possess

The kiln\ to coordinate these sources of information require, experience and practice t1 hen

readers understand xt hat thex are reading, the: hax e mastered the complexities ot coordinating

many interrelated sources ot information

The Directed Reading Lesson

The ohjectn e of the directed reading lesson is to build students' comprehension competence

through meaningful entounters with written texts (r,) Tx pitallx, the lesskIn proceeds through

seeral stages, beginning xt ith a prt reading, or preparation stage during xt hich the teacher

introduces the selection, pro ides batkground intormationmd presents new x ocabular that

will be encountered in the -.Oct' .)n As part ot this stage, the teacher might ako set the

purpose tor reading the selet tion and pose questions tor the students to answer as thex read

During the second stage, the students )ead the selection, orallx or silenth in its entiretx or in
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sections. They may also answer questions as they read or after they have read In the

concluding stage of the lesson, students complete follow-up activities, including discussion,

rereading, and workbook practice with the skills and strategies used in the lesson.

The directed reading lesson has been a central feature of reading programs for manv

years, and, in many cases, the instructional suggestions provided with them have simply

evolved without any evidence to support their effectiveness. In fact, researchers have

discovered that, in some programs, the instructional suggestions IA ere misleading or irrelex ant

to the selections they accompanied (4). This is one reason why you should carefully examine

the instructional practices provided in basal programs for the directed reading lesson.
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PART TWO

Discassion of Guidelines for Evaluating the Directed

Reading Lesson

{his part o; the booklet pre,ents tour guideline, to lielp %ou a', %on e \amine instructional

practices tor the directed reading leson The guideline, relate -,peciticall% to prereading

actl ities, questions to accompan% and tollo% readlng, and tollow-up actix Ines

The e\amples used in this discussion relate to the story, Up hi tlu Lott, Inch appear,

helm, While this ,election is a narratRe, and is similar to narrati% es found in basal ridding

programs, the guidelines presented in relation to it can be applied as \\ell to article,,

biographies, poems, and other kinds ot selettions that appear in reading program, kte suggest

that %on read the ston before orocet ding to the dicuion ot guidt line,

Up to the Loft

t Ilene% er Man Beth thought about the han est, she tett e% en sic.ker

than she *cad% t a, She had realk looked ton, ard to the han est this %ear

For the tir,t time, \la and l'a had said that she t mild ;tork ith the rot ot the

family m the fields \ 0 longer %%maid she ha% e to ,a. a1S. 01er to the 5to ens'

house during hai %est and spend the da pla\ing ith little lohnn \ \ o !tit:ger

%ould -,he ha% e to listen to her brother, tease her about being the bah% ot the

tamil%

Man Beth coughed and took anothet drink lit a ter In her mind shi

could still hear her mother', \t orti, Innn that morning

"\ ol%, Man Beth, %on ha% e a told 101111 ha% e to ,ta% in bed toda%

'But, Ma

"there's no but, about it, %oung lad% It's too late to take %on o% er to

the Ste% ens' house, but I think %ou'il be ,,II rit.,,ht b% % :relt lust sta% in bed

and keep I% arm

But, Ma

'\ ot hush 'kw II be ba( k bt. .undmt It %on take goon (are t,t

%ourself, %on might be ell enough to %ork ith us toinorrot

5o Man Beth took tale ot herseit first she read hei book, then ,he

sot ed a pillot case, then ,he pla% t d ith her doll-, 1nd then ,he got bored

Bored and angn 1111% did her mot!ier ha% e to make her ,ta \ home) 5he as

tired of being treated like a bah% slit e 110 telt su k, but she l OHL] ha% e done
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:4)110111m to help with the harvest.

Mary Beth looked out her window. In the distance she could see Ma

and Pa and her brothers harvesting corn. Closer by she could see the big barn

where Betsy lived Betsy was a gray mare who was now too old to work. She

spent most of her time in the barn munching hay.

Suddenly Mary' Beth had an idea. As long as nobody was around, she

could play in the loft! Mars' Beth had never been in the loft because Pa

wouldn't let her climb the ladder that led to it. lie said it was too dangerous.

"Too dangerous!" thought Mary Beth. "That's because he still thinks

I'm a baby"

Five minutes later, Mars' Beth opened the door to the barn She was

wrapped in a blanket and feeling better by the minute A doll's head peeked

out of each of the large pockets of her nightgown "At least I'll ha e some tun

today," she thought, "And no one will ever know

She went over to Betsy and patted her. Betsy Just kept munching hay,

but she did flick her tail back and forth a few times. Right next to Betsy was

the ladder that led up to the loft. It was tall and ricket, and it did look a bit

dangerous, but Mary Beth w as determined to see the loft. She looked around

to make sure no one was watching, and then she put her foot on the first rung

The ladde' creaked under Mary Beth's weight She hesitated for a

moment and then began the long, slow climb. Even; once in a while, the

ladder would quiver slightly and make groaning noises, but Mary Beth just

kept her eye, on the loft and tried not to be scared

When she was about haltway up the ladder, Mary Beth heard a

sudden noise from below I ier dog Juck hid come through the open barn

door and was dancing around Betsy's heels The old mare kicked at the dog

with her powerful hind legs Fier first kick missed Judy, and so did the second

The third kick, howe\er, landed squarek on the ladder Mary Beth swat ed tor

an instant and then tell to the ground with a thud. The ladder crashed dow n

right next to her Judy, terrihed by the noise, streaked out of the barn like a

furry comet And then everything went black tor Mary Beth

Some time later, Mars Beth opened her eye', and cried out from the

pain She tried to get up, but her legs V% ouis.ln't support her She looked

around the empty barn and saw that Betsy was gone "I w onder w here she

is'" Mary Beth thought. But the pain in her legs soon made her think ot her

o n problem "flow can I get help'" she said "Ma and the others w on't be

back until sundown

Mary Beth began to teel dtsperate She looked around the barn again

I ler e es stopped w hen the\ reached the big bell hanging from the door Ma

used the bell once a day to call the famil in tor dinner It onl she could ring

the hell, Ma and the others would come running.

Mary Beth began crawlug tow ard the bell but stopped short when she

!valued that she could not possibh reach the rope to ring It The rope WiP, tar
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out of reach. There was no other way to ring the bell, unless....

She crawled frantically back to the ladder. One side of the ladder had

broken off and was now just a long piece of wood. It was heavy, but Mary

Beth managed to drag it to the doorway. Then she grabbed the wood in both

hands and slowly stood it on end. It just barely leached the bell.

Using all her strength, Mary Beth swung the wood back and forth.

The bell clanged loudly. Again and again she swung tht wood, even though

her arms were aching. The bell clanged again and again. Finally, weak from

pain and exhausted from her efforts, Mary Beth let the wood drop to the

ground. She sat perfectly still for a minute and then passed out.

Days later, Ma helped Mary beth get up on her crutches

"Ma?" asked Mary Beth, "Tell me, why didn't you punish me for what

I did? You made me stay in my room for two days when I let the pigs out ot

their pen. And this is lots worse than that!"

"Well, Mary Beth, I thought about it a lot," Ma replied. "And what I

decided was that the broken leg, the cast, and the crutches were punishment

enough. Besides, I'm proud of the way you found to give us a distress signal.

We knew that something was wrong when Betsy came wandering out into the

field, but we didn't realize how important it was until we heard the bell

ringing."

"I'm sorry, Ma," Mary Beth said "I know I shouldn't have climbed

that ladder

"Well, maybe you've learned a couple of lessons from this. It could be

all for the best."

Mary Beth didn't say anything. Ma is right, I guess, she thought. I

probably have learned a thing or two. I should have closed tht door to keep

that silly dog out'

Prereading Activities

Teachers' manuals accompank mg most reading programs contain suggestions for ways to

prepare students to read a selettion. This section will discuss two tk pes of prereadmg actik ities

ty ph:ally found in the manuals activities tor building background knowledge and for setting

purposes. Additional prereadmg actit ales, such as t ocabulary instruction, comprehension

skill and strategy development, and decoding-ire discussed in other booklets in this series

Building background knowledge. The first type ot prereadmg activity typically

found in a diretktl reading lesson is the activity intended to build bat kground knowledge

Background-building activities differ markedly. Some actik ales suggest asking students about

their own experiences w ith the topic of a selection, others suggest telling students what a

selection will be about, and still others suggest gik mg student,' information about the type ot

selection thek will be reading Classroom observers hak e discovered that teachers sometimes

modify these different kinds or actik ihes to ht their own purposes, or even skip them entirelk

In fact, teachers in one studk claimed thek did not have time to dek ote to background-building

activities (9).
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Recent research, howet er, indicates that background knowledge plays a critical role in

reading comprehension One researdwr summarized the importance ot these investigations as

follows "The strongest conclusion k) emerge from research on reading in the last decade is

that understanding something new often hinges on relating it to something old (13)

Therefore, an appropriate amount ot time spent on building background knowledge is time

well spent (2, 11).

Teaching unknown concepts central to understanding an upcoming selection is

important, especiallt if the sdection is different from others students have read or if students

have little know ledge about the topic For e\ ample, an understanding of the characteristics of a

loft is crucial to our e\ample story. Students need to know that a loft is located in a barn, that

one must climb a ladder to get to a loft. and that a loft can be a nice place in which to play

Students tt'ho do not have knowledge of these aspects ot the word lott are not likely to

understand the stun unless the teacher discusses the Void tt ith them before they read the

story

iht Ionia tune ,I)eilt tot huh! mg baikstouthl kiloieledge 1,e used Lipp, opi la ten/ . Not

all instruction is good instruction. For example, instructional time should not be spent on

trk tal concepts that are not important to the understanding ot a selection Consider the

activities in the following e\amples

Example WI

student,. "What do t ou like to do tt hen % ou play' Then elicit from

students that sometimes it is tun to plat with others and sometimes it is tun to

play by yourself Sini, ''Name some things t ou like to do tvhen You plat by

yourself \fake hst of things students enjoy doing by themselves

tudeiit,, "Would % ou like to do different thing- if ou li ed in the cit% or in the

country?" \lake two lists

ice Things to Do in the City Nke 1 hing,, to Do in the Country

1"hen tell students that Up to the I oft n, a stor% about a girl tt ho phi% s by herself in the countrt,

Example 1(13)

I ou think students knot\ tt hat a loft is, ask them to dhcuss am, e\penences

they have had tt ith lofts If students do not knot\ tt hat a ion is, tell them

Discuss the important features of lotkthat ha% is stored in 'Ms, that lofts are

usually reached by ladders, that lofts (an be tun places in which to piav

8
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The activities in both examples relate students' background experiences to the

information in the story. But in Example 1(a) -tudents attention is focused on an unimportant

part of the storyMar,' Beth's play In Example 1(b), on the other hand, students' attention is

focused on a concept central to an understanding of the story.

Common sense dictates that teachers should not spend large amounts of valuable

instructional time teaching backgri nd knowledge that students already possess Some

readers, however, may possess relevant background know ledge but fail to use th . know lidge

when they read (6). Research has established that young and less-able readers sometimes need

to be reminded that they can use what they already know to help them better understand a

selection (6). In such cases, tealiers need to point out the connections between what students

already know and what they are about to read

Developers of basal reading programs face a dilemma as they plait the background-

building acti ines of teachers' manuals They know that some students may ha e limited

knowledge about the topic ot a selection, whereas other students ma be erv familiar with it

Hence, it is unrealistic for teachers to expect that manuals alwas will provide lessons perfecth

appropriate for their students What teachers LIM expect, however, is that developers will gn e

some indication in the manuals of what information is important to an upcoming selectionInd

that the actn ities they include in the manuals do not dn, ert attention to ureic% ant information

GUIDELINE 1. When examining the background-building actn ities of a direLted reading

lesson, look for instruction that

reminds students of what they already know about a topic

ties new information to students' own knowledge

focuses on the important ideas and concepts in an upcoming selection o on

generally useful knowledge

avoids irrelevant information

Setting purposes. The second type ot prereading act% typicalh found in a direLted

reading lesson is the purpose-setting activity A purpose-setting actn it is intended to help

students realize that they are not to read a selection aimlessly but with a goal in mind

Purpose-setting activities should provide a framework that will enable readers to

organize the events and concepts in a sektion One group ot researchers laims that such a

framework will help readers integrate the Lluierent parts of a selection, thus making it more

memorable (4). They identified three kinds of purpose-setting activities

I "Effective actn ities, which are likely to have a positne effect on the comprehension of

a selection by developing vocabulan increasing tatual recall, impro ing strategk

reading abilities, or directing attention to important aspects of the selection

2. "Indifferent" activities, which have little effeLt on the comprehension of a selection

3 "Misdirective" activities, whiLh are likely to have a generally negative effect on the

comprehension ot a selection IA focusing student attention on trivial aspects of the

selection or on inappropriate background experiences, thus leading them to a

disjointed understanding of the selection

With these categories in mind, consider the actn Ines contained in the following examples
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Example 2(a)

Say: "Now read this story about Mary Beth to find out how she gets out of a difficult

situation and what she learns from it

Example 2(13)

Sni: "Now read this story about Mary Beth to find out how she broke her leg

Example 2(c)

Say: "Now read this stork about Mark Beth to find out what toys Mark Beth decided to

take with her up to the loft."

The activity in Example 2(a) is an effective purpose-setting actik itk I t directs student,

to the main character's problem and to her solution to the problem It also leads students

toward a complete understanding of the story On the other hand, the MI\ ay in Example 2(b)

seems an indifferent purpose-setting activity. That Mark Beth broke her leg is not as important

as how she got her parents' attention Students reading for this purpose would not be directed

to the most important part of the story The actik itx in Example 2(c) is a misdirectik c pui lose-

setting actik itv. It misdirects students' attention be focusing on an unimportant aspect oi

story. It students were to read for the purpose set in this activity, they likely would retain

information about Mary Beth's dolls, but not about her basic problem and its solution

GUIDELINE 2. When examining the purpose-setting actik ities of a directed reading lesson,

determine if they are effectik c actik ales that w ill help students understand the reason they arc

reading a selection.

Comprehension Questions

Teachers' manuals to accompany directed reading lessons generally contain questions tor

teachers to ask as students read a selection or when they have finished reading it These

questions are intended to help students understand the selection and to help teachers discos er

how well they understand it Because young students cannot always remember an entire

selection, manuals for primary-grade reading programs usually provide questions tor use atter

students have read a paragraph or a page Manuals for use w ith intermediate-grade programs,

however, usually pros ide questions for use atter students hak e read several pages or an entire

selection. Regardless of where the questions are placed in a manual, when teachers use "artful

queshyn ng" day after day and week after week, students eventually will internalize what it

means to understand a stork. It is not surprising, therefore, that questions are a regular feature

of most reading compiehension instruction found in basal reading programs

When teachers use questions artfully, thek provide students with the opportunity to

orgam/e and integrate information Some readers especially oung or less-able readers, may

not easily put together the main points in a selection; such readers often do not see

relationships between important ek ents, concepts, or ideas Questioning can help these reader-

make important connections and see relationships they otherw ise might miss In the follow mg

example, students first read the paragraph, then answer several questions
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Example 3

All of a sudden Susan remembered that the next day was Melissa's birthday.

Susan got out of her chair and ran to the kitchen. She got out the flour, sugar,

butter, eggs, and chocolate and began to make a chocolate cake

Teacher",; quetion

What did Susan remember about the next day?

Why did Susan run into the kitchen?

WhY is she making a cake?

Questions such as these can help direct students to discos er the relationships between

Susan's ideas and her actions

C;ood questions ako can help most readers see the relationship betw een w hat they are

reading and what the\ alread know Se\ eral studies ha \ e show n that when students are

exposed to well-designed comprehension questions, they demonstrate improved

comprehension both for the selection the\ ha \ e just read and for additional selections the\ read

on their own (16)

Teachers frequentk express concern about the questions pro\ ided in teachers' manuak

and about questions they make up on thcir o n The\ are concerned, for exampletbout what

kinds of questions are the best to ask, about whether the\ should ask more inferential or literal

questions, about how man\ detail questions to askmd about w hether interpreti \ e quesuons

are important
Teacher educators are also concerned about questions Mans who teach reading

methods courses frequenth include instruction about different kinds of questions and ha e

their students develop and label questions according to a comprehension taxonomy such as

for literal, (1) for interpretive, and (A) for applied Research in reading comprehension,

however, suggests that the importance of questions as an instructional technique hes not so

much in then- let el on a comprehension taxonorm as in their abiht \ to help students de\ clop

what some researchers call a "unified conception" of a selection (14).

One way to help students develop a unified conception of a selection is by using a set

of interrelated questions designed to lead them through a selection There is research e\ idente,

in fact, that questions focusing attention on the important points of a story result in better

comprehension and recall of the story (5, 15, 161, and that after man \ expc riences with these

kinds of questions, students i onstrate a better recall of stories thev read (16).

Some researchers have used a procedure called a stotii,raminin to create sets of

questions that can help students identif\ and organi7e the main points in a selection (4, 12)

A story grammar describes tb:: regular features ot a particular kind of w flung, such as the parts

ot a well-formed story

Drawing from story grammar and from other research on story structure, other

researchers have developed stow mar, as a wav to highlight the central content of a ston (5) A

shin map is a representation of the general structure of children's stories, that is, it illustrates

hat mo,,t children's stories ha\ e in common. A story map emphasiies the key elements of a

stor, including the setting (time, place, major characters), the problem (most stories 11 present
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characters' attempts to solve problems), the main character's goals (usualk to alleviate the

problem), the set ot attempts to achieve the goal (the major evenk in the ston ), and the

resolution (usually achieving the goal and alleviating the problem).

After teachers generate a story map for a selection, they develop sets, or lines of

questions designed to elicit the map's major components. These questions stress only those

details that are essential to the flow ot the storysetting, problems-ittempts to solve problems

goals, charaders reactions, resolutions and themes, ol morals (4) Using a story map

apparently helps students del elop their ow n frameworks for understanding stories Such a

framework max' also improve comprehension and recall of what is read.

Example 4(a)

During or atter reading, the teacher asks the follow ing questions

1 Where did the story take place?

"' Who is the main person in the story'

3 What did Mary Beth want to do"

4. What happened when Mary Beth climbed the ladder?

5 What was Mary Beth's problem?

() What did Mary Beth do to solve her problem'

7 What happened when the 11,211 rang'

8 Why didn't Ma punish Mary Beth?

For each question, students indicate hich senteme or paragraph in the selection

helped them with their answers Students are emouraged to reread the parts of the ston that

answer the questions

Example 4(h)

During or atter reading, the tek her asks the following questions.

1 Why did Mary Beth look forward to han est time this %.ear'

"' Why had Mary Beth gone to the Ctc% ens' how in the past years'

3 Why did Mary Beth stay home'

4 flow did Mary Beth feel about sta ing home"

--i What did the dog do when Mary Beth tell'

6 Why was Mary Beth on crutches'

7 What did Ma use the bell for'

8 Why was Ma proud of Mary Beth'

Both sets of questions in these e\amples lead students more ot less ,,equenttally

through the seletion Yet there are major differences between the two The questions in

Eample 4(a) follow a ston map and form a line of questions designed to help students see

how the setting, problem, key e% ents, and ston outcome are intertw med Atter students ha% e

wrrectly answered these questions, they w ill hai.e a basic understanding of the ston On the

other hand, the questions in E \ample 4(b) do not form an interrelated line of quest :ons
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Instead, these questions focus on unrelated e\ ents and ideas and do not lead students through

the main paints in the selection

Numerous studies have demonstrated .ha.t t t .he kinds of questions students are asked

influence where the\ focus their attention and w hat the tomprehend (15, lb) I-or example, 0

students are asked about the main points of a selet bon, the\ w ill probabl \ attend to the main

points If the\ are asked about irrele\ ant and tri\ ial detaik, the\ %% ill probabl \ attend to those

details

It must be noted, how ever, that not ail questions about the detaik of a selection are

trR ia I. Understanding some of its details Lan be important to the understanding of a selet bon

For example, "What did Mary Beth %%ant to do' is a detail question that is both important to

the story and appropriate to the se. t o. t questions in Example 4(a)

Although research supports the Met tiveness of sets of questions, it does not indicate

whether the\ are appropriate for all reading selections for dail\ use w ith all students Other

types of questions are important too Questions t an lead students to extend the ideas in a

selection. For example, a question can encourage students to imagine how a L haratter ould

react in another situation or can prompt students to relate how the\ w ould read in similar

circumstances

A question also can ser\ e as a springboard tor dist ussion about the author's craft For

example, questions that ask students to evaluate an author's abilit\ to treate believable

characters or suspense, how the author created the setting or mood of the ston, or 110%% the

author foreshadowed the major e\ ent use bask ston \ ents to extend understanding be\ ond

the story itself.

In addition, some questions Lan mob \ ate higher le\ el thinking b\ ent ouragmg hot:

high- and low -abilit\ students to think in %% a \ s that %% ill help them understand inhirmati(in in a

reading selection (7) Example 5 illustrates one w a\ teat hers Lan stimulate higher le\ el

thinking by asking students to predk t hat w ill happen in I tlettion ba,ed on information

they already have

Example 5

Read the first paragraph of this stor\ Then based on the information \ ou

read, the title of the story, and what we ha \ e discussed about lofts, think about

what might hanpen in this story Be read \ to tell whit makes you think

In this example, students predict w hat is going to happen in the ston, read park ot

the story silt ntl\, and then predit t hat w ill happen next The\ Lan ako gather information

from the selection to defend their predictions In fat t, ret ent researt h shows that asking

students to give e\ ident e for, or justif \ their answ yrs to predit bon questions using

informat.on from the selet hon and from their background know ledge is a useful w a\ to get

students to think about S, hat the\ are reading and to integrate information from it w itl their

own knowledge (10)

Research ako demonstrates Licari\ that students Lan !vain to betome self-questioners

and better monitors ot their o n reading In one set of researt h studies readers learned to ask

questions about the most important poiats in the expositor\ selet Lolls the\ read (7, 15) The\

also successfully learned how to summarve and to clar0 \
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Finally, the need for teachers to he reon..1% e tx hen the% are asking quehon,, wem,,

o ident Com entional wisdom suggests that teaLhers should listen to what students sax in

answering questions and respond to their answers rather than take them automatiL all through

a ,,et of questions

GUIDELINE 3 \ hen examining the questions pros kW in a dim ted reading lesson, look tor

questions that

tocus on important park ot a selection

help students orgamie and integrate the ideas in a selection

help students see tf lationship beiLL een LL hat theL read and LL hat the\ alreadL

know

help students dex clop self questioning and monitoring skills

Follow-up Activities

Follow-up aLtix !ties should be ex aluated aL cording to how well the\ ser t. eral tunLtions

First, they should gn e students an opportunitx to connect what thex hax e learned in the

prereading stage w ith what the\ hax e disL ox ered in their reading I or example, thex should

allow students to integrate w hat thex hax e learned tro:-.. a selection w ith their own

background knowledge or gix e them the LhanLe to use new ocabulary words cecond, the\

should pros ide students with opportunities to applx both new Ix aiquired and pre\ ionslx

learned skills and strategies suxh as loLating main ideas and supporting details Third, thex

should pros ide students with opportunities to integiate reading w ith other language arts

and with other subjeL t areas I-or e\ampleiollow-up disLussions ot the issues, morals, (1r

toptis in a selection Lan gix e students praLtiLe both in speaking and listening Writing and

at ling out sLenes based on the selei hon can gn e them praL tice in writing as well a, in

speaking and listening Enrichment aLtix mes Lan tie topics Lox ered in the reading seleL tion

to musk or art at ti1 ale, or prox ide opportunities to 11t. ,,tillect area know ledge about

historkal eLenis or people I mirth, t hen appropriate. I ollow -up actn Ries should allow

students to reflex( on a leY,on about hte For example, toll:its-up dist. lIssit ms about the issues

or morals raised in a selection Lan help students see how the text relates to their t n

experiences
The tollowing examples illustrate some t ollow -up aLtix ities that meet these Lriteria

Example 6(a)

Snr. Reread the storx As on read, think about our own mother I hink about how

she would react

it she had to lea e von behind beLause on were siLk

when she heard the bell

when she saw von lying on the floor ot the barn

when von were on crutches

What would your mother hax e done 'o punv.h on'
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Example 6(b)

Saw: Several can,e and effect event, occurred in the ,torv Up to the I o't On

one side of the chalkboard I ha% e written Otis(' and on the other ,ide I ha% e

written Htei t Let's think about ,ome of the eent, In the ',tor% and write the,e

e% ents . der the correct heading, I'll gi% e von the fiNt one Be I ,oct t

that Mary Beffi tell off the ladder I\ hat %,,V, the Cau,e'

Example 6(c)

!'111/ There are many book, about %ming girk ho !Red on the trontici i )nc

ot the,e 1, I ittle Hew en the Prdme, another 1, a diar% alled 1 (;ather11:,:,'

Pays I want von to read one of the,e book, and then we'll w rite about the

e\perience, ot the main charat ter, It %on like, %on an a t (Mt a s .11)

one of the book,

pie 6(d)

aw in Up to the I oft, \IOTA Beth admit, that ,he "learned a thing or tV o trom

her e\perience Let talk abtmt the thing, ,he learned, then ,ee it e an ome
!or ith 'time e \pencil( e, ot ollr tn n that ha% e taught u, %aluable

kample Nal otter, ,tudent, an opportumt% to reread the ,tor% trom anilt her

per,pecti% e and to relate their tn n (Aperient e, to the ,toi% I' \ample nth) git es stud( nt,, tn

opportumi% to anal% ie the ,tork for tan,e and elicit relation...hip..., and thus prat tkc an

important ,tuds skill rumple bk entourage, student, to do additional reading about

frontier life, whit h alIo them to u,e information from sot ial ,tudie, and hPJ r l&ss ins ,ind

to integrate the language art, ot reading, w ruing, ,peaking, and litenin I inall% I \ample

6(d) allow, ,tudent, to draw a le,,on about hit trom ti eir reading

GUIDELINE 4 \lien e\amining follow-up at. 111 itie, pros kied ith a dire,. R ad::%:, It

look for activitie, that

help ,ffident, onnet t w hat the% ha% e d ist. 0% &Ted in reading a ,,c1cL non It nh hdt

they learned in preread,ng acti%The,

help ,ffident, appl% both newl% aquired and pre% iou,l% learnt d skin. and

,trategie, to the ,election

require ,ffident, to integrate reading, language art, and other t an

8 1
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PART THREE

Teacher Assistance for the Directed Reding Lesson

The suggestions that follow are based on research and effective practice. They are intended to

help teachers incorporate the information pro ided in this booklet into their total instructional

program

17

I low con I make the directed reading lesson more effect've and more interesting?

Keep group size tor directed reading lessons sufhcienth small to allow all students to

actively participate in the discussions.

AN. old establishing a routinized approach to using directed reading lessons These

lessons are designed to provide ideas for your consideration as you conduct

comprehension instruction The complexities ot comprehension cannot be solved by

the automatic implementation of a lockstep plan

Base decisions to implement components of the directed reading lesson on your

knowledge of your students' needs, abilities, and interests

Provide assistance and structure at the beginning of the year in guiding students to

set reading purposes. As the year progresses, encourage students to set their own

purposes for reading.

Hew can I help students during prereading?

1-ocus on concepts that are central to the understanding of a selection. Stress those

con,c; that Your students either do not have or may not think of without some

help

Coordinate themes in subject area lessons with those in basal readers wheneer

possible to build background knowledge.

Vary the form in which you have students make predictions. Having student:,

discuss predictions in a group, write predictions individuallv omp,-r e. group and

individual prediction,, generate several predictions for one eYent in a selection, or

vote on the most probable outcome are just a few ways of accomplishing this
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3. flow can I help students while they are reading'

Allow students of all abilities opportunities to read orally. Oral reading can not onl%

pro% ide you %%ith a means to obser% e reading progress, diagnose problems, and tocus

instruction, it can also give students a means ot sharing their emerging abilities w ith

parents and fri;.nds. permit .;tutkut to read a selectwn ilently before you ak

them to lead orally

Use repeated reading of a selection as a wa% of improving fluency This can be done

by having small groups of sti.dents react along with an adult or by hal ing students

practice reading a selection silently betore they read it aloud to you.

4 How can I help students after reading?

Use the selection students have just read as an ii:ustration ot some aspeit ot reading

comprehension, and provide direct instruction in that specific aspect

Ask questions that will help students see relationships between what the% ha% e read

and what they already know.

Ask questions that focus on the major dements ot the Se!ection, not on unimportant

details

How can I encourage more independent reading'

Use a selection as a jumping off point for expanding reading interests Recommend

other books and stories on the same subject or by the same author

Use the setting or plot element in a fictional selection to suggest additional nonfiction

reading ideas, such as learning more about a historicA event or a foreign country

Also use nonfiction selections for fiction reading ideas

Lool. tor local authors and invite them to come read their works to your students

83
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PART FOUR

Listing of Guidelhies for Eva lug* the Directed Reading

Lesson

GUIDELINE When examining the background know ledge building acti% ities ot a directed

reading lesson, look for instruction that

reminds students of what theN already know about a topic

ties new information to students' own knowledge

focuses on the important ideas and concepts ir in upcoming ,,election or on

generally useful knowledge

avoids irrelevant information

GUIDELINE 2 When examining the purpose-setting acti% itie, of a directed reading lesson,

determine if tho are effectie aLti% Ines that w ill help students understand the reason theN are

reading a selecbon

GUIDELINE 3. When examining the questions pro\ ided in a directed rtadmg lesson, look for

questions that

focus on impor'ant parts ot the selection

help students om-anize anti integrate the ideas in a selection

help students see tht -elationslup between w hat the; read and w hat the; alread N

know

help stL 'ents develop selt-questioning anti monitoring skills

GUIDELINE 4. When examining follow -up at ti% ities pro% ided ith a directed readmg lesson,

look for activities that

1 ae,1 p satuen,s connect what theN ha% e discovered in reading a selection w ith w hat

they learned in prereading activities

help students apply both newly acquired and prev,ously learned skills and

strategies to the selection

require students to integrate reading, language arts, and other subject areas

when appropriate, allow students to reflect on a lesson about life

19
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PART FIVE

Worksheets for Evaluating the Directed Reading Lesson

Some important aspects of compfehension instruction ha% e been discussed in this booklet and

summarized in the gukiehnes The following two worksheets will help % ou use the guidelines

to evaluate comprehension instruction in directed reading lessons

Specific directions tor using the worksheets precede each one. General directions and

some additional information about worksheets appear in the I etido , N., Loma!

Materials and Resources Needed

You will need one cop% of each worksheet for eer% lesson % ou plan to e% aluate For e \ample,

if % ou plan to evakiate three kssons at one grade loci, you w ill need three copies of eaeh

worksheet. It % ou plan to evaluate two grade levels. you w ill need si \ copies of each

worksheet For each level of each program % ou plan to e% aluate, % ou will Aso need

Teachers' manuak

Student teetbooks

kVorkbooks and Aillsheek

Points to Keep in Mind

1 The worksheets are most suitable tor e% aluating comprehension ristruc-tion in basal

reading programs tor grades tw o through eight

, Do not assume that % ou w di alwas fill e% er% column aid hoe of the worksheets

Some parts may not appl% to each loci ot the programs you are e% aluating Empty

spaces do not necessard% mean a program is deficient

lou ma% citoose h) use only one v. orksheet or oni% certain parts ot each ot the

worksheets

Rating What You Have Evaluated

You ma% w ish to de% clop a rating soh to c!llannt% %our o% crall c %allAtion of eomprehension

instruetion in the basal reading programs % ou e \amine We ha% t me luded space on the

worksheets tor you to record these ratings
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WORKSHEET 1: DIRECTIONS

GUIDELINE 3: Questions

Choose a selection from one level of the student te \tbook (do not use the \ ersion

in the teacher's manual). Read the selection caretull%

-) Atter reading the selection, make a rough outline ot the important point, in the

selection. Record Your outline in the appropriate column. For a ston, important

points can include setting, problem, plot, resolution, and moral or themes. For

e\positon selections, important points can address the questions. "What ideas

do I want students to get when they read this?" and "If I had to support each of

these ideas, what more specific intormation w ould I use?"

1 \ ow construct questions for each point. You should tr to develop a Net 01

questions (or a story map) that interrelates important points from the selection

Record Your questions under the appropriate heading

Check your list It % ou have too mans questions (from sR to ten 1, a good range),

eliminate what you think are the less important ones

4 Look m the teacher's manual and tind the questions to be asked during and after

the reading of the selection Compare these i1uestons with the questions % ou

have de% eloped, and evaluate the questions according to Guideline 3 ()ou

should not eyed a perfect match between your questions and the teacher's

manual questions. However, when Your questions and the manual questions

differ widely and do so for a number ot selections, then you may want to

question the quality of the quesilons used in the manual.) )ou may wish to

record all questions that are irrele% ant, misleading, or too picks under the

corresponding heading

-7, \ ow look at the directed reading lesson question, in the teacher's manual trom a

different perspective. Eamine the set as a w hole and ask, "It I asked this whole

set of questions, w ould my students develop an integrated understanding of the

selection the way I outlined it''' Recoid your evaluation and comments under

the Overall Evaluation heading
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Publisher

Worksheet 1 COMPREHENSION I

Grade Level Program Copyright Evaluator

to

GUIDELINE 3
QUESTIONS Selection Title:

Outline ot the Impo-tant
Points in the Selection

Set of Questions
(or Story Map).

Comments on Teacher's
Manual Questions Overall Evaluation Rating

67

1

-)

3

4

7,

6

7

8

9
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WORKSHEET 2: DIRECTIONS

0 GUIDELINES 1, 2, 4: Prereading and Follow-up Activities

e

27

I. Use the same lesson that you used for Worksheet I. Find the prereading and

follow-up activities in the teacher's manual of that lesson.

1. Evaluate these activities according to the criteria set in Guidelines 1, 2, and 4

Record your evaluation comments in the appropriate column. Also evaluate

other comprehension activities that vou may find in different sections of the

lesson You may find some good and poor activities that we have not mentioned

in this booklet.
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I
Worksheet 2 COMPREHENSION I

Grade Level Program Copyright

a
Evaluator

GUIDELINES 1, 2, 4

PREREADING AND
FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

Selection Title.

Directed Reading Lesson Activities Comments. Rating

Building background knowledge

Purpose-setting

Follow-up

Other activities
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PART ONE

Research and Pracfice

Reading is the protess of constructing meaning from written materials. Providing students

with instruction that will help them get meaning from the stories, book: magazines,

newspapers, and other texts they read is a continuing concern of teachers.

A Guide to Selecting Basal Reading Prograris contains two booklets devoted to

comprehension instruction. Comprehension The Dire-ted Reading Lesson focuses on instruction

designed to help students better understand the selections they re3d in their basal readers.

This booklet, Comprehension II: Skills and Strategies, concentrates on instruction designed to

provide students with general comprehension skills and stratelies that can help them

understand what they read when they read on their own.

The purpose of this booklet is to combine research findings with knowledge gained

from practice to provide you with information you can use as you examine some of the

comprehension instruction in basal reading programs.

THE COMPREHENSION CURRICULUM

Research has consistently demi nstrated that students focus on what their teachers present to

them. This is true of instruction in general and of comprehension instruction in particular (21).

It makes sense, therefore, to be selective and thoughtful in deciding what should comprise the

comprehension curriculum. A brief review of how the comprehension curriculum of American

schools ha evolved might be helpful in this decision-making process.

The Traditional Curriculum

Prior to the 1940s, comprehension instruction in basal reading programs was based on the

belief that practice makes perfect and consisted primarily of teachers asking students questions

about the selections they read in their basal readers. However, program developers began to

ralize that having teachers ask questions at the end of a reading selection was not always

enough to produce comprehension competence in all students. This realization led to tht_

addition of expanded comprehension instruction strands to many basal programs. In addition

to the questions provided in the teachers' manuals, program developers created activities, or

tasks (often unrelated to the selections in the student textbooks), and placed them in

.vorkbooks. These activities broke down comprehension into skills, such as finding main ideas,

determining sequence, identifying cause and effect relationships, drawing conclusions, and

predicting outcomes (22). Thus, the skills-based curriculum was born.



Driven by a growing body of reading research attempting to determine the "essential"

components, or skills, of reading, the skills-based curriculum grew to dominate reading

instruction in the 1940s and 1950s (6, 22). In many basal reading programs of this period,

comprehension was taught as a set of specific skills, such as those needed to use an expanded

vocabulary; to locate information; to select, evaluate, and organize materials; to retain

information; and to develop comprehension fluency. In a given basal program, each of these

skills might be broken down further into component subskills. For example, under locating

information, one program listed nine subskills, including the following: using the dictionary,

using tables of content, reading maps, skimming, taking notes, and outlining (22).

The skills emphasis in basal programs was accompanied by an interest in the

continuity of comprehension instruction. Instruction to achieve skill development was planned

not only within grade levels but across grade ley els through what came to be called the spiral

curriculum. These instruct:ona Aans, which were summarized on scope and sequence charts,

emerged as the central organizing focus of reading programs.

Beginning in the 1950s and continuing into the early 1980s, program developerc

expanded and refined the list of skills deemed important to reading comprehension (7). In

spite of their efforts, developers, as one YY liter noted, were "unable to clarify sufficiently the

nature, independence or difficulty level of comprehension abilities in reang" ;23). At any

time in this period, therefore, the curriculum for teaching comprehensior skills in basal

programs reflected the current best guesses, rather than research-based findings, about what is

important to teach in reading.

That developers of basal reading programs had little convincing research-based

information upon which to build their comprehension instruction perhaps explains Yy hy the

small number of skills stressed in reading programs in the 1940s expanded to thE large number

of skills and workbook activities included in programs in the !cr..% -o,nd 1980s. The belief

seemed to be that more must be better.

The Changing Comprehension Curriculum

The value of the skills-based curriculum began to be questioned in the 1970s One important

study involved observations of comprehension instruction in gradPs three through six (12).

Information from this study indicated that teachers were, in fat, not instructing students in

comprehension skills but merely "mentionin,?" those skills -that is, briefly alluding to a

particular skill students were supposed to apply, "practicing," or haying students complete

workbook exercises featuring the skill; and "a.isessing," or testing students to see if they used

the skill properly. It was suggested that such a curriculum did not help students to learn

directly what the comprehension skills were, haze they should go about applying them, or why

or when they should use them.

During this same period, a number c f cognitive psychologists and linguists were

studying different aspects of the process of comprehension. The research of these groups has

converged with that of reading instruction researchers to provide us with a view of reading

variously called an interactive, a schema-theoretic, a constructive, a cognitive, or scrategic

model of reading. This view focuses on reading not as the application of a set of skills but as a

process of constructing meaning.

2
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According to an interactive view of reading (1), when we read a book, we are not

passively applying a set of discrete skills. Rather, we are actively constructing meaning bv

connecting our existing knowledge to the knowledge we encounter in the book. Furthermore,

while we read, we constantly evaluate what we are reading by comparing it to relevant

knowledge we already possess. We accommodate new information by confirming it against

this knowledge or by revising what we know. As we do this, we gradually construct the

meaning of what we are reading.

The interactive view of reading suggests that comprehension instruction must be a

much more complex process of teacher, text, and student interactions than is suggested by the

traditional skills instruction in which the teacher's role is essentially one of focusing student

attention on the skills to be worked on that day. In the interactive view, the teacher's role is to

help students construct an understanding ot what they read by sharing with them information

about how comprehension works and by helping them relate what they read to what they

already know.

The interactive view of reading has increased our understanding of the comprehension

process, and many of the ideas it has produced are evident in comprehension curricula that are

beginning to appear in some basal programs. Among the most important of these ideas are

a focus on developing comprehension strategies rather than isolated reading

skills,

the use of explicit, or direct, instruction, and

instruction intended to develop metacognitive awareness.

We will look at each of these ideas in the following discussion.

Skills and strategies. In the traditional reading curriculum, comprehension is most

typically taught as a set of isolated skills appearing in activities that student:, engage in with

small pieces of text, frequently on workbook pages. For example, finding the main idea of a

paragraph is sometimes taught through the repeated practice of reading short paragraphs and

choosing from four possible main idea statements.

More and more, however, comprehension is being taught as the development and use

of reading strategies. Strategies differ from skills in that skills are often conceived of as

automatic procedures that do not require thought, interpretation, or choice, while strategies are

often seen as conscious plans under the control of the reader, who must make decisions about

which strategies to use and when to use them (10).

Skills instruction differs from strategy instruction in several ways. For example, skills

instruction stresses repeated practice in applying skills until they become habitual responses to

particular tasks Strategy instruction stresses the reasoning processes that readers go through

as they interact with and comprehend text. In addition, strategy instruction emphasizes the

adaptable nature of the comprehension process. how the strategies readers use change when

they read different kinds of text or when they read for different purposes (10).

The following examples illustrate the differences between a more traditional skills-

based instructional approach and an approach stressing strategy use and development.
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Example 1

(Finding the Main Idea)

Objective: Identify the main idea and details of a picture.

Call attention to the picture of people in a restaurant. Have the

students study the picture. Use the following questions to aid

discussion:

What is happening here?

Who might the people be?

Why did they decide to eat in the restaurant?

Where did they get all the food?

This is the entire activity on finding the main idea and details of a picture. The second activity

in the same teacher's manual proceeds as follows:

Objectwe: Identify the main idea and details of a poem.

Have pupils listen as you read the Mother Goose rhyme, "Mary,

Mary, Quite Contrary." Elicit the main idea of the poem by asking

students what it is about (Mary who did not want to do as she was

told).

These two activities are examples of activities that merely "mention" rather than teach

comprehension. There seems to be nothing in the instruction in these lessons that would help

students understand what they are supposed to do with the skill, how and when to use it, or zehy

it is important. In all probability, students who already understand the concept of main idea

will answer the questions correctly. On the other hand, ,tudents who have no concept of main

idea are not likely to develop one through the instruction presented in the teacher's manual.

Compare the activities in Example 1 to the much more extensive activity in Example 2.

Note how the activity in Example 2 stresses strategies rather than skills to help students

identify main ideas.

Example 2

Objectwe. Identifying main ideas and supporting details.

4

Say: I am going to read you a passage about people's last names

Then I will ask you to decide what the main idea of the passage is.

Read: A lot of our la:4 names come from the jobs people did a long

time ago. For example, the name Wright once meant someone who

made or repaired things. The name Sawyer meant someone who

cut wood into planks and boards. Taylors made clothes.

Say: Now, I want you to decide which sentence sums up the topic

of the passage. (After students identify the first sentence, tell them that

this sentence states the main idea of the passage.) I'll read the passage

again, and I want you to listen and then tell me how the other

sentences are different from the first. (Reread the passage.)
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Sair Can you tell me how the other sentences in the passage differ

from the first one? (After students discover that the sentences each

supply sonic information about the topic of the first sentence, explain these

sentences contain supporting details.)

Say: We are going to learn to recognize main ideas and supporting

details. Being able to recognize main ideas and supporting details

helps you to understand a passage and to determine its most

important ideas. One way to recognize a main idea is to ask

yourself what the topic of the passage is, then look for a sentence

that sums up what the passage says about the topic. After you find

the sentence with the main idea, look at the rest of the sentences in

the passage to see which ones supply supporting detail. You can do

this with any kind of selection you are reading. (Model the strategy

by reading a passage aloud and telling students how you go about finding

its main idea and supporting details.)

Say: Now I want you to explain to me how to find a main id and

supporting details. Then I want you to read a passage to me and

tell me how you discover its main idea and supporting details.

(Review the strategy used and then have students rend other passages and

find main ideas and supporting details on their own.)

Notice that in Example 2, the teacher explains what the students are going to learn

(how to find main ideas and supporting details when they read) and why the! need to learn it

(it will help them to understand the selections read and to determine what is important in each

one). Then the teacher leads the students through the activity, modeling and explaining what

she is doing as she proceeds, and suggesting that the strategy being learned is one that can be

applied to different kinds of reading selections. She reinforces the use of the strategy by

allowing students to apply it to their own reading.

Strategy instruction, then, focuses on ways to help students understand what they

read. Some of the traditional comprehension skills, such as cause and effect relationships and

drawing inferences, can be conceived of and taught as strategies if they are taught in this

manner.

It has been proposed that most of what are frequently defined as skills, even word

recognition skills, should be taught as strategies (8). For example, the use of phonics is only

one of several ways in which words are identified, and a strategic repertoire of word

identification procedures inLludes the use of structural and contextual cues as well as phonics.

Studies show that when teachers explain Larefully how to use skills, students begin to see

reading as a strategic process and to use ki11s strategically rather than automatically (9, 11, 14,

17).

This is not to say, however, that there should be !io skills in reading programs. The

development of automatic responses with some of the Inost common conventions of written
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language, such as recognition of letters, high utility words, and punctuation marks, is essential

if readers are to read fluently. And, for some students, a certain amount of such skill

instruction is necessary to the achievement of automatic responses (15).

What research findings suggest is that successful comprehension instruction includes a

mixture of activities to develop automatic word identification skills and activities to develop

strategies that can be consciously applied during reading.

Explicit/direct instruction. Explicit, or direct, instruction differs from traditional

instruction in at least three ways. First, in explicit instruction, teachers do not merely mention

what a particular strategy is, they model its use in a clear, step-by-step fashion. The examples

they use to illustrate the strategy are carefully selected to give students a full picture of what

the strategy is and how and when to use it. Teachers begin instruction with relatively simple

applications, and as students show their understanding of what is being modeled, they provide

increasingly complex examples and applications.

Second, in explicit instruction, students do not simply practice using the strategy,

teachers provide them with guided practice that allows them gradually to release responsibility

for completing an activity to students. During guided practice, the teacher checks how well

students are doing and provides immediate feedback when they make mistakes, perhaps by

reminding them of the steps of the strategy or by sharing some relevant information so that

students can proceed on their own. Providing adequate feedback and guided practice is a key

principle in explicit instruction. Students are not asked to work independently until they have

shown that they understand the strategy and how and when to use it.

Third, teachers using explicit instruction do not merely assess whether si.udents can use

a strategy, they ask students to apply their strategies to new and varied reading selections (18).

Therefore, rather than only providing students with repeated practice, teachers first

share with students information they can use to construct understandings about how reading

"works" and then provide them with practice.

Looking across a range of research traditions, including the direct instruction research

of the early to middle 1970s, the teacher effectiveness research of the late 1970s, and the explicit

instruction research of the middle 1980s, a consistent set of patterns emerges when direct,

explicit approaches to skill and strategy instruction are compared to forms of instruction that

rely primarily on exposure and repeated practice. Since 1979, for example, at least 60 studies

have compared explicit approaches to teaching comprehension with the more traditional

approaches. These studies have shown that while explicit instruction is effective in teaching

students of all ages and ability levels, it is especially effectiN e with young students and poor

readers (4, 13, 19, 20, 21).

Metacognitive awareness. Helping students to become aware of how they

comprehend is a major part of the changing comprehension curriculum. Cognition can refer to

the various functions of the mind, such as remembering, focusing attention, and processing

information. Metacognition refers to our awareness of our cognitionit is thinking about

thinking. When the term metacognitive awareness is applied to reading, it means that readers

are aware of what they do when they read, what to do when they encounter difficulties, and

how to select strategies to accomplish their purposes for reading (2, 3, 5). For example, readers

who can describe the steps they go through in focusing on the main idea of a selection can be

6



thought of as "aware" readers, whereas a reader who simply says, "I just do it," is probably

unaware of his reasoning process (10).

It must be pointed out, however, that many expert readers do not consciously exercise

their metacognitive awareness as they read. For example, when they are reading something

familiar or easy, good readers seem to have no conscious awareness of the strategies they are

applying (2, 3). Their ability to construct meaning is so rapid they seem to proceed on

"automatic pilot"until some triggering event alerts them to a comprehension failure (5).

It is generally when they encounter unfamiliar text or text that is more difficult than

usual that expert readers seem to use strategic behaviors. It has been suggested that when they

read unfamiliar and difficult text, expert readers use strategies throughout the reading process

(2, 3, 5). Before reading, for example, they think dbout what they already know about the topic

of a selection, the type of selection it is, the author's purpose for writing the selection, or their

own purposes for reading it.

In addition, during and after reading, they employ repair strategies. These "fix-up"

strategies are used by readers whenever they have problems determininh the meaning of what

they are reading. The need to apply a repair strategy can be signalled by an encounter with an

unknown word, by a prediction that is incorrect, or by something in the passage that does not

ring true. For example, when a reader has problems understanding a passage because of an

unknown word, she applies strategies to figure out what a word means (2). These strategies

can include using context, knowledge of sound-symbol relationships, or the structure of the

passage.

While resea h has given us a clear, well-documented picture of what expert readers do

when they readthat is, what strategic behaviors they exhibitit unfortunately has not

provided us with a clear explanation of how they got to be such good readers. For example,

while metacognitive awareness instruction has been shown to be effective with low- and

middle-ability students, its effectiveness with students who are successful readers has not been

demonstrated. The conjecture is that such students have already developed fheir own effective

strategies for constructing meaning, and that new ideas for comprehending text do not add to

their success (18).

Concerns about Comprehension lkins and Strategy Instruction

As you make decisions about which reading programs provide the best opportunities for

improving students' comprehension, you need to be aware that while current reading research

implies a great deal about comprehension, it has left a number of key instructional issues

unresolved.

Despite years of study, for example, researchers have produced little evidence to

support the existence ot the traditional comprehension skills and the value of teaching such

skills; and, as already has been discussed, reading strategies are only beginning to be

investigated. Furthermore, research has not substantiated the validity of any particular scope

and sequence of comprehension skills or strategies. Neither has it provided guidance as to

which skills and strategies should be taught at which grade levels or information about how

instruction in a given skill or strategy should change across grades if it is taught at more than
one hwel.
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In addition, the evaluation process is complicated by the fact that different publishers

use different terminology to label specific skills and strategies. For example, what one

publisher calls inferencing, another mav call drawint, ,rc!usions. Matching these labels to the

cognitive requirements of the activities placed under them can be difficult. Conversely,

different publishers use different activities for the same label. For example, drawing inferences

may be called a skill in one part of the program and a strategy in another. Additionally, the

same skill or strategy may be given different names in different parts of the program. Main

idea instruction in three different first-grade activities might require students to do three

entirely different things.

Research, then, can only partially provide an answer to the question of what critical

comprehension skills and strategies ought to be in a basal reading program. Therefore, in

evaluating a program's comprehension activities, you must combine the results of research

with what you know from your own classroom experiences and those of your colleagues, then

adapt this information to meet the needs of the students in your schools.
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PART TWO

Discussion of Guidelines for Evaluating Comprehension

Skills and Strategies Instruction

As the review ot research and practice shows, ideas about how to teach comprehension ha e

changed dramatically over the years. The guidelines presented in this section are intended to

help you determine the extent to which the programs you are evaluating provide instruction

that reflects recent developments emerging from research about reading comprehension, as

well cis from the practical wisdom deli% ed from your own teaching expertise.

A Curriculum Overview

As we noted earlier, research has not substantiated the validity of any particuhir scope and

sequence of comprehension instruction. Furthermore, no basal reading program can, or

should, create a phm for teaching reading skills and strategies in which everything is taught

simultauously. Ob iously some skills and strategies will be taught before others, but the order

in which they are taught matters in only some cases. For example, strategies such as

determining importance, stunmarizing, using prior knowledge, drawing inferences, and sell-

monitoring, can be taught at nearly every age or level (10). What matters is that the

presentation ot skills and strategies reflects a logical progression in development, both within

and across grade levels. Programs and teachers simply have to start somewhere and move

toward something.

GUIDELINE 1. As you evaluate the comprehension instruction ot a reading program,

determine if it presents a logical progression in the cumulatn e development . its skills and

strategies, both within and across grade levels

In the traditional curriculum, the development of reading expertise is viewed as a

mastery process in which each of the various reading skills or strategies is presented in a

hierarchy. Students practice using a skill or strategy until they master it am. _len move on to

another. Mastery of a list of skills and strategies is equated with reading comprehension. In

the changing curriculum, however, the development of reading expertise is view ed as a process

of growth rather than mastery. That is, what changes in comprehension instruction from level

to level is not the skill or strategy itself, but the difficulty of the content to which the skill or

strategy is applied and the facility with which readers are able to apply it.



Comprehension instruction, then, should provide students opportunities to apply

useful skills and strategies to a variety of reading texts that become progressively more difficult

from level to level.

GUIDELINE 2. As you evaluate the comprehension instruction of a reading program,

determine if it reflects the application of skills and strategies to increasingly difficult content

and to a variety of text types.

Comprehension instruction should also allow students opportunities to review and

practice the skills and strategies they are taught. This means not only that they should use the

skill or strategy to complete workbook activities but also as they read the selections in their

student textbooks and complete writing assignments. For example, as they read, students

should be encouraged to look for examples of cause and effect statements, fact and opinion

statements, or paragraphs that have no main ideas. Ideally, students will also learn to apply

the skills and strategies they are taught as they read own their own.

GUIDELINE 3. As you evaluate the comprehension instruction of a reading program,

determine if it provides review and practice opportunities in workbook activities, in the

selections in student textbooks, in writing suggestions and assignments-md in extended

reading opportunities.

Criteria for Comprehension Instruction

Most basal programs provide instructional activities for many skills and strategies. In some

programs, in fact, the terms skills and strategies are used interchangeably and perhaps

inconsistently. But regardless of how the comprehension activities in the programs you

examine are labeled, a good number of them should promote the development of three key

factors. These factors, which are drawn from a body of research describing what expert readers

do when they read, are determining what i:, mom taut, :,ynthe:qznig information, and drawing

inferences (10). The following discussion will look at each factor.

Determining what is important Determining what is important in the text is

cruual to comprehension. The instructional terminology for determining importance differs

from one program to another, but the most commonly 1 'd term is tmdmg the main idea.

Whatever it is labeled, the purpose of such instruction should be to help readers sort out

what is central to a given paragraph, section, or chapter. Finding the main idea is merely one

way of doing this.

How does a reader differentiate what is important from what is unimportant?

Researchers have establisl'ed that expert readers often use three different procedures as they

read a selection. First, they use their general background knowledge and their knowledge

about a specific topic to help them figure out what is going on in a selection. Second, they use

their knowledge of text structure to help them identify and organize the information in a

selection. This includes paying attention to key words, phrases, graphics, summarizing

statements, and other textual cues. Third, expert readers use their knowledge of author biases,

intentions, and goals to help them determine what is important.

10
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The comprehension curriculum should include Ku% ales that teach students ways to

determine what is important information in the text. This means more than simpl% finding the

main idea of a paragraph, it means show ing students how to use their ow n know ledge about

the world and about the topic of a seleLtion to help them figure out w hat is important. It also

means show ing them how to use text structure and know ledge about the author's purpose to

determine importance.

Synthesizing information. A logical ev t ension ot determining importance Ls the

abilit% to s% nthesite information across larger units ot te.t to create summaries. Students must

!elm to distinguish main ideas from details, and the\ must learn how to integrate those ideas

into coherent summaries that, presumably, w ill help them keep in mind both important and

supporting information about what the% are reading.

The comprehension curriculum should include a,ti% ities that help students learn some

rudimentary operations for L reefing summaries These operations might mi I ude learning how

to delete irrele% ant or redund,Int material, how to locate topii sentences for paragraphs and use

them in preparing summaries, and how to create top, sentences for paragraphs that do not

have them.

Drawing inferences. Drawing inferences is an essential part of comprehension (I)

Students draw inferenies in at least t o ways when the% read. The first w a% is b% deduLing

relations among ideas in a text For example, they combine Llues from a stork to determine the

motive behind a character's aitions. The second w av the% diaw inferenies is lw using their

background knowledge to deduce what the text does not explicitly state.

The comprehension curriculum slmuld include aitiL sties that help students use both

their background information and iniol 'nation tho get from a text to help them draw

inferences while they read.

Despite the um% entional wisdom that seems to argue tor dela% ing interenie draw ing

ti% Ines until students ha% e mastered literal comprehension, researih cleark supports a

strong emphasis on instruction in draw ing inferences Lw en at the earliest grades (lin

GUIDELINE 4. As %L,u examine the Lomprehension aLtiL Ines in reading programs regardles,-

of how they are labeli.d determine whether the% Lontribute to the de% eiopment of the three

important factors of

determining what is important

synthesiling information

drawing inferences.

Explicit Comprehension Instruction

Research has provided us ith ample e% idenie that Lomprehension Lan be taught The Lurrent

iew of instrui non suggests the use of explicit, or direit, instruitional approaches, in w hich

teachers mod A and cxplain w hat strategies are, help students learn how and w hen to use the

strategiesirid gke them opportunities to appl% the strategies (IS) The follow ing disiussion

ll look closer at each of these steps.

Modeling and explanation. In this s.et p, t .eauers first explain to students what the

strategy is, then they show students how to appl it to a gi en reading ,el tet:Jon. Often this
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imolves teachers thinking aloud as the\ are reading to demonstrate to students the ;La\ the\

use strategies while they read.

Guided practice. In this step, teachers work with stuuents to help them figure out /1o;e

and when to apply the stratep they are learning. Teachers ma; discuss w ith their students

what the\ find difficult or confusing in a selection. Tile\ can also ask students to think al, iud

as they read, and offer them encouragement and feedback as the', 1uo so, especially when

student:- are stumped or unresponsive.

As students become proficient in using a strategy, teachers can provide them with

independent practice. For those students who ha e difficult; workmg on their ow n, teaLhcrs

can suppl; more kedback about Lorrect and inwrrect responses and discuss w ith the students

their reasons for ;hoosMg the responses.

Application. Application is often om tti..eL. t.rom instruction. In this step, teachers ask

students to apply a strategy, and students move to reading acti; flies in which the\ Lan apph

the stiategy they ha e been learning. This is the step at w hich students mo e toward assumu,g

responsibilit; for determining what strategy to use and how, when, and wlw to use it

A ;void of reading programs ?nay not hwel the,e hp in the Ninie wit, anti tho

not present them in Nun( oith7. They ma; not e en prekwnt them as disLrete steps Nonetheless,

each of the ideas in the steps we ha e discussed ,sliould appear somew here w ithin a LLle tor

teaching a given strategy.

GUIDELINE 5. As you examine comprdwnsion instructional approaLhes in reading

programs, look tor nil/kit instruction that includes aspects of modeling and explanation,

guided practice, and application.

Developing Metacognitive Awareness

Teachers ha e alwa; s known that good readers are more Laretul in their reading than are pt)or

readers and that they are more aware of how well the\ are understanding w hat the\ read

Good readeN are also better able to alter their reading strategies to Lompensate tor a problem

mkt., the\ realize one exists. For example, they can recognire when portions of a text are not

making sense and Lan see inconsistencies Poor readers, lw contrast, tend to be muL h

aware of problems and are less able to Lompensate e en when the\ are aware that ,sonwthing

wrong.

Considerable L idence re eals that even \cry young children can be taught, through

explk It instruction, to be aware of when something makes sense and w hen it does not (It) 13\

induding training in how to monitor wmprehension in reading instruLtion, teaLhers Lan hL lp

students learn strategies to use in darifying text that is otherw Ise dlIfk Oh tor them to

understand.

Rather than only answering comprehension questions or Lompletmg worksheets,

students w ho are not able to monitor their wmprehension need to be taught how to bewmc

aware of hoz(' they answe. Ltuestions and hou' the\ use different strategies to gut the informatit

needed to complete the worksheets.

Awareness is a key to being in control of comprehensionstudents cannot fix

Lomprehension problems unless they are aware of how to use repair strategies In addition,
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students cannot apply strategies to new reading situations unless they are aware of when and

how to use the strategies. Consequently, comprehension instruction should build student

awareness of what they already know so that they can call on that knowledge whenever they

encounter similar situations.

GUIDELINE 6. As you examine the comprehension instruction in n :ding programs, look for

activities that develop students' metacognitive awareness.
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PART THREE

Teacher Assistance for Comprehension Skills and

Strategies htstruction

The suggestiorb th-.; follow are based on research and effective practice. They are intended to

help teacher, incorporate the information pros ided in this booklet into their total instructional

program.

1 How can I help students develop comprehension strategies?

15

Share Your predictions, understandings, and misunderstandings of selections in

the same way vou ask the students to share theirs. This will demonstrate how you,

as a competent reader, are also actively engaged in the comprehension process.

Provide practice in choosing the most appropriate strategy for a specific type of

text and for a specific purpose.

Also provide practice by having students apply a specific strateg: to several

different kinds of reading selections, both fiction and nonfiction.

Encourage students to "talk" themselves through their first Independent attempts

at applying a specific strategy. These efforts can assist them in focusing on the

steps of the strategy as well as raising the,r awareness of what they are doing to

construct meaning.

Use peer tutoring or cooperative learning to give students pnctice in strategy

application.

Have students monitor their comprehension 13,), asking themselves questions before

reading, during reading, and after reading. Some suggestions for questions ace:

(Prereading)

What is this about? What do I already know about this? Why do I need to

read this? What do I think will happen?
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(During rending)

Does everything make sense? Did I correctly predict what would happen?

Can I summarize what has taken place?

(After reading)

What was it about? What did I learn from it? Did it tell me something that

didn't agree with what I already know?

Provide direct instruction in strategies that help students to focus their attention on

the important information in a selection, to synthesize that information, and to

inti-grate it with information they already have.

1 Flow can I allocate more classroom time to develop students' comprehension strategies

through independent reading?

1.:!' independent reading as an alternative to some workbook tasks.

Use independent reading during transition times.

Set aside a time during the day when everybody in the classincluding

voureads.
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PART FOUR

Listing of Guidelines for Evaluating Comprehension Skills

and Strategies Instruction

GUIDELINE 1. As you evaluate the comprehension instruction of a reading program,

determine if it presents a logical progression in the cumulative development of specific skills

and strategies, both within and across grade levels.

GUIDELINE 2. As you evaluate the comprehension instruction of a reading program,

determine if it refleck the application of skills and strategies to increasingly difficult content

and to a variety of selection types.

GUIDELINE 3. As you evaluate the comprehension instruction of a reading program,
determine if it provides review and practice opportunities in workbook activities, in the
selections in student textbooks, in writing suggestions and assignments, and in extended
reading opportunities.

GUIDELINE 4. As you examine the comprehension activities in rea&ng programsregardless

of how they are labeleJdetermine whether they contribute to the development of the three
important factors of

determining what is important

synthesizing information

drawing inferences.

GUIDELINE 5. As you examine comprehension instructional approaches in reading

programs, took for explicit instruction that includes aspects of modeling and explanation,

guided practice, and application.

GUIDELINE 6. As you examine the comprehension instruction in reading programs, look for
activities that develop students' metacognitive awareness.
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PART FIVE

Worksheets for Evaluating Comprehension Skills and

Strategies Instruction

The job of evaluating comprehension skills and strategies instruction is not a simple one.

However, the two worksheets that follow will help you examine those dimensions of reading

lessons you believe to be important to your own comprehension instruction.

Specific directions for using the worksheets precede each one. General directions and

some additional information about worksheets appear in the Leader's Manual.

Materials and Resources Needed

You will need one copy of each worksheet for every reading program you plan to evaluate.

Reproduce as many copies as you need. For each !eve] of comprehension instruction you plan

to evaluate, you will also need:

Teachers' manuals

Student textbooks.

Points to Keep in Mind

1 The worksheets are appropriate for all glade !eN els. However, you will find great

variety in the way skills and strategies are laid out as you cross from primary to

intermediate grades.

As you analyze the various comprehension activities of a program, you may find several

skills or strategies that have not been discussed in this booklet. First, remember that this

may be because different programs use different labels tor the same skill or strategy.

Then, discuss the importance of the skills or strategies included in the program.

3. Do not expect to fill in every column on each worksheet. Some parts may not apply to

the specific program or task you are evaluating. Empty spaces do not necessarily mean

a program is inadequate.

4. You may choose to use only parts of each worksheet.
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Rating What You Have Evaluated

You may wish to develop a rating scale of your own to quantify your overall evaluation of

comprehension skills and strategies instruction in the programs you examine. We have

included space on the worksheets for you to record your ratings.
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WORKSHEET 1: DIRECTIONS

GUIDELINES 1, 2, 3: Comprehension instruction Overview

1. These are general overview guidelines for the reading programs you are evaluating.

To answer the questions on the worksheet, page through the table of contents of the

teacher's manual to locate skills and strategies activities. Record them en the

worksheet.

Do not assume that the skills and strategies listed in the table of contents are the only

ones to be taught in the program. You may also discover others that are included in

each level of the program under different names. You should note these on the

worksheet.

3. After listing the skills and strategies you have found, discuss whether the programs

meet the criteria set forth in the guidelines and record your conclusioas on the

worksheet

11.4
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Worksheet 1 COMPREHENSION II

Publisher Program Grade Level Copyright Evaluator

GUIDELINES I, 2, 3
COMPREHENSION INSTRUC l'ION
OVERVIEW

List the comprehension skills and strategies
introduced and practiced in this basal.

Level

Comments:
Level

Comments: Rating:

I. Indicate whether and how the instruction
presents

a. a clear progression in the cumulative
development of the skill/strategy

b. a clear progression in the development
of the skill/strategy within a grade level

c. a clear progression in the development
of the skill/strategy across grade levels.

2. Locate and record evidence that the
skill/strategy is applied to increasingly
difficult content and to a variety of
selection types.

3. Analyze the adequacy of review and
practice opportunities

a. in workbook activities

b. in the selections in student textbooks

c. in extended reading opportunities

d. in writing suggestions and assignments.
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WORKSHEET 2: DIRECTIONS

GUIDELINE 4: Presentation and Development of Key Skills and Strategies

1. This section of the worksheet provides you with the opportunity to evaluate the

activities that develop comprehension skills and strategies in reading programs.

2. Examine activities in at least two different levels of the program to determine if they

contribute to the development of the three key comprehension factors discussed in

the guideline.

GUIDELINES 5, 6: Instructional Approaches

1. Choose one skill or strategy, such as synthesizing information.

2. Pick activities at two different levels of the program that can be categorized under

this label (remember, programs can use different labels for the same topic).

3. Observe how each activity presents the skill or strategy, and determine how well it

illustrates the use of modeling and explanation, guided practice, and application.

4. Determine if the activity helps students develop their awareness of what they know

so that they can use this knowledge as they read.
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Worksheet 2 COMPREHENSION II

Publisher Program Grade Level Copyright Evaluator

GUIDELINE 4
PRESENTATION AND DEVELOPMENT
OF KEY SKILLS/STRATEGIES

Level

Comments:
Level

Rating:Comments:

Analyze whether and how the comprehension
activity contributes to the development of students'
abilities to

a determine what is important in a selection

b. synthesize information

c. draw inferences.

GUIDELINES 5, 6

INSTRUCTIONAL AP1'ROACHES Comments: Comments: R.-lung:

1. Skill or Strategy Evaluated.

119

Discuss whether the activity provides direct
explanation of

a. what skill/strategy is being taught

b. how to use the skill/strategy

c. when to use the skill/strategy

d. why the skill/strategy should be used

2. Discuss whether the activity provides for
explicit, or direct instruction, sud as

a, teacher modeling and explanation

b. guided practice

:. application.

3 Record ways the activity contributes to the
development of students' metacognitive
awareness.
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PART ONE

Research and Practice

In recent years, teachers and researchers increasingly have been interested in the relationship

between reading and writing. Rather than solely viewing reading and writing as separate

processes for separate times of a school day, they have started considering the relationship of

these forms of written language. Recent editions of basal reading programs acknowledge a

relationship between reading and writing, and reflect concerted efforts to incorporate writing

activities. These activities are presented at various places within a basal lesson and are

designated through various labels, such as "language arts connections," "reading-writing

connections," and "writing to learn."

The purpose of this booklet is to provide information that can guide your examination

of writing activities found within basal reading programs. The booklet presents information

about the relationship between reading and writing as well as a rationale for connecting the

two in a reading program.

How Reading and Writing are Related

There is general agreement among teachers and researchers that both reading and writing are

complex processes. The acquisition of reading fluency, for instance, involves the development

and application of many kinds of knowledge. Fluent readers are able, among other things, to

use knowledge of letter-sound correspondences to decode words efficiently, to use knowledge

of word meanings to comprehend sentences, and to use their existing knowledge of a topic to

aid acquisition of new knowledge. Writing, too, involves the use of different kinds of

knowledge as writers plan, compose, reread, and revise their work.

Reading and writing as composing processes. Some researchers see both reading and

writing as composing processes (22, 27, 31). They argue that just as writers compose meaning

as they N lite, readers compose meaning as they read. According to their view, good readers go

through many of the same processes of constructing meaning as do good writers. These

processes may be categorized as plam,ing (prereading or prewriting), drafting (discovering

meaning), and revising (postreading or modifying and extending).

Planning. Planning for both writers and readers involves setting purposes or goals.

For writers, this can mean deciding who the audience will be for the writing and what the

audience's reaction might be -4). Or, it can mean determining what the focus of the writing

should be and how it should be organized (10, i .). For readers, setting purposes can mean

predicting what the writing will be about and what point the author will make (11).

Planning also involves the use of background knowledge. Writers call upon relevant

information from their own experiences to help them generate ideas and to organize their
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writing; readers use iheir background knowledge of a topic to tie new information with that

they already possess to interpret the author's intentions (11). Research shows that readers with

more background knowledge are likely to read with greater comprehension, and writers with

more background knowledge are likely to write with more coherence (1).

Drafting. As they draft, or compose, writers modify the information they gathered in

planning to better suit their purposes and audiences (8). They may change the organization of

their writing, its language, or its focus. As they read, readers also modify their knowledge of

how written language is organized and used, as .vell as other knowledge they possess, to make

things "fit" (2, 22). Often they realize that they must read "between the lines" to discover what

the author intended.

Revising. In revising, writers and readers check to see how well they have constructed

their message (22). Writers fine tune their writing by adding more information or removing

information that is not important or may be misleading. They also check to see that the final

work meets their initial goal or purpose for the writing. Readers may reread passages to make

sure they understand them or to discover discrepancies between what they already know and

what the passage told them.

Although it may appear that planning, drafting, and revising are linear in nature, in

actual reading and writing, they are recursive. For example, planning can continue through

drafting. Revising can begin before drafting is completed.

The basic intersection between reading and writing, then, is that both require the active

construction of meaning. Readers do not simply translate words into their individual

meanings, rather they integrate, infer, and evaluate as they read, combining information in the

text with knowledge they already possess. In the same way, writers choose woois with care

and organize them so that their readers will understand what they mean.

How Reading and Writing are Different

Researchers also have described differences in the nature of reading and writing. For example,

writers must make sense out of 1, hat they want to communicate. Readers must make sense out

of what someone else has written (17). Furthermore, writers must consider not only what they

want to communicate, they must also assume the role of their eventual readers to decide

whether others will be able to make sense of what they have written and how they will

interpret it (23). Additionally, reading and writing can serve different purposes as meaning is

constructed or ideas explored that require different types of thinking (12). While both can be

seen as constructive processes, reading and writing can offer related but different routes in

covering a topic (15).

The Relationship between Reader and Writer

Another way to cor,sider the relationship between reading and writing is to describe the

reader-writer relationship. In both reading and writing, people put themselves in tune with

one another (4, 5). For any given text, both its reader and its writer draw upon their knowledge

of written language and the world.

The predictions of readers and purposes of writers can be seen as reflections of one

another (25). Readers' prediction3 and writers' purposes can be global and, at the same time,
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focused. For example, in reading a book, readers may begin with global predictions about the

overall content and treatment of the topic. They also may use global predictions as they read a

chapter. Within chapters, however, they may use more focusid predictions about paragraphs,

sentences, and words. Yet even their more focused predictions are influenced by the more

global ones. Similarly, writers can begin with global purposes for a book's content and for each

chapter. Within each chapter, however, are focused purposes about paragraplb, sentences, and

words. As with predictions, these focused purposes are influenced by the more glob;.1 ones.

For example, each paragraph is influenced by the purposes of the book. When the reader and

writer are communicating well, the reader's predictions can be seen to mirror the writer's

purposes at all levels.

The reader and writer rely on their expertise in dealing with written language in other

ways as well. Knowledge of story structure plays a role in creating and understanding

narratives (28). Similarly, knowledge of the ways expository text is organized affects

communication between the reader and writer (16). In fact, in man,/ respects, readers and

writers draw upon their knowledge of devices or conventions of written language, such as the

role of illustrations in complementing text, signals used to relate sentences (for example, "on

the contrary"); and headings and subheadings to organize and subordinate ideas

Contributions of Reading to Writing

We know that students learn to read bv reading, and that they learn to write by writing Yet we

also know that students learn to write by reading. Through reading on their own and hearing

different types of literature read aloud, students gain a sense of how written language works

There are some differences between oral and written language, however, and students

need to be aware of some of these differences if they are to grow as writers. A number of

studies have shown that hearing books read aloud can help even very young children learn

how written and oral language differ (29). In addition to differences in word choice and

sentence structure, written language contains organizational patterns that differ from those of

the daily oral language students encounter. Ample reading experiences offer students

opportunities to become acquainted with conventions of print and with the words, sentence

structures, and organizational patterns writers use to convey their ideas effectively Research

also indicates that having a strong background in literature can contribute to older students'

writing performance (18).

Research examining the use of literary models as a means of improving students'

writing, however, has yielded less conclusive results. In such studies, teachers first present

students with selections from children's literature, then discuss w ith them the features of good

writing present in the selections (21, 26). A possible reason for the inconclusive results of this

method may be that it requires more than a brief exposure to good writing to learn how it

works. Moreover, it may be that such instruction is not very effective if students are not also

given many opportunities to read and to hear literature read aloud. Another problem of

writing to a model is that it is not centered on students' own needs, problems, or ideas, which

is where most real writing begins. The need to msider a student writer's interests is not

always taken into account in using literary models. Research shows that children write more

and longer when they choose their own topics (9).
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In classrooms where reading and writing experiences work together successfully,

students write on a daily basis, and teachers promote a writing environment sensitive to the

nature of the writing process. Students also listen to literature read aloud and spend ample

time in independent reading. Research shows that bv reading works of favorite authors,

students can be inspired to try new genres, topics, themes, and techniques in their own writing

(3, 6).

Contributions of Writing to Reading

Writing has the potential to help students enhance their reading experiences. As students

engage in the process of writing, they can gain insights that contribute to their reading growth,

particulark when they share their writing with others who respond to what they have written

(17). The hypothesis is that by attempting to construct meaning in their own writing, students

learn to construct meaning in the w riting of others. In writing, students coordinate the various

levels of language that are also important to reading. Students must make decisions about

sound-symbol relationships, conventions of print (such as punctuation), the meanings of

words, and about how to arrange words at the sentence level and beyond. orough such

decision making, students become familiar with the thinking invoked to understand w hat they

read. They see for themselves the choices an author must make, such as what to include, w here

to include it, and what to make maior and minor points.

When students share what they have written with others, they become aware that

although authors pros ide information in their texts, they also expect readers to fill in gaps or

make inferences They also karn that if authors do not proside enough information or if they

do not provide appropriate information, readers can be mislead or confused. Thus students

can become keenly aware of the roles both the reader and the writer play in successful writtei,

communication Moreover, as they become more accomplished w riters, students can see that a

book is the product of the thinking, or choices, of another human, rather than an authority that

cannot be questioned (17).

The Reading and Writing of Young Children

How writing and reading are related for young children warrants spei ial attention Recent

research has provided a greater appreciation of childre-' mlv writing efforts, mduding how

they can play a role in a reading program. Conversely, it has suggested ways a reading
program can promote young children's writing.

Traditionally, literacy instruction for young children was based upon the premise that

at a given time, children would be "ready" to learn to read, and that young children would

learn to write only after formal reading, handwriting, and spelling instruction. Current

research, however, challenges these traditional ideas. From careful observations of young

children at home and at school, it is now known that children are in the process of becoming

literate long before they enter school (30). Even before receiving formal instruction, children

are developing important understandings about w linen language through meaningful

experiences with the print they obsen e (such as watching adults write letters) or participate in,

either on their own or with others (such as through bedtime stories or through "t% riting" a
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letter to a grandparent). Children differ in the literacy encounters they experience and bring to

school. Nevertheless, growth in literacy is characterized by a gradual adding on to what

children know rather than by carefully defined stages. Because literacy emerges as a set of

abilities (rather than begins at some point), many have adopted the term, "emergent literacy"

Writing and young children's growth as readers. Even before children write in a

conventional manner, their writing can reveal their development of understanding of written

language. Children's explorations in writing not only help them construct insights about that

form of language but also complement their experiences in learning to read. Through writing,

children

(1) come to understand that writing can represent spoken language but that there

can be differences between the two as well;

(2) strengthen their understandings of the concepts of word and letter;

(3) become further aware of the conventions of print (such as left to right, top to

bottom directionality, spacing between words, punctuation);

(4) enhance their phonemic awareness, or knowledge that speech can be

segmented into separate sounds, as they account for sounds they hear through

letter representation;

(5) focus their attention on details of print, such as letters within words that might

not be attended to during reading;

(6) recognize that there are consistencies in the spelling of words;

(7) learn that written language can serve many purposes in their daily lives and

can be found in various forms.

A Final Word

Current research shows that linking reading and writing can be beneficial. As a valuable tool

for thinking, writing can promote students' understanding of what they read (7, 19) Through

writing, students can be encouraged to reflect further on what they have read, exploring ideas

and forming connections among those ideas. At the same time, however, research shows that

writing experiences can vary in their effectiveness (13, 20). Instructional decision making needs

to take into account a number of factors that can make writing experience, effective, rather

than including writing in a program simply tor the sake of including writing (7).
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PART TWO

Discussion of Guidelines for Evaluating Reading and

Writing Instruction

Research and classroom practice provide support for integrating reading and w flung. Writing

has the potential to enhance reading experiences, and reading to enhance writing experiences.

Furthermore, through opportunities to write, students are more apt to grow as writers.

However, some caution is in order: Linking reading and writing may not be beneficial if the

two are not linked in sound ways. Even worse, if they have unsuccessful writing experiences,

students may eventually lose interest in both writing and reading. Therefore, in examining

basal reading programs, evaluators need to consider not just whether the programs provide

writing actiities or the number of activities they provide, but they must also consider how the

programs provide writing experiences The following guidelines are intended to help

et, aluators determine how basal reading programs present opportunities for the integration of

reading and writing.

Writing as a Process

In the view of writing discussed in Part One, w riting is not simply a product, but a process that

entails. I) planning, where writers plan and generate ideas, 2) drafting, or romposingmd 3)

ret ismg, where writers examine whether ideas make sense, discos er new ideas, and note

changes to be made. It is only after the writer is satisfied with the ideas or content of a piece

that he or she should become concerned about its mechanics, such as spe!ling and punctuation

This part ot the writing process is called editing.

What is known about writing as a process has important implications tor instruction.

Although the writing process entails planning, writing, and ret ision, writers do not progress

through these stages in a linear fasluon, rather they do so in a recursit e manner. For example,

planning can occur both before and during writing. Additionally, not all writers, including

student w liters, need to spend the same amount of time in cach stage of the process. !Therefore,

it is not instructionally sound to set aside a given amount of time for planning, followed by the

same amount of time for writing, and so forth.

Another important implication drawn from knowledge of the writing process is that

students' first drafts should be treated as rough drafts, rat} r than as polished products.

Correct spelling and punctuation should not be neglected, but can be developed through

ret ising and editing experiences. It should be acknowledged tl at producing error-free writing

in a first draft is difficultif not impossibleeven for professional writers.
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GUIDELINE 1. When examining how a reading program presents the writing process,

consider whether

the writing process is treated as recursive rather than linear

the program informs teachers about setting priorities in responding to students'

writing, with attention to content first and mechanics once the content is

established

the program encourages teachers to treat students' first attempts in writing as

rough drafts rather than as polished products.

Writing Activities

Baluating the nature of the writing activities in basal reading programs invoh es considering a

number of interrelated factors. One factor to consider is that different kinds of writing

encourage different kirds of thinking. If, for instance, students are asked to write responses to

comprehension questions, they might focus primarily upon separate ideas. Whereas when

students write a composition, they not only focus upon separate ideas but also form

connections among those ideas. Differences in thinking can also result from what students are

asked to focus upon, regardless of whether they are asked to list ideas, write a few sentences, or

write long pieces. Asking students to retell a story, for example, requires thinking different

from that involved in giving their reactions to a story.

Asking students to write long pieces is not necessarily best or appropriate at all times.

For example, prior to reading an expository selection about chipmunks, students can be asked

to list everything they know about chipmunks. This listing could be an effective, expedient

way of encouraging students to call on their prior knowledge. As well, there can be times

when students will profit most from a series of writing activities that build upon one another.

For example, before students write a brief report on chipmunks, they might profit from listing

what they learned from a reading selection about chipmunks and what the) know from other

sources. They could then group these ideas under headings before starting on the first draft of

their report.

GUIDELINE 2. When examining the writing activities that accompany a basal reader

selection, determine if they promote the type of thinking the selection requires.

Prereading writing activities. Writing activities can be presented in a basal lesson as part

of preparing students for reading a selection. When they are intended to help students use

their background knowledge, writing activities should focus upon important aspects of a

selection. The acti% Ines should help students tie what they know or have experienced to what

they will find in the selection. Writing activities used in setting purposes for reading also can

help students direct their attention to important parts of the selection, and can be used to

encourage students to ask questions or make predictions about what the selection will offer.

Sometimes, however, writing should not be used as a prereading activity. If, for

example, a selection is a continuation of a story students are excited about, asking them to

write before they read may dampen their enthusiam for both reading and writing.

Furthermore, a writing aitivity that is not focused on the "core" on a selection can interfere
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with students' comprehension. In general, the recommendations for good oral prereading

activities should apply to written activities as well. (Prereading activities are discussed in detail

in Comprehension 1: The Directed Reading Lesson, another booklet in this series.)

GUIDELINE 3. When evaluating prereadin, writing activities, consider whether they

help students direct their attention to important dimensions of a selection

encourage students to ask questions or make predictions about the selection

should be used at all, or whether some other kind of activity would be better.

Postreading writing activities. Writing activities that follow the reading of a selection

should connect with the selection in some way. Again, however, what is important to consider

is the type of reading-writing connection suggested by the activities. The writing activities

should encourage students to think about important aspects of the selection or to share their

own thoughts and ru,. ;ions. Furthermore, as with prereading activities, students should not

be asked to write if some other activity would be more effective or appropriate. For example,

students may dread writing responses to a set of comprehension questions, whereas they may

enjoy discussing a selection their classmates. In this case, class discussion might be a

better choice for fostering or assessing comprehension. Practice in writing should be reser% ed

for activities that are more interesting to students.

Even if writing activities appear to fit well with reading selections, much also depends

upon students' ability to perform the activities. A breakdown can occur if students do not have

background information they can draw upon in responding to a writing task. Students will

have little to say about topics such as "my trip to the county fair" or "my first pet" if they have

never been to a county fair or owned a pet. On the other hand, most students can draw upon

their own thoughts and feelings in writing their reactions to a character, e ent, or message they

encounter in a selection. Moreover, asking students to share their reactions lets them see that

their thoughts and feelings are a valid part of the reading process.

Students also will be more likely to have something to say if a writing task requires

them to draw information from the selection. Students, for example, may be able to write a

diary entry from the viewpoint of a character 'n a story or to write down all they learned about

earthquakes from an expository selection.

Teachers' manuals should provide guidelines for helping students succeed in

producing the type of writing presented in an activity. If students do not know how to perform

a task, the writing they produce may not foster the kinds of thinking intended. More

important, students can come to dislike writing when they are placed in situations where tho,

cannot experience much success.

GUIDELINE 4. When evaluating postreading writing activities, consider whether

the activities encourage students to think about important aspects of reading the

selection or to share their thoughts and reactions

the activities enhance the reading experience

the teacher's manual offers guidelines about how to help students produce the type

of writing presented in the activities.
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Writing and Youny Children

Even in kindergarten classrooms, writing instruction can take place along with instruction on

letters, sounds, or words. Reports from researchers and teachers provide suggestions about

how to implement a successful writing program for young children (6, 10, 14)

These reports show, for example, that children are more apt to write if teachers

establish a time for writing or a writing center at the beginning of the y ear and encourage daily

writing (14). In addition, they show that Young children approach w riting in various

wavsthrough drawing, scribbling, non-phonetic spelling, phonetic or iny ented spelling, and

conventional orthography they know or copy and that sometimes they maN combine scY eral

of these, such as drawing with the conventional spelling of family members' names.

lurthermore, children may vary in the way they w rite depending on the task. For example.1

child may use invented spelling for shorter pieces but scribbk when Yy ritmg a story.

Daily connected reading experiences are invaluable to young children as thev discos er

writing. Reading aloud to ihildren not only captures their interest in w ritten language but also

exposes them to fiction, nonfiction, and poetry selections that they may' not be able to read on

their own. Children can also become familiar with connected reading through language

experience activities, where their own dictated pieces provide material for them to read.

Language experience activities expose children to cony entions of print and spelling Some

teachers haY e found that language experience activities can cause children to see more clearly

that what they think about and say can be written down.

In shared reading, children learn about reading and writing in much the same way as

thc y. do from repeated readings of faY oritc bedtime stories at home. The teacher reads aloud,

then invites the children to read along as he or she rereads the story. Children can also

participate in shared reading through listening to taperecorded versions of the story and

following the print in the book or through reading with another child. Through shared

reading, children are provided the support they need to read literature, enjoy ing it as a yy hole

while also gaining knowledge of print.

GUIDELINE 5 When examining emergent literacy components ot a basal reading program,

look tor components that

allow children to approach writing in different ways

encourage letting young children write early and on a daily basis

otter teachers guidance about ways young children approach writing and about

how to foster their writing growth

otter children connected readmg experiences such as reading aloud, language

experience activities, or shared reading o that they can see how print operates in a

broader sense.
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PART THREE

Teacher Assistance for Reading and Writing

Instruction

The suggestions that follow are based on research and practice that focus on the writing

process as well as the product. They are intended to help teachers incorporate the information

provided in this booklet into their total instructional program.

1. How can I make writing assignments meaningful and successful?

Provide a time for students to write on a daily basis. As in reading, students need

regular, frequent opportunities to be comfortable with the process and to

experience growth.

Let students occasionally choose their own writing topics. When students write

about what they know and ha% e experienced, they can begin with more confidence

Eventually students can move from personal narratives to learning about other

forms of writing.

Provide a materials center where students can find lined and unlined paper, pens,

pencils, crayons, markers, tape, and staplers.

Rather than spiral notebooks, use notebook paper and folders kept at the materials

center for students' work in progress. Spiral notebooks can be difficult to use in

revising, when students may want to view two or more pages at oncc. or cut and

tape to make changes.

As you approach instruction, try to be positive and capitahie upon what students

can do, rather than thinking in terms of what they can not do.

2. What are some prewritmg techniques I can use?

11

At the begnming of a writing period, provide brief lessons to help students become

familiar with the strategies and techniques competent writers know about and use.

Rather than just telling students ,. hat they could do, think of ways to model or to

involve students. For example, if you notice that students ne'.d help in selecting a
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good title, share a piece you have written and a list of titles You are considering.

Explain your thinking as you evaluate the titles, or ask students to help you

evaluate them.

To help students get started, focus an initial lesson on topic selection. Through a

think-aloud procedure, share ideas you have considered and talk about the topic

you have selected. Then model writing Your rough draft, thinking aloud as you

nte to demonstrate characteristics of this type of writing-----crossing out a word

rather than erasing, using an asterisk to show w here information at the bottom will

be inserted, usir ; a caret to add a word.

3 What kind of help should I provide as students write?

If students ask how to spell a word while wntmg, tell them to spell it as best as they

can in their rough drafts.

I lave brief conferences with students as they are w riting. This can help them grow

as writers and can enable you to assess individual students. Be specific in pointing

out strengths in a student's writing rather than offering general statements. To

keep the conference brief, focus upon one thing. Asking a student "What will on

do next?" can be a good way to end a conference; it is a way to help you

understand w hat the student is taking from the ccnference, and to help the student

consider what to do next.

In having conferences, set prionties. Respond to content first Once the content is

established and the student is ready to write a final draft, focus upon mechanics.

Even if a student has many mechanical problems, focus upon what ou feel is most

important rather than overwhelming the student. 1 kip students learn to proofread

their work by checking the spelling, capitaliiation, and punctuation before you

meet with them.

Write while your students are writing, and let them read and commeLt on your

writing just as You read and comment on theirs.

4 How can I get students to revise then- w fiting?

12

Provide opportunities tor several students to read their work aloud each day Such

opportunities offer students an incentive to reose and improve their work because

they see others are interested in what they w nte.

Encourage students to respond to each other's writing in a way that is beneficial to

the writer.
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Publish student writing. When students know that others will read what they

write, they are more likely to want to revise and improve it. In addition, they feel a

great deal of pride when they see their classmates reading a book they have written

or see their work displayed on a bulletin board.
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PART FOUR

Listing of Guidelines for Evaluating Reading and

Writing Instruction

Guideline 1. When examining how a basal reading program presents the writing process,

consider whether

the writing process is treated as recursive rather than linear

the program informs teachers about setting priorities in responding to students'

writing, with attention to content first and mechanics once the content is

established

the program encourages teachers to treat students' first attempts in writing as

rough drafts rather than as polished products.

Guideline 2. When examining the writing activities that accompam a basal reader selection,

determine if they promote the type of thinking the selection requires.

Guideline 3. When evaluating prereading riting activities, consider whether they

help students direct their attention to important dimensions of a selection

encourage students to ask questions or make predictions about the selection

should be used at all, or whether some other kind of activity would be better.

Guideline 4. When evaluating postreading writing activities, consider whether

the activities encourage students to think about important aspects of reading the

selection or to share their thoughts and reactions

the acti Ines enhance the reading experience

the teacher's manual offers guidelines about how to help students produce the type

of writing presented in the activities.

Guideline 5. When examining emergent literac i. components of a hasal reading program, look

tor comporents that

allow children to approach writing in different ways

encourage letting young children write on a daily basis

offer teachers guidance about ways young children approach writing and about

how to foster their writing growth

after children connected reading experiences such as reading aloud, laaguage

experience actik ities, or shared reading so that they can see how print ooerates in a

broader sense.
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PART FIVE

'Worksheets for Evaluating the Writing Instruction in

Basal Reading Programs

Some important aspects of writing instruction have been discussed in this booklet and

summarized in the guidelines. The following threP worksheets will help you use the

guidelines to evaluate how writing is integrated with reading in basal reading programs

Specific directions for using the worksheets appear on each one. General directions

and some additional information abcut worksheets appear in the Leader's Manual.

Materials and Resources Needed

You will need at least one copy of each worksheet for every reading program you plan to

evaluate. You also will need:

Teachers' manuals

Student textbooks.

Points to Keep in Mind

1. Writing activities may have various labels. To get a clear understanding ot how a

reading program interprets writing and what the labels mean, read the introductory

information the program provides about its features.

1 Some parts of the worksheets may not apply to the specific activity you are tn aluating.

Empty spaces do not necessarily mean that a program is inadequate.

Rating What You Have Evaluated

You may wish to develop a rating scale of your own to quantify your overall eN aluation We

have included space on the worksheets for you to record ,,our ratings.
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Worktheet 1 READING AND WRITING INSTRUCTION

Publisher Program Grade Level Copyright Evaluator

GUIDELINE i
THE WRITING PROCESS Comments: Rating:

Eve mirie the teacher's manual to
determine whether and how
information about the writing
process is presented to students.

Also determine whether and how
background information about the
writing process is presented to
teachers.

1 Does the manual

a. treat the writing process as
recursive 1-p:her than hear in
nature? For example, are all
students asked to prewrite
one day, write the next dav,
revise on the third day'

b. inform teachers about setting
priorities in responding to
students' writing, with
attention to content first and
mechanics once the content is
established?

r. encourage teachers to treat
students' first attempts in
writing as rough drafts rather
than as polished products?
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o
Worksheet 2 READING AND WRITING INSTRUCTION

Publisher Program Grade Level Copyright Evaluator

GUIDELINES 2, 3, 4
WRITING ACTIVITIES THAT ACCOMPANY
READING SELECTIONS

Comments: Rating:

Examine the teacher's manual to determine
whether and how the program integrates
reading and writing.

Read the selection prior to evaluating the
writing activities that accompany it.

I. What kind of thinking does the selection
require? Do the writing activities peomote
this kind of thinking?

2. Do prereading writing activities

a. help students direct their attention to
important dimensions of the selection
and encourage them to become involved
in it?

b. encourage students to ask questions or
make predictions about the selection?

c. serve a purpose? Would some other
type of activity work better?

3. Do postreading writing activities

a encourage students to think about
important aspects of reading the
selection or to share their thoughts and
reactions?

b enhance reading experiences?

c. contain guidance in the teacher's
manual about how to help students
produce the type of writing required?



4)
Worksheet 3 READING AND WRITING INSTRUCTION

Publisher Program Grade Levet Copyright Evaluator

GUIDELINE 5
EMERGENT LITERACY Comments: Rating:

Examine the teacher's manual to
determine the type of background
information presented about
emergent literacy.

Do the instructional activities

a. allow children to approach
wnting in different ways?

b. encourage teachers to let
young children write on a
daily basis?

c. offer guidance about ways
young children approach
writing and how to foster
writing growth?

d. offer children connected
reading experiences so that
they can see how print
operates in a broader sense?
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PART ONE

Research and Pracfice

When students are gi% en reading opportunities that excite and delight them as ell as help

them master the skills and strategies ot reading, the\ are likely to become not lust school

readers but lifelong readers. Sadly, some students w ho can read, choose not to, others see

reading as just another school task (3)

For many students, reading opportunities in school are tied to the basal reader, or

student textbook, w hich is the wre ot a basal reading program Basal reader, are usuall%

anthologies that contain fiction, nontic tion, and poetn selections. BeLause these scieLtions arc

the basic (and sometimes the onl \ ) reading tare ot .'oung students, \ ou w ill %, ant to pa%

particularly close attention to their instructional and literan qualit \ as % ou choose a basal

reading program

The purpose ot this booklet is to provide mtormation that can as-ist % ou m

determining the (luality of basal reader selections

THE BASAL READER AND READING INSTRUCTION

A basal reading program consists ot teat lwrs manuals, workbooks, skillsheets, tests, and

student textbooks that set tort h a unified reading curriculum. Me reading selections in a basal

program, therefore, do not exist .. Isolation, the% are part of an integrated instructional

program Accordmg1%, each selection should contribute to the unit \ ot the program 1 he

following discussion will look first at the role ot basal reader selections in earl \ reading

instruction and than at instruction in selections tor intermediate-grade students

Basal Readers and Early Reading Instruction

Most program de% elopers emplo\ authors to w rite original selections for the earl% le% els ol

their reading programs. The majority ot these selections are simple stories De\ elopers use

simple -.tortes tor at least two reasons First, children emo% stories, and so are moth a ted to

read them Sewnd, b\ the time man% children begin to read, the% are ahead% familiar w ith the

elements and orgamiational patterns of stories from hearing nurser% rh \ mes and fain tales

and from following simple stories in picture books (5)

To reinforce and de\ clop th; w ord identitkation skills students are being taught, the

stories tor earl% levels of basal programs usually are w ritten w it h a controlled %ocabulan

featuring w ords chosen according to oneor botbot tw o criteria. I) thes are useful w ords

that appear w ith trequenc% in the language and are thus hkels to be in children's %ocabularics,
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or, 2) they are words that exemplify the letter-sound relationships being introduced in the

program's instruction (2). Reading, of course, is more than recognizing words, it is a process ot

constructing meaning from mitten text. Stories for students who arc just beginning formal

reading instruction must do more than reinforce word identification skills, they must engage

students in meaningful encounters with printed language. The following discussion will focus

on ways that basal selections can accomplish these two goals

Word identification instruction. Fluent reading and fast, accurate word identification are

important goals of earl% reading instruction. Students must become se familiar with letter-

sound relationships and words that they are able to identify words with little conscious

attention (2). The research indicates that this happens more readily if the stories students read

contain a high proportion of the letter-sound relationships and other word identification skills

they are being taught as part of a program's instructional component (2). However, an analysis

of eight best-selling basal reading programs undertaken several years ago showed little

connection between the letter-sound relationship lessons in most programs and the words

contained in the selections in the basal readers (;). An examination of many of the more recent

programs gives the same impression.

One explanation for this situation is that most reading programs introduce familiar

words tirst. The problem with familiar words, howex er, is that the relationship between the

spelling and pronunciation of many of these words is often irregular (said, for example, which,

it its pronunciation were regular, would rhyme with nud) (2).

The traditional sequence for introducing letter-sound relationships in% olves first

teaching stuuents consonant sounds, then Aloft vowel sounds, the '. long vowel sounds in

regular words. When programs using this sequence seek perfect regularity between spelling

and pronunciation, using only the letter-sound relationships already taught, the result can be a

sentence as deadly as "The fat cat sits on the mat."

As Beconung a Nation of Readers notes, one key to writing meaningful selections for

% oung students ma% be more flexibility in the choice of the order for teaching, letter-sound

relationships Letter-sound relationships can be introduced in selections in a sequence that

allows earl% use of as varied as possible a set of words while still exomplifying the alphabetic

principle Selections rs.an include some useful irregular words without confusing students. In

addition, seledions can sometimes include regular words that embody letter-sound

relationships that ha% en't been introduced vet, but are needed to make stories meaningful and

intcresting The important point is that a high proportion of the words in the stories students

lead should conform to the letter-sound relationships they have already been taught (2)

Meaningful encounters with print. The process ot constructing meaning from print begins

w hen young children lei-111i to recognize the stor% lines and organizational patterns of the

nursery rh% mes and other stories read aloud to them. When the stories in basal readers closel%

follow the kinds ot stor% lines and organizational patterns students ha% e come to expect from

their early experiencesthat is, if the stories are predictablethen students find it easier to

determine and remember their important ideas (29) Young readers also tind it easier to

connect the parts of a story when the organizational pattern is clear.
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Yet because authors are so constrained by the limited number of words they Lan use in

writing for basal programs, often what they write may not be stories at all, but merely strings

of sentences with no predictable organization (9). To construct meaning from such sentence

strings, students have to rek on information from illustrations and from the teacher and class

discussions (2).

Whether an encounter with a story is meaningful for students can also be affected by

the way language is used. Stories that use language in unnatural and unfamiliar t. ivs can pose

problems for y oung readers. Students understand a selection better when it conforms to their

own speech patterns (27). For example, first-grade students do not often say "There is a dog.

See the dog. The dog is big." They are more likely to say, "There's a big dog."

In summarY, selections for young readers should attempt to meet the instructional

requirements for a controlled ocabulary and at the same time tell a story in a meaningful w ay

Preparing such stories is a challenge for program devciopers, to be sure. But it is not an

impossible one.

Basal Readers and Intermediate-Grade Reading Instruction

Intermediate-grade students still have a great deal to learn about reading, even w hen the\

become proficient at w ord identification and at understanding simple st vies. As they de clop

reading proficienc, however, these students must begin to think of reading not as a separate

school subject but as integral to learning. Selections for intermediate-grade students must

prepare them to read their subject-matter textbooks, gk e them opportunities to de clop an

appreciation of literature, and help them to become independent readers The following

discussion will examine each of these areas.

Subject-matter textbooks. The transition from simple stories to subject-matter textbooks is

difficult for many students (16) This may be because textbooks are nonfiction works, and eark

levels of basal readers contain onk a few nonfiction selections Nonfiction, of cotme, makes

different demands on readers than does fiction. Quite obviously, nonfiction uses expositor, or

informational, writing, while fiction relies on nrratt c writing But less obviously, since

expository w riting is generally used to transmit mformation about the w odd, nonfiction topics

can be complex, unfamiliar, and even unique

To help them make the transition to subject-matter textbooks, basal readers tor

intermediate-grade students need to contain increasing numbers of nonfiction seleLtions that

reflect a variety and complexity of topics and organizational patterns The tollowmg

discussion will look closer at each of these considerations.

Selection topics. Nonfiction selations may be about topics that are new or relativck

unfamiliar to students While an unfamiliar topic can add to thc interest ot a selection, it can

also detract trom its wmprdwns,bihty This problem is wmpounded because nonfiction

selections often stand alone, w ith few it ant content relationships among them. For e \ample,

one passage is about anLient Egypt, another is about lacrosse. Students are seldom required to

Ise what they learn in one selection to help them understand another (8).

Coherence. Even when a selection is about a familiar topic, it maw be difficult for

students to understand it it lacks wherenLe Coherent . refers to the relationslups betw een and
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among ideas in a selection. In a coherent selection, it is easy for students to identify or infer the

main idea and the relationships among supporting
Any number of factors can disrupt or destroy the coherence of basal reader selections.

Among these are introductions that are only weakly related to the content of the selection, poor

use of headings, digressions, too many subtopics, ambiguous or indirect references, and

inadequaf summaries.
One group of research:rs found that many nonfiction selections in basal readers lackeo

coherence (8). The selections they examined often contained passages of text unrelated to the

main topic of the selection, which served to draw the reader's attention away from the main

topic. They observed that some of the selections were nothing more than loose collections of

ideas, with no rationale for why they were placed together.

The significance of these findings is that coherence affects comprehensibilio, (6) The

ease with w hich students can determine the main idea of a selection, for :.xample, affects their

ability to comprehend it. The ability to identify and comprehend a main idea in a textbook is

crucial.

Organizational patterns. Subject-matter textbooks use a variety of patterns to

organize ideas and topics. These include

a simple listing of ideas or topics in which the order of presentation is not

significant;

a chronological, or time-order, arrangement;

a compare-contrast arrangement;

a cause and effect arrangement, or

a problem-solving pattern.

There are "signals" in a nonfiction selection that can help students identify

organizational patterns being used These signals include introductory statements, headings,

or summary statements, as well as certain words or phrases such as "in contrast," or "thst,"

"second," and so on.

Several studies have shown that when students learn to identify organizational

patterns, they are better able to comprehend their subject-matter textbooks (4, 23).

Literature. For t oung students, responding to literature ma,, mean nothing more than sat mg,

"I loved this story!" or "It's awful!" To help students move beyond these simple reactions,

intermediate-grade fiction selections should provide opportunities for refledion, discussion,

and elaboration. In addition, these selections should introduce students to the literart elements

they will need to know to understand and appreciate increasingly complex literature

One approach for developing literature appreciation is called reader response.

Proponents of reader response t iew reading as an interaction of the reader and the text, in

which the reader draws on imaginary tt orlds or personal experiences to explore the complex

plots and settings of stories from the inside BN tying their familiar experiences tt ith tt hat thet

read, they are able to see their ott n experiences from different perspecht es and to discot er nett

connections between literature and real life (14)

Reader response can be seen as complementary to literary analysis, which provides

students with the concepts and terms they need to d iscuss literature and to develop a deeper
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-oreciation of how it works (26) Although intermediate-grade students may not be ready for

e tc nsive instruction in literary analysis, they do need to become ass are of literan elements,

sucii as characterization, setting, plot, theme-ind style.

Characterization and setting. Characters are the who ot a story- fl--.3e peopleor, in
children's literature, the animals or elementsit is about. The setting is svhere and when a

story takes place

Characterization reters to the attributes that make a story's characters credible and

complete, and to the svays in which the characters are presented to the reader Authors mak(

their characters credible and complete bs using descriptix e rItIng to portray them and their

actions and by using dialogue to give readers insight into how the characters teel or think.

A crucial aspect ot characterization is consistency. Traditional literary criticism speaks

of the units ot character and action, in other N ords, chaiacters must act in ways that are

consistent ith the picture that has been prescnted ot them and N ith the other elements ot the

story.

Characters can be fully or minimally des eloped, depending on the needs ot the story.

Modern tiction, ith its emphasis on the individual, often features bully des eloped, comple.

characters Folktales, on the other hand, make do with a stock cast of charactersthe evil

stepmother, the charming prince, the innocent maidenbecause the plot carrie, the story

In a well-written story, the setting is appropriate to the plot and characters and is

important to the actions that take place. As with characters, ss riters dex clop settings through

description-ind settings may be minimalls or fullv des eloped A mimmalls des eloped setting

may sen e as a backdrop to an action, N hile a bully developed one max' be an integral part ot

the plot.

Research has focused on svays characters and settings engage students' interest. Even

young children have a sy ell-des eloped sense of character, and they seem to preter characters

ho act in consistent and credible ways (9, 12). However, some basal reader stories written tor

children otter little insight into characters' teelings, motives, or goals (9, 11, 28). Lacking this

insight, students are not engaged by many of the characters in basal stories or by the stories

themselves (11, 12).

Research, then, supports the ohs ionsstories with engaging characters and settings

are inherently more interesting and motivating to students than are blander stories

Plot Plot refers to the sequence of events in a stors the actions and conflicts in hich

the characters participate In most hction for children, the events are presented in

chronological order. Occasionally a story presents ex ents out of sequence, using either

flashbacks or flashforwards. But regardless ot how the ex ents are presented-i complete story

has a plot with a beginning-i middlemd an ending.

The beginning ot a plot usually lies in conflict. Typical conthcts are those between

characters or between a character and nature between a character and society Sometimes

the conflict is internal- w ithin a character's mind In the beginning ot a plot, these conthcts are

unresolx cdInd the\ theretore engage a reader's interest. The plot, in elfect. des( ribes how the

conflicts are resolved through a sequence ot events, or action.

In most stories the action builds .,teadily until it reaches a climav At the clima., the

conflicts are resolved A typical climax might feature a tinal controntahon bets\ een two
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characters. Aftei the climax conws the denouement, in w hich the story winds down, loose ends

are tied up, and characters resume ,neir lives.

Not all children's stories tollow such a clear-cut pattern of action. In some, the action is

relatively tlat and lacks strong clima \es. Other stories, particularly novels, may follow an

episodic pattern in which each chapter is a self-contained story with its own climax.

A great deal of research on basal reader hction has centered on plot. From it we hax e

learned that young children quickly develop an understanding ot plot (5, 11, 12), and that

selections w ith clearly articulated plots are more comprehensible and more interesting to

children than are selections ith weak plots. In addition, we know tht stones told in

chronological order are particularlx comprehensible to children, and that stories w ithout strong

conflict or action are less engaging to them (5, 11, 12).

The general conclusion to be drawn trom research on plot N that children pretermd

more readily understand, stones ,\ ith strong, active plots that proceed in a suspenseful, but

coherent, manner.

Studies also hax e shown that students are better able to comprehend a story it they can

use a set of rules to anticipate particular organizational wmponents and sequences ot ex cots in

its plot (24, 33). In recent years, some researchers hax c looked with interest at stoi s'alll»hil as

a method for helping readers understand how the diffeNnt parts of a plot fit together. A story

grammar is a rule system created for the purpose of describing the regular features of a particular

kind of text (22). The rules describe the components that make up a well-formed plot, the w av the

components are arranged, and the relationships among them.

Theme. The theme of a story is its underlying purpose--why the author wrote it. In

%cell-written stories, the theme is deN eloped from the actions, and not imposed upon it

Themes may be explicith, statedas in tablesbut thek are more otten left tor the reader to

discover. 13Y thinking about the characters and events ot a story, a reader can inter an

underlying truth or me, ng. The meaning may be unambiguous, but It is more likely to be

subject to interpretation. Indeed, authors rarely set out to teach a specific lesson in a story, they

are more interested in sharing insights with readers.

Theme in children's literature otten revolves around the lite ot a child. Stories may

show children in phtsical or psychological isolation and then detail their ettorts to end the

isolation. Or thex may depict children's struggles to come to terms ith their families or ith

societ Traditional tiction otten touches upon issues such as courage, love, and faith. N1am,

modern stories deal w ith moralitx, growing up, friendship, and other elements ot childhood

There is little research on theme in children's literature, how ever there is some

ex idence that children are interested in themes that reflect their interests and concerns (28)

Come critics hax e pointed out that stories evoking emotions such as despair and cynicism are

inappropriate tor children, because these emotions are not associated with children (1))

Style. Style reters to the way authors use language to tell their stories Critics have

dex eloped an extensw terminolog tor anal\ /ing style. Two of these termssenson imagery

and figurative language--relate particularly to children's literature

Writers cleate senson, images 1.-,\ appealing to readers' senses of sight, sound, taste,

touch, and smell It the image,' are pow erttd, they draw readers into stories and allow them to

experience the story's world.
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The W,C of ngurat ve language %,tk h as metapIwt,,, and petoilithation on tribu te

to the merall effet of a %,tkr\ Through ompaiisons, f igu ra ti% C language not onk enhances

sensory imager\ but ako helps readers perceive the world in new and challenging way.

Work with e% en \ oung children indicates that many of them are awaie of

different aspects of sr le, and that theN are able to identth authors of unfamiliar %,torie%, if tho

have heard other storie%, k them (18)

Independent reading. Another vital purpo%,e that can be %,er% ed b intermediate-grade

selections is the promotion ot independent reading. Tea( her%, can use the %,elek.tions as a

%,pringboard to independent reading. Tho um tell studenk about book%, k the author of a

basal selection, or %,ugget books or artk les on the %,ame topk a%, a popular elet. Tho

might also use the topk of a basal kselection a%, a theme, %,Lkh a%, friendkship or Mirage, ai ound

which to orgamie independent reading

A number of reeart.hers haN e demonstrated that the amount of independent reading

tudents do, both in and outside of school, is direttiv !elated to gain%, in then reading

,k hie ement (1, 3, 21) In spite of the significame of this finding, the fat. 1%, that most %,tudents

spend Cr \ lade %,hool tune reading One estimate is that intermediate-grade students Tendt.

les than fifteen minute%, a da in %,chool reading on their ov. n. Oukide of st. mo%,t spend

les%, than four minutes a da , reading Iron) book%,--a%, compared to about 130 minutes a daN

spent wakhing tele% kion (3). Thit /ION and iiithTt'lltielit R01111/IN .111N04W/1, YI the CLIsioom, the

booklet k t.onlpan\ mg tlii et ie, Lontain%, a number of %,uggo,tion%, toi a s to imorporate

more independent reading into the cla%,sroom

To summarile, %,elek.tion%, for intermediate-grade %,tudents %,nould e\ tend their early

reading intimtion Ii lIe familioniing them w ith the leading tho mu,,t do in ubjet.

te\ tbook%, and in geneial literature Such inAruction ptepare%, %,tudenr, to be independent,

lifelong reader,

DETERMINING THE DIFFICULTY LEVEL OF SELECTIONS

\lakhing the diftkulh loci of elet. ith the reading ability of the %,tudent%, Ioi hom

the\ are intended 1%, a Inapt OUt. ern of teak. her,. Tk) help them make thk mak h, mam piogram

de\ eloper, pn)% ide an mdkation of the dif Ikon\ loci of ek h %,eledion !low do they

determine the diffkultv le\ el of a %,election' I uall ith readabilth tormula,

Readability Formulas

Although there ale %,e% eral diffeicnt leadabilit% for mula, the mot onimonl% 'Ned tormula%,

take into kk.ount o f'.'atuit.' t le\ t the length of the %,enterke%, and the t.omplimt of the

void%, (Lomple \it\ 1%, w,uall meamed k the unfamiliar) . of ords or the number )f

Ilablo, in a w ord) I he letilt ot apph ing the formula 1%, a liumbei that repieenk the graded

"readabilit loci" ot the te \ t For e ample, a te\ t ith a i (1 I CA011111(1 lel el 1%, t. ofp,idered

appropriate tor %,tudenk at the beginning of third grade, while a te\ t with a i 7) le \ ei

con%,idered appropriate foi student in the middle of %,1 th grade
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The appeal of readability formulas is that they are easy to apply, objective, and give a

fairly good prediction of how difficult typical students will find the text. In the past decade,

however, readability formulas have been subjected to a great deal of criticism. Some

researchers contend that the formulas pros ide a misleading indication of text difficulty because

they measure only the objectne features ot a text and ignore such subjective features as style,

idea organization, clarity, the complexity of sentence structure, and reader interest. Others

maintain that formulas are unreliable, and can be misused b publishers to yield any desired

readability score (13, 20, 32) The following discussion will review each of these criticisms

Subjective text features. The first major criticism ot readability formulas is that they

cannot measure subjective text features, such as an author's sh, IC or a readei 's interest in the

subject of the text. Formulas measure only objectic e features of text. So, tor example, when

they are applied to a selection with short, familiar words and short m.ntences, the\ ield low

readability level scoresno matter how complex the meaning and organiza, .on ot the selection

might be. Cons ersely, when they are applied to selections w ith long, unfamiliar words and

long sentences they produce high readability le el scoresregardless of how simple the

selection's meaning or its organization. Hemingway's writing would be rated at a low

readability le\ el because of his use of short sentences and simple vocabulary. l'et it is not likelc

that many young readers will easily understand Hemingway's novels or stories.

On the other hand, many books read and enjoyed by children yield high readability

scores. According to one formula, Dr. Seuss's Happy Bit Way to You' has a seventh-grade

readability level. Yet Hopp/ Bit thday to You' is enormoush popular w ith first- and second-

grade students, c ho seem to have no trouble understanding it. This is just one ot many cases

where the measured readability le el and actual difficulty differ greatly because subjective

features such as style, organization, and clarity w ere not considered in the measurement

Long sentences serve a number of purposes, including the clear delineation ot cause

and effud Redu, ing simtence length can eN en make a selection mote difficult for young readers

to understand. In du\ iding one long, compound sentence into two short, simple sentences, for

e\ample, connecting words such as so, Manse, and since are sometimes eliminated As a

consequence, the connection betw cen ideas mil, be lost or become ague. "The boy laughed

because he heard a joke" leaves no doubt as to the cause and ettect In contrast, "The boy

laughed. I le heard a joke" is ambiguous. The boy might hac e laughed before he heard the joke,

or for reasons unrelated to the joke When the connective "because" is eliminated, readers no

longer hace am explicit clues about cause and effect, and thek must infer a causal connection

betw een the tw o sentences. 13\ the same token, less familiar, or long words can be more precise

and easier to undo stand than familiar, short onespresident is more precise and cim evs a

clearer meaning than boss

Reliability. A ,,ek.ond major criticism ot readabilit formulas k that thec often produce incon-

sistent results. Different formulas applied to the ,,ame pas,,age k.an gke significantly different

scores. Depending on the formulas used, a gi en passage mac yield readability scores ranging

across three grade levels. And, because only selected passages (usually three) in a selection are

measured, a single formula may give se eral readabilitc, score,' for the same selection
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Adaptations and Excerpts

While ss hole pieces of literature are included in mans programs, excerpts and adaptations of

longer works are still widels used. It is ss ith these excerpts and Japtations that tin. problems

created by the use of readability formulas are most apparent (17)

Program developers often draw their selections from existing works that have high

readabilits levels. Then thes, adapt or shorten them to match the appropriate difficult les el. It

is relatis els eass to loss er the readabilits level of a selechon merely by cutting sentence length

and choosing shorter words. Howes er, readability formulas sv._.re never intended as a

prescription for how to write text. When they are used to rewrite a selection "to formula," the

result can be a loss of the style that made the piece interesting in the first place. In the

following example, notice hos\ the adaptation reduces the text to a bland rewrding of es ents.

Example

Original: They stopped in front of a tumbled-down old brown house. The wind

rustled leaves in the yard. A thorny bush, like a witch's long fingernails,

scratched against the house

Adapted: They stopped in tront of an old brown house ihe wind blew dry leaves

around the yard.

The house is no longer tumbled-doss n, it is simply old. The wind no longer rustles

leas es, it just blows them around And the thorns bush ha:, disappeared entirely The original

creates an eerie mood through the skillful use ot erbs-idjectivesInd figurative language.

The adaptation is sterile and almost devoid of interest

In addition to stripping a selection of style, the practice of shortening sentences and

substituting familiar tor unfamiliar NN ords can deprive student:, of the opportumtv to learn

complexities of syntax and N ocabularv and may handicap their understanding of texts that are

not written in this simplified manner (20).

Sometimes excerpts from longer texts are made without any substantial rewriting.

Excerpted text, however, poses other problems By removing a selection from its context,

aluable background information or explanations may be lost. Removing a chapter trom its

context in a novel, for example, divorces it from important elements of character and plot

des elopment. The same is true when nonfiction selections are taken out ot their contexts For

examplem excerpt from a science textbook on how blood circulates through the body lacks

the necessary background information that allows students to see wnnections bets\ een the

structure and function of each of the parts of the circulatory system (4). A ithout such

knowledge, students will have a hard time understanding the selection.

In summary, readability formulas are helpful as a first check on a selection's difficulty

This check, however, should be supplemented with other analyses of a selection's clarity,

organiration, quality-ind subject matter.
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THE VARIETY OF SELECTIONS IN A READING PROGRAM

It it is reasonable to assume that students are more lIkek to beconw htelong readers w hen their

early reading everiences are w ith mans ditterent t pes ot selet.tions, then it is also reasonable

to e\pect basal readers to contain a variety of selection types.

Determining the arietv of w ritmg k pes in basal readers Is complicated b the arra ot

terms used k different publishers to identik their selections. Some publishers use the terms

lifo,it I/ w riting and info, mational \\ riting, while others use ntu ?ain't writing and expoNito, I/

\\ riting Still others use the term seine, and classitv their selections as tit lion, nonth Non, and

pootiti Finalk, some publishers aoid al: of these terms and instead classik their selections b

topic or theme oi they do not t.lassitv them at all This booklet uses the terms th lion and

nonf a lion

Fiction Selections

Fiction takes mans forms, from tolktales and fables to short stories and no els Basal readers

should familiari/e qudents with a 1a nets ot fiction k pes. The follow ing discussion, intended

primarily as a refresher, e \amines many ot the most common t pes ot tiction selections

Traditional Fiction. Traditioaal t.iction :s of en called to!klore becatbe it consists ot stories

attributed to common people With few e \ceptions, the authors ot traditional stories aie

unknown, their stories \ ere simply passed on oralk until Mon collectors such as 1 lesiod and

Perrault finally wrote them down

The categories of traditional fiction most otten tound in basal readers are myths, cot s,

tolktales, and fables Bet.ause they occasionalk oerlap, it is ditticult to otter precise definitions

tor each ot these categories In general, howe er, tnuth, such as the Gret.k "King Midas" and

the Norse "Balder and the Mistletoe," are stories that have arisen in irtualle all cultures as a

means ot helping the members of a culture e \ plain the mysteries ot lite and creation

C;oddesses and gods as w ell as humans and fantastic cleatures ot all d, ,Lriptions abound in

im ths FInt N, such as "The Ramayana" and -The Ack entures of Robin I lood," are long stories

tn either prose or \ erse that desk ribe the ad\entures of a human hero rolktale comprise a ast

group of stories in\ ok ing brisk action, broadl drawn characters, and the eentual triumph of

good over evil They may be brief animal stories sut.h as "The Three Bilk Goats Cruft," of

lengthy romantic tales such as "Beauk and the Beast." Tab/es, such as .-1esop's "1 he !fare and

the Tortoise" of "The Monkey and the Crocodile" from the Iataka Tales, are brief stories that

lead to a moral, which ma of may not be e \plk id\ stated The characters in tables are

gc.ierally animals, but humans, gods, and the elements can ako appear in them 1 he table

remains a popular w riting torm, and mans modern w flters sut.h as lames Thurber and Arnold

Lobel have produced table collections.

One inn it of t tuitionmyths, tables, and tolktales e\ist in many versions; be war\ ,)t

renditions labeled as "authentic" versions

Modern Fiction, Modern fiction for children t.onsists ot original works bv know n authors

Unlike traditional fittion, which gencralk consists of short tales featuring the fantastic, modern
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fiction most often appear, in the form of a nose! or short stoi. The subjeLk dealt t ith in

modern fiction can be either realistic or tantaqk When modern ninon 1, Ala hided in ba,,al

readeN, it may be in the torm of excerpts trom nos ek or long ,stories

Modern realishi fiction Lan has e either conk mporars settings stall .1%, Harr/0 nit S/4/,

histonial seumw, sui II as brionni Amain Rea !NIL hLtion Lan tell the stors of a Lhild's life

(,Iline or Green Glible,) or an .11111%11 Ilk' High A Stallion), it Lan be in the form of a mvsters (The

lou,t of Pwar) or an ads enture (Itomot. Igand) rhe Lommon thread uniting the ditfeient

kinds of realisni fiction is a sense that the stories really could have happened

Modern fantasies can be categorired bs their settings in high f lntass, the setting is

enhrels imagmatis e, as in Ihe Obi, I , dome'sta tantass, the setting is at least pards realistiL,

as in Climloffr" tantasies milude literars fairy tales (-The I Ode Mermaid"),

nis thkal epics ((he \arma i hionii les), and sLience fit. lion 04 IVInIe Alonntain,) 1)omesta

fantasies ,aL lude talking animal stories ( IVIlhiaN) and ,stories about people ss ith

magiLal pow er, (Mary Poppin,). No matter ss hat their ts pe, fanta'a.%, all ha e at lea'.4 one

implausible element that separates the ss oik from reality and maLe' it i Icor that the stors nes cr

could has e really happened

Nonfiction Selections

Nonfiction is faLtual prose intended to infoim or peNuade While new el' editions of basal

programs Lontam morc nonfiL seleL lions than older ones, such seleLtwas are still under-

lepresented in basal readers. This is unfortunate, beLause Lhildren are naturalls

and nonfiL non seleLtions help them satists their Luriosits loung student, ss ill often seaRli

librar tor trade books about their i tirren t interestsdinosaurs or car, or the Olymplis

In examining nonik non seledions in basal ruader, You will find that they ma be

labeled arioush as "artiL les," "informational writing," "expository writing," "sLienie writing,"

or an number of other was s In many Lases, it is up to sou to deLide exaLtly ss hat kind of limi-

tation a ekttmon Lontains The folios\ ing disiussion serS e, as a re% let\ ot three major R pes of

nonfiction seleL lions hisLors writing, biographs and autobiographs, and suenLe writing

History writing. s.c.eL,ions about history may imlude i hronologiLa I aaounk, ui h as a

desLription of the es cnts leading up to the( m ii War, or detailed studies of pal hi tila r eras, sui Ii

the Great Depression In ret.ent yeaN, mans histors ss riteN hose mos ed ass as from dates,

kings, and battles and have comentrated instead on the II\ es of ordinarS people and on the

ielationship of the past to the present

It is important to note that not all seleLtions with historical settings are nont Own

: ii hon writer, often use histork al baL Limps for their stoneslohntivbentain, tor

example- -but sou should rementher that their s erion ot histork al es eimt' i Lolored bs the

needs of their plots

Biography and autobiography. Ihogiaphical and autobiographiLal selections in basal

readers \ars Lonsiderabls in length and Lomplexits from one-paragraph summaries to detailed

works that are ses eral chapters long. Many basal readers use exierpts 1.-om well-known

biographies, such as Carl Sandberg's ,Abe itkoln Grows Llp, or from autobiographies, such as
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lelen Keller \ account of her life.

As w ith history writing, biographical and autobiographical sketches often are

thtionalfzed, and this is the Lase, thet should contain introductions informing students that

w hat they are reading is not necessarily factual

Science vvriting. Science writing Lot ers a e.vt o. 1 t .opics, including geography, space

exploration, mologt, mediL me, and archaeolog.t. Basal readir selections mat be about a simple

experiment, a scientifiL disco\ er, or a complicated biological process As tt ith history writers,

cienLe w riters in recent ea], hat e mot ed aw at from presenting facts and hat e instead

attempted to engage students through storvhke writing with vivid details.

Additional nonfiction forms. Other nonfiction selections mat be articles from newspapers

or maga/mes explaining, tor example, how a president is elected in the United Stat.', Others

mat be journal entries or inter% lett s,1,1111e still others mat be reflectit e or thoughtful essays

Poetry Selections

\toting children delight in the sounds and rht thm' of poetrt, and this delight remains with

them through the primart grades (19) Somew here hetw een grades three and fit e, how et er,

something happens, and Lhildren\ delight in poetrt turns to dislike both of L hildren's and

adult \ poems (2S, 3(1)

AL ording to one group of authorities on Lhildren's literature, oung students bef ome

alienated from poetrt tor set eral reasons ( IL)) hr,t, the poetrt selet ted for them bt teat hers

and prop am de\ elorfm does not appeal to children Often the poems students encounter in

st hool are traditional ones rather than modern ones that deal w ith the students' experiences

and interests. In addition, some poems are too abstraL t anu too difficult 01) Set ond, students

beLome bored w ith poetrt w hen the\ a:e required to memonie too nmt.h of it and tt hen the\

hat e to anal\ ie it in detail Third, students do not entounter enough poetr in suhool to know

hether thet like it or not

An exanunation of reLent reading programs indicates that det elopers are attempting to

address studenk' lack ot interest in poetrt bt int luding moreand more appropriate poems

in their basal readers

or t. hildren does not diner greatly f rOM poetrt for adults--both appeal to the

emotions as w ell as the senses I 9). I lot% \ er, the emotions et oked bt Lhildren's poetrt are not

net essarilt the same as those ot poems tor adults I n terms of L hildren preferent es tor pocti,

studies show that Lhildren do not enjoy meditati e poems or poems w ith a great deal ot

imagery or figuratit e language (30), that thet preter narratit e poetrt, hmericksthd

poetry to other forms, such as haiku, that they like poems about animals and famihai

experiences, and that they do not enjoy poems they do not understand ( I , :10).

These findings perhaps retied the tat t that students have few experientes with poetrt

and tend to prefer what the t. know best (19). Because poen-% mat be new to students, the\ mat

need instruLtion in identik ing the elements of poetn. language, ,ut h a rht thm and rhyme,

imagery and figuratit e language, as well as exposure to mans kinds of poetry and poetic

themes.



PART TWO

Discussion of Guidelines for Evaluating Basal Reader

Selections

Determining the qualit% ot basal reader selec tions in% ol% es a number ot considerations how

1\ ell the% reinforce 1\ hat is being taught in a program, 1\ hether they possess literal-% merit,

1\ hether the% are too difficult or too eas% tor the students 1\ ho 1\ ill read them, and 1\ hether

the% ore hind% and accurate The guidelines that follow are not intended to be e\haustn e,

instead, the% are intended to toi us attention on some important aspects ot basal reader

selections.

As a Lauilon, remember that although program de% eloper, in recent years ha% e made

L onscientions efforts to eliminate cultural, racial, and se\ ist stereot%pes from their basal

readers, % ou should nonetheless be ale-A to stereot% ph characterizations, both in the language

ot the selections and in the iHustrations that accompany them

SELECTIONS AND READING INSTRUCTION

Basal reader selections should gi% e students opportunities to practice, e \ tend, and refine the

skills and strategies taught in a program The selections should provide continua% in

instruction from level to 10 el, and should reflect important shitts that match the changing

needs ot maturing reader,

Early Reading Instruction

E% aluatmg the selections to be read b% %oung students is particulark difficult Perhaps the ad% lie

pen by the Commission on Reading in Bek ()nuns a Nation ot Reader, is most helpful eat h

eikounter % oung students ha% e with basal reader selections should both ad% anc e their skill at

word identification and help them understand that reading is not simpl% a process ot 1\ ord

recognition, but one ot bringing ideas to mind i.D.

To this end, selections in early le% els ot basal readers should reinforce and e \pand the

letter-sound and other %Nord identification skills being taught in the instructional component ot

the program In addition, thev shouid be meaningful and interesting to students

A predictable organizational pattern makes it easier tor students to gather meaning

f rom a selection and to connect it., different parts This is not to sa%, how e% er, that all selections

must have predictable organizational patterns, sometimes a few surprises Lan make a selel Lion

more interesting.
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As most teachers realue, even the speech of a first grader is more complex than that

found in the hpical basal reader. Language that is oversimplified can be lust as difficult for a

student to understand as language that is too sophisticated and technical. ComprehenNion and

interest are increaNed 1\ hen a selection uses language that is familiar and natural sounding to

students On the other hind, remember that student, must be able to read a selection

Regardless of ho natural sounding it is, a Nelection 1\ on't he read k student,' if its content 1,,

too difficult tor them

GUIDELINE 1. When oaluating the selections that aciompam the earl \ inqruction in Kkal

programs, determine if, for the mo.,t part, they

reflect the letter-sound and other \\ ord identification skilk being taught in the

program

ha e predictable orgamiational patterns

use language that is familiar and natural Nounding to .,tudents

can he read by the students

Intermediate-grade Reading Instruction

As students acquire reading proficient:it tho need to encounter seleitions that extend their

early instruction and expand their reading experiences This mean,,, for example, that

intermediate-grade basals Nhould contain an increasing number of nonfktion ,scledions that

reflect the \ anti \ of topic,' and organwational patterns student-. \\ ill encounter in textbook

and general reading Tho should alNo contain increasingh compier fict.on Nelections that 1\ Ill

prepare studenk for under,tanding and appreciating different kinds of literature In brief,

selections tor mtermediate-grade student., should prepare them to be independent readers

GUIDELINE 2. When oaluatmg the selections that accompan\ the intermediate-grade

instruction in basal programs, determine if

the nonfiction selections represent a \ ariety of topic., and orgamiational pattern.,

II f.ion selectio use literan do Iccs and techniques found in good literature.ic. t ns

iho promote independent reading

TEXT DIFFICULTY

Students can become frustrated k selection., that are consitentl% too chilli tilt for them to read

and under,tand On the other hand, ,elections that are ionsistentiv too ea,, do little to

proiaote gr(mth ot reading competence To iontrol the difficulty and appropriateney, of their

selections, publv,hers and authors ,sometimes "\\ rite to formula This prai tke often creates

more problems than it sok e, particulai I% %\ hen it 1,, ti,,ed in adapting or excerpting ,-eleitioik

f RIM longer of 11101V d in icu I t \ \ orks

Readability scores. While readability ,Il ore., can be liW.u.I I aN a first check on the difficult \ of

a selection, tho should be supplemented \\ ith checks that focus on \\ ord usage and clarth of
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sentence structure. As discussed in Part One, substituting short words for long ones ma% lead

to ambiguity in meaninglong word,' may be more preciseand to a loss of sts le. In addition,

reducing sentence length may disrupt the logical orgamration of ideas in a selection

Perhaps the most valuable check on the difficulty Of a selection is the judgment of

experienced teachers and their know ledge of how well their ,tudents Lan h,n,dle its ideas and

language.

GUIDELINE 3. k\ hen i onsidering the d ilia ult of a seleition, supplenwnt readabiliti siores

with anah se-, of the selection's

use of words

darlty of sentence structure

organwation of ideas,

Adaptations and excerpts. Using readabilit fon nu.I as to adapt selections for a reading

program Lan produie the Nime problems that (IL i ur ii hen thei arc used to w rite seleL twins

spei if icall for a program The prat hie of substituting short words tor long ones, dii iding

long sentences, and eliminating Lo meiti es not onli makes a onie-exiiting selei hon bland, it

poses Lomprehension problems tor students th the same token, l'xi(st pts that hai e been laken

from i ontext or that are presented without imporlant baikground information or detail a l'.0

create comprehension problems

To find out whiih selections all' adaptations and exierpts, i heck the list of

aLknow ledgements at tili beginning of the basal reader (some programs nla \ put this

information on the selcition's htle page) This information Lan guide ou to the original

i ersion of the selo hon I3i Lompanng the adaptaht ins and exierpts ii ith the original i ersions,

ou Lan determine w hether they aLLuratel reflei t the meaning of the originals and li hether

they have retained the essential elements and style

GUIDELINE 4. When iompanng adapted or excerpted selections li ith original text, deternune

It they

Lontain enough background inlorma hon and detail io enable students io

understand them

hax e retained the sti le and m'crest of the original iersions

THE VARIETY AND LITERARY QUALITY OF BASAL READER
SELECTIONS

Basal readers should pro\ ide students w ith a i anet of hi tion, nonf IL hon, and poetrx

selei hons, and these selei hons should refleit the same i haraitenshis that mark all good

ii riting In general, the silei bons in basal leaders should d it ter from ihildren's literature onli

in degree, not kind
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Selection Variety

There are no hard and fast rule!, as to w hich genres are appropriate for %%-hich age, different

publishers emphasize different genres at different le% els ot their programs. Nor 15 it clear

manu selections ot each genre should be included in a basal reader It is reasonable to expect,

how e%er, that an entire kindergarten through eighth grade reading program include

representative samples of fiction, nonfiction. and poetry.

These samples should mcnide traditional fiction, modern fiction, a %ariet% of nonhehon

selection., including articles and essays, biographical and autobiographical sketehes, and

excerpts from science. mathematics, and social science textbooks, and poetry.

GUIDELINE 5. in examining the entire collection ot selections in a basal reader, look tor a

re presentati% c mixture of tradRional fiction, modern fiction, nonfiction, and poetn

The Quality of Fiction Selections

Stories in basal readers, particularl% those tor % ounger students, ha% e been eriticized tor not

preparing students for reading gen,N.al literature (10, 12). Basal fiction .hoitlii possess the same

elements as general fiction Characters should act in credible v. a% 5 and have clear feelings,

moti% es, and goals, settings should be eonsistent w ith the elkimeters. Plots should proceed in a

suspenseful and coherent manner and ha% e beginnings, middles, and endings Themes should

be meaningful to children, and styles should create sensory images and use language

etfech% el% Qua lit% fiction requires that all of these elem,nts interact to produce a unified

c% hole It is onl% w hen students can idenht% the specific. elements of a stor% and ,,ee how the%

' ork together that the% can mo% e be% ond such superficial responses as "I lo%ed it'" or "It's the

worst thing F%e e% er read'" to true literar% appreciation and understanding

GUIDELINE 6. Vhen ecaluating tIlc literal-% quality of fiction selections in basal readers, look

tor

credible characters

settings that are consistent with the characters

strong plots with clear beginninh middles, and endings

themes that are meaningful to children

engaging styles and language usage

The Quality of Nonfiction Selections

An important consideration ia determining the quaut% ot nonfiction ,cleetions NI% hether the%

can be understood b% the students who w ill read them (8). For example, because nonfiction

selections often stand alone with fe%. . am content relationships among them, students ma%

be unable to use what they learn in one selection. w liich ma% be about -, difficult or unique

topic, to help them understand another. In addition, origin ' irticles often have to be cut

drastically in adapting them for basal readers1 id e% en seketions w ritten specificall% for a

program are usuall% constrained by space limitations The result is that a selection ma% merel%

"mention" ideas rather than develop them fully Explanations accompan% mg mattiction
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selections should help studenb make topic connedions and tamiliarwe them ss ith nes% or

unusual subjects. Es en when topics are tamihar, hos% es er, nonfiction selections ma% lack

coherence, ss hich can also contribute to a their ditticults. Relationships between and among

ideas in a selection need to be clearly stated or easil% interred

,1 word of (atitionit is not always ease to determine it a basal selection is nonfiction

Nlans fictional stories ha% e historical settings and characters, many bil)graphica I Kett hes are

also fictionalized. To make selections al-out science or mathematics more interc sting, ss nters

sometimes use fictionalized characters and events. While this may be a good way to

introduce students to ditticult topics, it also can blur their ,,nderstandings of the distinctions

between tact and fiction. And when such writing occurs otten, it can deprive students ot

opportunities to read,and learn to understandthe kind of e\ positorv ss Wing the% find in

their subject-matter te\ Crooks. Nou need to e \amine the student introductions accompan% mg

such selections to see it the% let students know that a seemingls nonfiction account has been

fictionalized Further. sou should e \amine selections to ensure that the information the%

present is accurate

GUIDELINE 7. When es aluating the literal-% +milt% ot nonfiction selections in basal readers,

look for

erlanations of content that may be unfamiliar to students

coherent te\ t in which relationships between and among ideas are (lead% ,tated or

easily interred

introductions dead% identifying te \t that has been fictionalized

accurate intormation.

The Quality of Poetry Selections

The poetr% selections m basal reader, should reflect a sariets ot t% pes ot poems and subjects

While research show s that students preter poems that rhs me and that are humorous (15), this

may be because they ha% e had little eyerience ss ith other kinds of poems. Basal readers

should offer poems that provide opportunities tor students to e\ pand their interests.

Good poetry appeals both to the emotions and to the senses, and it presents subjects in

an imaginative, creative was. Good poetic language is HI% thmical, but it does not have to

HI% me (students need to learn hos% to ditterentiate between % erse, such as jumprope and

Mother Goose rhymes, and poetry).

If a poem contains figurative language or imagers, tlie language or imager% hould be

appropriate to childrenuld it should contribute to the tone and meaning ot the poem

One uggetIonheouse young students ha% e tess opportunities to everience poetrs,

it is probabls unwise to oseruse poems to teach other things, such as % o el sound k, or to place

too much emphasis on the mechanics" ot a poem b% ha% ing students mark the rh \ me scheme

of every poem they read
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GUIDELINE 8. When evaluating the literary quality of poetry selections in a basal reader, look

for a variety of poetry types and subjects that

appeal to the emotions and senses of students

present subjects in imaginative and creative ways

contain appropriate examples of figurative language and imagery.
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PART THREE

Teacher Assistance for Selecfions in Basal Readers

The suggestions that follow are based on research and effectn e practice. The\ are intended to

help teachers incorporate the information pros ided in this booklet into their total instructional

program.

1 How can 1 use basal reader selections as a basis for extended reading?

Supplement the reading program with literature units, and build skills, strategies,

and w riting activities around a short story, novel, or nonfiction book

Become familiar with a number of children's books, then talk about them with x our

students so as to encourage them to read a variety of books.

Read aloud to your students trom a variety of literary genres.

Develop writing actn Ines that go along ss ith reading selectionshas e students write

their personal responses to fiction, nonfiction, and poetry.

/ 1 low can I mcourage my students to read more on their own'

19

Use the fact that many selections in basal readers are adaptations or excerpts as an

opportunity to have your students read the original stors or book.

Recommend other books by an author your students like

Use the reading of a basal selection as an opportunity to encourage students to read

more on the topic of the selection or on a topic mentioned in the selection For

example, when students read a fiction selection with an unusual setting, suggest

nonfiction books or articles that will tell them more about ,nat setting
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PART FOUR

Listing of Guidelines for Evaluating Selections in Basal

Readers

GUIDELINE 1. When es aluatmg the selections that accompany the earls instruction in basal

programs, determine if, for the most part, thev

reflect the letter-sound and other word identification skills being taught in the

program

have predictable organizational patterns

use language that is familiar and natural sounding to students

can be read by the students.

GUIDELINE 2. When evaluating the selections that accompany the intermediate-grade

instruction in basal programs, determine if

the nonfiction selections represent a variety of topics and organizational patterns

the fiction selections use literary des ices and techniques found in good literature

they promote independent reading

GUIDELINE 3. When considering the difficults of a siection, supplement readabilits scores

with analyses of the selection's

use of words

clarity of sentence structure

organization of ideas.

GUIDELINE 4 When comparing adapted or excer 11 se.ci.t ions with original text, determine

it they

contain enough background intormation and detail to enable students to

understand them

have retained the style and interest of the original versions.

GUIDELINE 5 In examining the entire collection ot selections in a basal reader, look tor a

representative mixture ot traditional fiction, modern fiction, nontichon, and poetry
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GUIDELINE 6. When evaluating the literary quality of fiction selections in basal readers, look

for

credible characters

settings that are consistent with the characters

strong plots with clear beginnings, middles, and endings

themes that are meaningful to children

engaging styles and language usage

GUIDELINE 7. When ex aluatmg the literary quality of nonfiction selections m basal readers,

look for

e \ planations of content that may be unfaimhar to students

coheivnt te\ t in which relationships between and among ideas are clearly stated or

easily mferred

introductions clearly identifying text that has been fictionalized

accurate information

GUIDELINE 8. When evaluating the literary quality of poetry selections in a basal reader, look

for a variety of poetry types and subjects that

appeal to the emotions and senses of students

present subjects in imaginative and creative ways

contain appropriate examples of figurative language and imagery
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PART FIVE

Worksheets for Evaluafing Selections in the Basal Reader

Some important aspecb of basal reader selectioas have been discussed in this booklet and

summanied in the guidelines The w orksheets that tollow w ill help \ ou use the information in

the booklet as you evaluate selections in reading programs.

Specific directions precede each worksheet Additional information about the

worksheets can be found in the Leader's Manual

Materials and Resources Needed

You %vill need a copy ot each w orksheet for ex en' reading program vou plan to ex aluate

Reproduce as many copies as ou need For each program you ex aluate, ou w ill also need

copies ot

Teachers manuals

Student te\ tbooks.

Points to Keep in Mind

1 You may find that you do not need to complete every column or answer every

question on a worksheet Empk spaces do not mean that a pogram has deticiencies

You may choose to use onl . parts ot each worksheet

Rating What You Have Evaluated

You ma \ ish to dex clop a rating scale to quantik our o \ Crall ex aluation ot selet bons in the

programs ou are C \ aluatmg. We have pros ided space on eat h orksheet tor ou to record

these ratings
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WORKSHEET 1: DIRECTIONS

GUIDELINES 1, 2: Selections and Reading Instruction

25

I. To answer questions 1 through 3, e\anune at least two selections from eak.h primary-

grade program you are evaluating. Record the title of each selection and N our

comments in the spaces provided

1 To answer questions 4 through 6, e\amine at least one fiction and one nonfiction

wlection from each intermediate-grade program N ou are evaluating. Record the title

of each selection and your comments in the spaces provided.
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Publisher

Worksheet 1 SELECTIONS IN THE BASAL READER

Program Copyright Grade Level Evaluator

GL IDELINES 1, 2

SELECTIONS AND READING INSTRUCTION

I es el Selection Title

Prmsor) grade,. ; Comments

1 hat kttcr-,ound and other ssord
identiheation skills being taught in reading
instruction are retleted in this selection' '

2 Does the selection has nredik table

orgam/ational pattern Comment on
sshether students ss ho read it ss III be able
to retain and connek.t its ideas

Comment on the language used in the
selection Is it tannhar and natural
soundmg'

intermediate grades

Seletion Title

Comments

Rating

4 Find e\ampk, ot ss as s the selection
e\ tends and e\ pands earls reading
instruction

5 I ocate and ret.ord the kinds of literars
des kes used in the th.tion selection

Identits the organiiational patterns used
in the nonfiction selection

7 Comment on %sass the selection might be
used to promote Independent reading

Selection rifle

Comments

Selection rale

COMMents
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WORKSHEET 2: DIRECTIONS

GUIDELINES 3, 4: 'Fe\ t Difficulty

1 Bamine at least two selectionsone fiction, one nonfictionfrom intermediate-

grade basal readers. Record the title and genre of each selection Choose at least one

selection that has been adapted or e \cerpted from another source.

2 Record the publisher-pros ided re3dability rating tor each selection. then determine

the difficulty level of each on your own and record both ratings.

3. Use the space provided to comment on the use ot words, the clarity ot sentence

structure, and the organization ot ideas of each selection

4. Focus on the adapted or e\cerpted selection and commmt on its background

information and detail, style, and interest. If possibk, find the original version and

compare the two.
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Publisher

- 6
Worksheet 2 SELECTIONS IN THE BASAI READER

Program Copyright C;rade Level haluator

GUIDEUNES 3, -t
TEXT DIFFICL LT)

Publisher-pro% ided

readabilitN le% el

Evaluator-determined
readabilit le% el

(state ho%. it %%as determined i

C or)ment on ea( h ot the
t()11(n% mg aspects ot the

selection

Selection Title Selection Ink Rating

I use ot %.ords

2 i larit% ot sentent e strut ture

1 organuation ot ideas
1

Comment on ea( h ot the
toll(% ing aspect ot an
adapted or CV erpted sl'k% no' t

I baikground ihk)rmatwn
and detail

2 st \ le

1 interest

Compare this % ersion ot the
selection %.ith t hi original
(it possible)

1

1
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WORKSHEET 3: DIRECTIONS

GUIDELINE 5: Sk kction \ ariet '

I kamine the ba,a1 reader, trom two different grade It.% el',

1 I ook at the table of kontent, ot eat h ba,a1 reader See hok the ,election, ,ue grouped

and it ou can determine from the title, k Inch are fiction md k hich nontikhon It

the title, do not help you, look at each ,ek,-tion and note on the k orloheet hok

many are Mtion, how many nonhition, and how mans are poet! ',election,

I Check I ve it there are 'milk lent nonfiction ,elek how, in the ba,a1 reader, intended

for pm. grade ,tudents and it the number ot nonfiction ',election, ink rea,e,

through tuk le el, of the reader, intended f or intermediate-grade ,tudenk

4 Rekord %our comment, in the Tack' pros ided

GUIDELINES 6, 7, 8: Selection Qualth

I ('hoot! R% 0 Ilk in 41, tkvo nonhkhon, and two poetn ,elektion,

2 Read eat h ,elekton carefulk

1 l ,k. the point,. mentioned in the guideline, to e aluate eak h ,elek tikm
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Worksheet 3 SELECTIONS IN THE BASAL READER

Publisher F -ogram Copyright Grade Level Evaluator

GUIDELINE 5
SELECTION VARIETY

Selection Title (I:knoll) Selection Title (Nonfiction) Selection Title (Poetn, )
f

Rating

GUDEl INES 6, 7, S
L;11 FCTION QL AI IT'

Selek tion 1 itL (El( hon)
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Selection Title (Nonfiction). Selet hon Title (Poetn ) Rating
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PART ONE

Research and Pracfice

The tests of reading ability contained in basal reading programs are often used to make map!

decisions about students. Yet in spite of the importance of tests in decision making, they are

perhaps the most neglected part of reading instruction. Often, in fact, teachers use basal

program tests simply because they "come with the package."

When the tests in basal reading programs arc adequate to the task at hand and when

they are used appropriateh; thes provide valuable information and guidance. For example,

placement tests help determine whether students have the necessars knowledge and skills to

begin instruction. Pretests ;Issist in identifying skills that should be empha,zed during

instruction. Posttests provide informeion about student progress and instructional adequacy

Because these tests are the major testing component of the instructional program in

many class:ooms, it is especially important that they be examined carefullywith an eve to

determining whether they ac.equately relate to Is hat is being taught and whether they are

appropriate for the assessment task at hand. To help you make these determinations, this

booklet pros ides information about some important features of the tests in basal reading

programs.

THE PURPOSES OF READING TESTS

The general purpose of tests included in basal reading programs Is to pros ide teachers with

information that can be used to make instructional decisions. Testing serves some other

purposes as well, both tor teachers and for students, We discuss these in this section

How Testing Helps Teachers

Testing can help teachers in several \sass (18). First, it can pros ide information about students'

entry knowledge. This information can help teachers set realistic goal, for students, then help

them determine, retinemd evaluate their instructional program.

Testing can also help teachers determine how well the instructional objectives of a unit

or level of a program have been achieved The very act of choosing a measuring Instrument

can lead teachers to evaluate their instructional objectives to ensure that what they measure

reflects what they have taught (5). For example, if a second-grade teacher is using a particular

approach to teaching vocabulary words, knowledge about what students are actuallc

anout vocabulary would help to evaluate the efficacy of that method Tests that follow

instructional unit also can help teachers assess how realistic the goals of the unit were, the
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degree to which the instructional objectives were achieved, and the effectiveness of the

suggested instructional procedures.

How Testing Helps Students

Testing can also benefit students (5, 18). First, testing can help teachers communicate the goals

ot instruction to students, and help reinforce the importance of those goals. Second, reviewing

tests with students can provide both feedback and learning (18). Third, testing can encourage

good study habits by requiring students to review course content. And, finally, testing can be

useful in helping students determine whether they have learned the necessary skills and

concepts and in helping them formulate questions (5).

Summary. Testing within the basal reading program should be a continuous process

important to making decisions that increase the "goodness" ot the match between each child

an the materials and methods of instruction. The goal of tes..ng should be to find the

conditions under which children can and will learn (16). Basal program test users are

reminded that test procedures (as well as other types of assessment) do ni more than sample a

student's true abilities, and none can give a complete picture. Furthermore, student-related

factors such as reading levels, vocabulan, and prior knowledge affect the validity of tests. For

example, test questions containing vocabulary that is unfamiliar to students ma% be measuring

vocabulary achievement rather than the designated objective.

The focus of this booklet is on test features that influence the accuracy of tests Before

e discuss these features, we %%ill first briefly re% iew some of the terms commonly used in

describing tsts, and then describe the various kinds of tests found in a basal program.

Test Terminology

Among the most frequently used terms in descriptions of basal program test components are

measmement, evaluatwn, norm-refeicnced tests, ci iterion-referenced tests, reliability, validity, and

objectives. The following discussion defines each of these terms

Measurement provides a quantitative description of students behavior. It quantifies

or assigns a number to express the degree to which a characteristic is present. For example,

one common characteristic measured by basal program tests is skill attainment or mastery.

The number that is used to express skill attainment is a score that reflects the number of

items answered correctly An instrument, such as a test, is used to obtain measures of a

behavior.

Evaluation is a systematic process of determining the extent to Inhich educational

objectives are achieved by students. The two most important aspects of evaluation that you

should remember are. (a) it involves a systematic process that omits casual, uncontrolled

observation, and (b) it is always bas,id on educational objectives (or goals) that have been

previously determined. Its primary function is to determine the quality of something. Criteria

and standards guide judgments of worth Once you have a measure of something, you

compare it to the established criteria or standards to determine whether it reflects an aaeptable

level of a characteristic.
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Occasionally the terms evaluation and measurement are r:onfused. Remember that

evaluation is a more general quAitati e and quantitative description of student behavior (suLh

as a formal observation), Aereas a measurement is limited to a quantitatie description (test

scores, for example) (9, 10).

Norm-referenced tests provide scores that indicate how a given ,,tudent's performance

compares with the performance of a representati e group of students. Grade equivalents and

percentiles are probably the most common forms ot norm-referenced scores (4) For example, it

a sixth-grade student receives a grade equivalent score of 6.8, she is said to be performing like a

typical sixth grader in the eighth month of instruction lf, however, a fourth-grade student

receives a score of 6.8 on a fourth-grade test, then it is said that he is performing like a typical

sixth grader would on a fourth-grade test. It does not mean that he can ?cad sutth-grade matei ials

Criterion-referenced tests provide scores indicating a student's ability t) perform

specific tasks with reference to a le% el of mastery, rather than in comparison to other students

scores can be expressed as percentages or the number of correct responses on a test (for

2xample, 80 correct), analyses of a student's errors (student does not make appropriate text-

based inferences), or a relati e reading level (that is, independent, intructional, and fiustration

le% els). To better illustrate how criterion-referenced testing works, consider that if on a five-

item subtest with a mastery level of 80' , a student gets four out of five correct, then the

student is said to have reached mastery of the skill tested.

Reliability refers to how accurately a test measures what it is supposed to measure.

That is, how well the test pros ides the same type of information across test items, over time, or

between and among students (12).

Validity refers to three important aspects of a test. how well it measures what you want

it to measure, how w ell it measures all of w hat vou want it to measure, and how well it

measures nothwg else but what you want it to measure (5)

Objectives are statements of intended learning outcomes that include the subordinate

skill, the Londitions under which the skill will be performed, and the criteria for acceptable

performancc (5). -lite statement "GI% en the term indeA, list the identifying characteristics of the

index" is an example of an objective

Types of Tests in a Basal Reading Program

Most basal reading programs include placement inventories, reading Lomprehension power

tests, end-of-unit tests, end-of-book tests at each level, and individual reading in% entories.

Many programs also contain pretests and midlevel tests for each grade level. Each of these

components is discussed below.

Placement inventories. Placement inventories are group administered and are

ailable in both primary- and intermediate-grade versions These tests are Intended to assess

students' ability to read at the specific levels designated by the program and to identify

students' instructional reading levels. The tests typically include both reading comprehension

and vocabulary items

A few words need to be said about the characteristics of placement in% entories that are

idiosyncra lc to this particular kind of te:,t. But first, a word of caution. platement ??Ipentoiles

proz,ide (mfl a "best guess" of who e to plate qinient:, in basal readers. Placement in \ entories should
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only be used tor the purpose ot getting started, that is, tor obtaining a global measure ot

reading ability.

A number ot factors affect students performance in ways that make it difficult to

predict how they will perform on other passages within a particular line] of the series These

factors include the length, typemd tamiharity of passages, the number and nature ot the

comprehension tasks, and the scoring procedure (16)

The most impoi tant thing to discover is how a student handles the reading of an actual

te\tbook under conditions that simulate the classroom situation (23). For this reason,

placement tests should use passages, both oral reading passages and silent reading passage-,

taken from the stories in basal readers. In addition, the placement test should include a word

identification list to help teachers determine where to start the inventory

Reading comprehension power tests. Power tests are reading comprehension tests

designed to assess students' ability to read and understand vocabulary in conte \t and to

comprehend passages graded for the level of the program they have just completed.

End-of-unit tests. Unit tests assess the skills and concepts emphasized in a unit ot

instruction and yield criterion referenced score :. to help teachers determine the type ot

additional instruction students need Most programs provide alternate forms of end-ot-unit

tests, which may be administered after additional instruction has been provided or it the

teacher thinks the initial assessment was not ;Ad.

End-of-book tests. End-of-book tests give teachers information about students'

knowledge of skdls and concepts taught within a level ot the program. Like the end-ot-unit

tests, c of-book tests provide criterion-reterenced scores that help teachers decide it more

instruction is needed Alternate forms ot these tests also are usually available.

Individual reading inventories. Individual reading inventories help teachers

determine the placement of ndividual students in a particular program. These tests can be

used in place ot the group placement test when, for c\ample, only a few students need to be

tested or w hen a teacher has no records or other means to determine student placement

Individual reading in% entories often employ a cloze procedure. Students read passages aloud

and supply IN ords to till in blanks. The passages usualh, match the difficult le% els ot the

reading selections in the program

With this review in mind, w will now e \amine more closely the features that

contribute to accurate and appropriate tests

FEATURES OF BASAL PROGRAM TESTS

Test features ot particular concern to teachers and researchers are directions, the format ot test

questions, the quality of test passages, test \ alidity and rehabilikind the match betw cen w hat

is taught and the content ot the test. Each ot these is discussed below

Directions

flow well test direction, are communicated to teachers and understo, by students is ot major

concern because of the influence of these directions on students' test performance () Such

4
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factors as the was directions are worded and the amount of guidance given in them can

influence test results

A studs with second graders showed how important the wording of directions can be

When the students were gis a directions reading "Make up just one s:mtence in your own

V% ords that says V% hat all the sentences tell ou," only 29'; of them could perform the task.

When the directions V% ere changed to read "Find the one thing that all of the sentences in the

paragraph tell \ ou about," all of the students could perform the task at least 6W; of the time (20)

The amount of guidance that directions should onei depends on the skill being

measured and the age of the students (5) Example 1 contains :11ustrations of both a good and

poor set of student directions

Example 1

Poor Directions

Read the question and
choose Your answer

Better Directions

Each question below identifies
a kind of biased statement.
Read each question and fill
in the circle beside the best answ6r.

In this example, the first set ot directions is poor because it fails to indicate V% hat the question is

testing and how students are to mark their responses The second set of directions is better

because it lets students know exactly what they are to do.

Question Formats

The qu,!,tion formats found in basal program tests are either objectis e (matching, true-fake,

and multiple-choice) or essas (including completion items and short answer) Some formats

are less appropriate than others for measuring certain object's es. For example, if the objeiti e

measured is stated as "Students w ill be able to organi/e ideas and write them in a coherent

fashion," it would be inappropriate to have students select their answers from a series of

possible choices It the objectis e is to obtain evidence of students tat tual recall of names,

places, dates, and events, a lengthy essay would be inefficient

The multiple-thoice question format is used most often in basal reading tests.

Essentially, all multiple-choice questions have the same elements a question stemmsw er

options, only one of V% hich is correct, and answer toi! , or distractors mwrrect options that

are supposed to be reasonably attractive to students.

Only a little is known from research about the effects of question stem and answ er

option variables on student performance Some research has linked the question stem format

(for example, "wh--" question \ ersus incomplete sentences) to item difficult\ for t erta ts pes

of stuoents (13). But in general, principles and suggestions tor question ss riting has e been

guided bY tradition and conm,on sense.

Research and practice, however, do suggest a number 't things about multiple-choice

question formats. The following discussion looks at some of these.

I The stem should contain a tomplete question In «mtiast, in some items, the stem is par 1 ot

a sentence for ivhich the answer opt It In form: posql,le tomidetions
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Example 2(a)

Poor Format

The airplane crashed in

(a) Boston

(c) flames

Example 2(b)

Better Format

Where did the airplane crash-

(a) Boston

(H flanws

(b) 1984

(d) the night

(b) 1984

(c) the night

The question in Example 2(a) is ambiguous because students do not know what information to

supply: the year, the time of day, the location, or the condition of the plane. Example 2(b) is

much ckarer in that students know readily that they are to identify the location of the crash

2. Th( answer options should contam only one correct response.

In Exdmple 2(a), all of the options make sense Example 3 illustrates a better item.

Example 3

What happened when the airplane crashed?

(a) it wa,.; demolished

(c) it got angry

In this example, the only option that makes sense is (a).

(b) it kept flying

(d) it turned around

3. The an,uvr options should be parallel in ,'. rammatkal (on,triution arid len,k:th ind ,lhaild

not git'e student, clues as to the correct answer

Example 4

To fix a steak over a campfire, what is tlw first thing 'ou do?

(a) ,tart a fire

(b) boil the meat

(c) find two forked branches and tie them together

In this example, the intelided correct option, (c), is ako the more elaborate oiw. To address thik.

problem, the correLt option should eitlwr be shortened to the length of the other two or the

other two options should be lengthened.

Exai L , illustrates a question stem that gives students clues to tlw correct option
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Example 5

Where does the gray-bodied ,Nqind live?

(a) the gray squid can be found all over the world

(b) mainly in the southern half ot the hemisphere

(c) along the continental divide

The t.tem for the correct option, (at, contains a color clue This lould be remedied t ri moy ing

the mention ot the color ot the squid from the correct option

4 Ansiet i oplions should not 11.4 ye, in, tit 1CIM1110,, Ilth a. CP 110P:t

"all, in the !mot te Ii eyones

Example 6

1 low long is a mature giant squid'

(a) approLimatelv 5; feet

(b) eyactly teet

6-1 never more than 20 feet

(d) always 26 feet

Studenk do not need specific knowledge to Londude that the onk or ion

than akolute therefore reasonable manner is the cora% t a nk,, er (a)

that is stated in a It's',

Test Passage Quality

Many basal program tests require that students answ LT questions based on information in a

reading passage A number ot studies re eal th, t readers are atty. ted by th. quant ot

s \information Lontained in test passages (1)), the density of the into, 'nation (S, t1). .lenit ot

new information (1 6), tite interest le\ el of the ontent (II), and how 1011 :etc a id maginablL

the content is (21) As a result of these a ttributek, a passage Lan either be onsider ite or

inconsiderate ot its rea e.

Considerate tot N defined a', ti V% ritten in suL h a a that 1 enables 11,1deN

gather the appropriate information yy ith iiinimaI ettort Int oasiderate t At requires LAt r sKilk

strategies, and prior knowledgi to comprehend (2, 3) Test passages ai e said to be

inconsiderate if they make unwarranted demands on readers

Four aspects of inconsidei a te test passages are 111(Nt likely to be of onkern to

eyammers of basal reader tests the density of ideas, ao o\ erre!! e ,ssumphons, the asi ot

imitation genres, and the use of deLeptn el \ simple passages (14). 1 lie follow ing dist ussion

eyammes each of these aspeLts Please note that in aL:ual tests. an\ ir imber of these aspeLts may

be interwoven. one inconsiderate feature often lead,- to the emerg ri e of another

Density of ideas. Test passages can be inLonsiderate in th" number ot ideas that ,irL

presented and in the trequenL y ith hkh these ideas Lbange The brief passages t.Ned in tests

sometimes pros ide too little elaboration of one Loncept before introducing another

loncepts change too quiLk1 \ for students to get a Lleai idea of \\ hat is going on C ,nsider th.

passage in Bample 7
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Example 7

Copper is a metal. Copper wire conducts electricity very well. Copper pipe is used tor

plumbing. Brass is made b% combining copper with other metals. \lore copper is

nuned in the United States than in any other country

Which statement provides the best summary of this paragraph?

(a) Copper pipe 's uwd for plumbing.

(b) Copper is a metal that can be combined with other metals.

(c) Copper N mined in the United States.

In this example. the ideas in the passage are presented without elkoration and, therefore, the

densit% ot the ideas is not conduch e to the de% elopment of an understanding of the point of

the passage Atter rya:ging the first sentence1 student might assume that the passage is about

the nature of copper, how e% er, the answer keyed as correct is (a)

Overreliance on assumptions. Some test questions require students to mat e a number

of assumptions w ithout corroborating e% idence from' the passage to permit %alidation This

Lan contribute to uncertamt% w hen student, must too often tn to link their conjectures and

guesses about w hat is going on to w hat the% read :n a passage The Tryssage in Examp:e w as

written tor fourth-grade students

Example 8

A. the machine goes round and round thi held, its reei bends the plant, over a blade,

hich cuts the plants close to the ground The plants are then de, ated into the

machine, w hich t -ikes out the seeds The rest ot the plant talls to the ground F% ,t)

often the machine is stopped and the seeds are remo% ed and pla -ed in a truck

What process does this paragraph describe'

(a) ho,v fruit is picked

(to how roads are built

(c) how crops are :.lanted

(d) how grain is han ested

At first glame, this passage ma% seem eas% tor fourth graders to understand But on closer

look, it is clear Jr.; the passage require, its readers to rch on man% assumptions, such the

appropriate me,-.n,n4 ot the %% ords reel and ele%ated in the first and second sentences, to

arrive at a .-orrict understanding ot the passage The readers must also make an assumptIon

about w ho controlling the machine the language implies that the machine is in Lontr )1

And the% must also inter that the blade is part ot the machine The passage gh es no due as to

ho or w hat does the ele% Ming ot the plants into the mat hine Another assumption in the

N that the wed, not the plant itself, is the % alued part ot the plant

This passage is inconsiderate because ot the man% h% potheses readers must make

ab iut it. The inference strategies students ha% c learned to use in schooi Lan become tentath c

and strained %vhen they encounter such pa,,sages

Imitation genres. A %anch ot literary genres t% picall% appear in basal reading tests

The fiction genre ma% be represented b% passages from tolktales, nwths, short stories, or

8
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e\cerpts trom no% els, nonfiction by personal (u_counts, letter, excerpts from histor% or science

books, or newspaper articles. Some basal tests also contain examples of poetry.

The inclusion of so many different kinds ot w riting seems based on the yiew that

reading tests should include the 't ariet% of genn.'s students normally read in school The

passages used in tests, how ty1/4 er, sometimes % iolate the conceptual or structural pattern typicall%

associated w ith the genres the% are meant to exemplify Consider the passage in Example 44.

Example 9

A faucet's handle is connected to a threaded spindle that holds a rubber or fiber disk

If the threaded spindle is turned so that the rubber or fiber washer is pushed down

against its seat, no water can get through. If the spindle is turned so that the rubber or

fiber washer Is lifted off the seat, water can gush through the faucet Ot course, the

faucet has to be connected to a water supply first! A faucet may drip if the rubber or

fiber washer is worn or if the seat is not almost pertecth smooth. It water leaks around

the top of the valve stem, the packing washer may need to be replaced.

1That do you turn in order to open and close the faucet?

(a) the seat

(b) the handle

lc) the faucet body

(d) the packing washer

This test passage w a, w ritten to imitatc the expositor% ,% riting commonh found in nonfiction

selections. Lnlike the nonfiction genic a is mutating, now e% er, the passage has no introduction

to help students make a link from personal knowledge to new mtormation, no identifiable

organizational pattern, and no signal words, Sul:A I ds because or therefore to tie its ideas

together. Students must ha% e some quickh accessible know ledge about thrcaded spindles and

w ashers even to begin to und:rstand %%hat the, Passage is sming Students who are unfamiliar

with such things are likely to be at a loss. (Note that one kind ot problem, the use ot an

imitation genre form, creates another, the density of ideas, discussed earlier.)

Deceptively simple passages. Another t% pe ot inconsiderat .e test passage occurs when

a concept c% ith which readers are unfamiliar is presented bit b% bit in a sequence of seemingly

familiar details In Examole 10, sdmething is de,cribed bo k bit, then the parts arc integrated

Example 10

Susan picked up anothei envelope and caretuli% slid the specim _n out. 1- bolding the

silt er disk by its cellophane wrapper. she said, "1 his one s m% priie It s a shiny piece

with a special edge It belonged to my grandfather It s worth a lot as a collector's

item, co I won't spend it

What is this passage about?

(a) a medical , iscoverv

(b) a new toy

(c) a rare coin

(d) a special candy

9
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As in the passage illustrating the densitY of ideas, this passage also supplies readers yy ith a lot

of unconnected detail. To further complicate things, the ocabulan is deceptively simple

deLepti e bet.ause the concepts introduced hay e a range of possible referents. For example, the

word "specimen" in the first sentence is referred to in subsequent sent.mces as "silY er disk,"

"shiny piece," and "collector's item." Beouse the "whole picture" is never provided by the

passage, readers must create a pkture by putting together bits and pieces of information in a

way that seems to make sense. This can be a problem, how e er, if readers do not already haY e

the appropriate prior knowledge.

Validity and Reliability

Generally', validity and reliability are likely to be at.hie ed when eaih test question is clear and

unambiguous, when the scoring is objecti e, and ty hen students are not giy en extraneous

grammatical or contextual clues to the answers, (5, 9, IO, IS). The following discussion looks at

stnerai specific factors that can affect the alidity and reliabilin of basal program tests

I. How well the teq matches the inqructiomil objectirekt

Matching test questions with the instructional objective!, ,stated in the test',, directions

will not guarantee either alidity or reliability. What it will do, however, is provide

information useful in deciding what aspects of aliditY and reliability the test will measure

For example, if the objecti e states that giy , ,wo different endings to a story, students yy ill

justify which is the best ending, then the test question should require students to yy rite an

answer (short answer) as opposed to choosing an answ er from those provided (true-false,

multiple-choica In this instance, asking students to ty rite an answer is preferred because it

matches the objectR e, which requires justifY ing as opposed to merely choosing an answer

from a list (5).

Example II contains an instructional obiectiye, a question item that relates poorly to

that objective, and one that relates better to it.

Example 11

Objective

The student will
write a dialogue
between himself or herselt
and a story character

Poor Item

Directions. Pretend
you are a character in
the story and tell how
you would talk to one ot
the other characters

Better Item

Directions: Choose a
character from the story
and write a dialogue
between yourself and
the character

Notice that in tlus example, the conditions specified in the objective do not match the

directions in the poor item The objective specifies that a thaloNue be written by the student

The poor item, hoy ever, does not tell the student that the response must be in the form of a

dialogue. The better item explicitly tells the student to write some dialogue with a story

chara cter.
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2. How well defined the test questions are

The clarity of its questions affects a test's reliability and :alidity. To ensure valid

measures, questimb should avoid ambigua: and unintended complexit: Clearly ::ritten

questions alio:: students to focus their attention on hat is being measured Questions that are

vague, ambiguous, and too global can cause students problems in deciding hat the: are being

asked to do. The scores derived from such questions are unreliable (18).

3. Whether the test questuni, ate fused on information that students should know (o, able to

infer front the test passase).

Because students k.annot be expected to commit to memon all of the content covered

in an instructional unit, the corresponding tests should not focus on inconsequential details.

The problem, of course, lies in determining which information is basic and hich is

inconsequential (18)

4. Whethet test items ()Wain ra,e and sel stet coves and biased langli,Ne and dlustt awns

Test questions, passages, and accompanying illustrations should be free of stereot: ping

and biases. Characters, settings, and plots described in test questions should reflect the

positive cultural, racial, and sexual characteristics of students in general. The use ot

stereotypes and bias in test items can affect the reliability and validity of a test if such items

lead students (who are offended b: them or who are unfamiliar with the culture-dependent

contexts used in them) to answer questions incorrectly (18).

5. 1V7ietlier the test tontain. a sutticient nuttily' ot questIons to measure pet tot moue to the

*At wes.
There is no formula for determining the minimum number ot questions that should be

used for a test to he alid. In general, the number of questions is tied to the purpose ot the test

For example, end-of-unit tests require te:: er questions than end of-level or book tests, simply

because units co: er less content. Longer tests, howe:er, gi e more reliable scores than shorter

ones (5).

Mettler the i/III's f it'ti t (Ilea a t epresentat we ample of the gotil or ()het tiz,e,.

Instructional goals and behavioral objecti: es are essential to the evaluation process

Instructional goals are broad statements ot learning outcomes that are limited to what is

obser: able and measureable Instructional goals include o: ert beha: tors to be desLribed and

the content or topic of instruction.

Goals are written to communicate how students will : iihl demonstrate internal

processes, such as defining, selecting, comprehending, and so forth. An example of a pal for

reading might be fo sequence ideas."

A behavioral objective is a statement of what the learning outcome should be, and it

ink.ludes the skill necessary to complete the task, the conditions under which the task will be

performed, and the criteria tor acceptable performance.

An example of a behavioral objective is. "Given several events, sequence all of them in

the order they occurred Notice that this objective states the skill necessary to complete the
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task (s'equenons), the conditions isrcen scceial euen1:0, and the criteria for acceptable

performance (IOW"( acculacy).

The better the beha% ioral objecti% e represents the instructional goals, the more reliable

the test scores will be (:4, IS). For c\ample, a test cox cring goals that hale ten objectives

ranging from east to difficult should include test questions that reflect each objecti% e. If two

different forms of the test are used, the second form should also contain questions tor o ery

abjectly c. Because they cover the same objecti% es, the tw a test forms should produce relati% ely

consistent scores.

7. 1Vhethei tlideut.; can suess aniver:, cot lictlu

Validity and reliability are affected when students can guess correctly at answers. The

possibility of students' guessing a correct answer is alw ay s present w hen questions require

students to select answ ers from so eral choices Ob% music, students w ho do not know the

answer to a tw 0-choice question hay e a 50', chance of choosing the correct answer Questions

containing three, tour, or fi% e choices, how o er, reduce the probability of guessing correctly.

Guessing can also be discouraged through the use of noy el questions. \ay el questions

are no% questions that ha% e not bcen seen by students in classroom acti% ales or on pro ious

tests. Using no% el questions encourages studenk to use a particular ability to answer a test

question, not merely remember an answer they ha% e seen on another test (9, 1(1).

Identifying the Link Between What Is Tested and What Is Taught

Critics hay e charged that the most serious problem w ith basal program tests is that they are not

consistent w ith w hat is know n about the readmg process and w ith how reading is taught (Ito

Ben though many program developers ha% e incorporated a number of research-based

instructional practices into their programs, they ha% e not often incorporated research-based

innoy ations into basal tests (7, II) The mismatch between what is known about reading Ind

how reading is assessed has created a gap betw een instruction and assessment (22) The

following discussion focuses on two areas that %%ill help oaluators determine w hether there is

a match betw ccii w hat is taught and w hat is tested in basal programs the consistei t use of

language in instruction and tests, and how well the instruction prepares students tor the tests

Consistency of language. Consistency ot language means using the same terminology

to describe w hat is being tested that %%0', uscd to introduce, demonstrate, and practice a skill or

concept in the instructional sequence. It seems reasonable ta assume that the more consistent

the language used to discuss a concept, the easier the concept w ill be to teach and learn and the

easier the test w ill be to complete

Teachers' manuals, IN orkbook achy itiesInd informal assessments (such as postreadmg

dNcussion questions) should be consistent in the w ay they label and talk about a skill or

concept. Likewise, if one subtest in a program is labeled "Finding the Main Idea," similar

subtests should not be called something else, such as "Getting the Big Picture

Adequacy of preparation. The sequence of instructiim contained within a lesson

should frequently (at least three times) offer practice in the skills or concepts to be tested. It the

skills or concepts are only practiced once or twice, then students probably w ill be ill-prepared

to demonstrate their understanding of them.
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In addition, the reading conditions presented by the test should approximate "real"

reading conditions. Specifically, just as lessons present related concepts in connection with

each story, tests should measure sek era! related concepts in relation to each test passage.

Evaluating skills and concepts in isolation does not take into account the complexity and

multiplicity of factors that influence how students read outside of the context of the test.

Finally, tests should not be based on the assumption that the order of skill or concept

acquisition is invariable. In other words, it is not necessary for students to master a specific

skill or concept before proceeding to others and/or to other materials (16). Programs that insist

upon a rigid order of presentation and testing in isolation make incorrect assumptions about

the reading process (1 7).
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PART TWO

Discussion of Guidelines for Evaluating Tests in

Basal Programs

1,Vhen e aluating the tests in a basal reading program, t ou should tou,, on In e aTects ot the

testing program: 1) test diredions, 2) test ahdity and rehabilitk, 3) passage content, 4)

question formats, and 3) the match betw een w hat is taught and w hat is tested The guidelines

that follow address these aspects of basal tests

Test Directions

Among the most important considerations ot testing are that teachers know how and w hen to

use a test and that students know how to take it Ihe follow ing disLussion w ill look closer at

test directions tor teachers and for studenk

Directions for teachers. I } tLirec.ion,, to teachers tor test administration most often

are pros ided in the teat her's edition ot the test or in a separate manual accompank ing the test

Ihe directions should include the purpose ot the test and should gn e an indication ot the most

appropriak noint in the program to administer it (pretest, praLtice test, posttest) The

diredions should also indkate the method tor gi ¼ ing students test-taking instructions Some

tesk require tea hers to gn e oral instruLtions, some require students to read the instructions

themsek es, and some require both ot these methods

Other information that must be in the directions to teaLhers includes time limits (timed

tests should state Licari how muLh tIme students w ill hat e tor each section ot the test a', % ell

as tor the total test) and guidance in how the test results should be interpreted and used

GUIDELINE 1(a). When et aluatmg directions tor teacheis, look tor intormathin speL if mg

when it is appropriate to administer the test

whether directions to students should be gn en orallt, in writing, oi both

the time limits

the purpose of the test

how the test results should be interpreted and used

Directions for students. Direitions tor students should be a's ilear and ioncise as

possible net should tell students w hat is to be done, how to do it, and w here the answeis are

to be reLorded I% hen students are instnkted to read test direLtions, the directions must be

e\plkit enough tor them to begin the test w ithout ant. additional instructions
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All directions should be clearly worded and should give students the basis for selecting

or supplying the answers. With true-false, matching, and multiple-choice questions, the

directions can be relathely simple. Fo; example1 statement such as: "Select the choice that best

completes the statement or answers the question" might be sufficient for multiple-choice items.

Directions for how students sho..ild r."-ord thoir responses also can be rela tie ely ,imple.

With selection items (such as items that require students to choose an answer from a given set

of plausible, alternative choices), students .ihould he instructed to circle, underline, fill-in, or

check the correct answer Students in the pi imarv grades should mark their respe,,,ses directly

on the test itself (lather than on an answer sheet). The test should contain an example of an

item that is marked correctly.

On some tests, guessing is not penalized; on others it is. Directions, therefore, also

need to tell students hether they .,hould guess or skip a question w hen they are uncertain ot

an answer.

With open-ended questions requiring that students write their o n answers, the

directions should indicate where they are to put the answers and how to compose them (in

phrases, complete sentences, or paragraphs, or with ln essay).

GUIDELINE 1(b). When evaluating test directions toi students, determine it they provide

students with clear and concise information about

the purpose of the test

the basis for choosing responses

how answers will be marked

what to do about guessing answers

wl Iere and how open-ended responses are to be w ritten.

Validity and Reliability

Validity (whether the test measures what it is designed to mea,.ire) and reliabilib, hether It

does so consistently) are essential attributes ot a test. Validity and reliability depend upon how

well test questions match the instructional objecti e,.. to w hich thee are tied and how w ell the%

reflect the instructional content students are to ae quire. In addition, alidit and rehabilit can
be affected by how death written the questions are and by w hether they are w ritten in such a

ae that w ill allow students to guess at answers. Questions and pas,ages containing race' and

sex stereote pes and biased language or illustrations can also a He'd the ' ahdity and rehabilib, of

tCst. Finally, the numbcr ot test questions should reflect the b, pe of purpose oi the test it it is

to yield valid and reliable re,..ults.

GUIDELINE 2. As You evaluate test vahdit and reliability, look tor

instruetional objectives that are tied to the abilities and content ,'ested

questions that are expressed in clear and unambiguous language

the use ot formats that discourage guessing

questions and passages that avoid race and sex bias

the use of a sufficient numbei of questions to measuie pertormane on a

representative sample ot objectR'es.
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The OuaIity of Test Passage Content

Test passage quality is gauged by how considerate the passage is of students Students roding

considerate passages are able to gather the appropriate information from them \\ ith ease. In

reading inconsiderate passages, howeer, student , must exert extra effort A pas,,age Is

inconsiderate when it contains a density of ideas. That is, it presents too many ideas and does

not explain an idea before nRwing on to the next One. Another aspect of an inconsiderate

passage is an oinet Ohmic on assumption,. This means that studenk must draw inferences from a

passage w ith supporting e% idence trom the passage. Passages w ritten in the form of imitation

getue:; pose problems if tho lack ko elements of the genre w ith hich students are already

familiar from selections in then basal readers, such as identifiable organizational patterns or

plots. Finally, a test passage is Inconsiderate if it is detept GA/ simple. This occurs w hen a

comple \ topic is presented bit by bit in an unconnected fashion The straightforward

presentation looks simple, but the lack of connection makes the topic difficult to understand

GUIDELINE 3. A you e \anune test passages tor considerateness determine that the\ do not

contain kieas that are too dense

require readers to make a number of tin\ ahdated assumptions

use hmtation genres

use decepti% ely simple language but complex concepts

Question Formats

Question formats should be appropri. ,or the Alec being measured For example, it the

objective is stated as 'The student IN ili be able to organi/e ideas and w rite them in a coherent

wav," the multiple-choice question format Is inappropriate 1.1kewp,e, it the objectne is to

measure students recall ot names, places, dates, or c1 ents, the essaN que,tion toi mat is not

necessary.

The multiple-choice question format is the most commonk used in basal program

tests For these questions to yield ahd and reliable results, thee should be properly

constructed, w ith clear question stems and grammaticalk corred answer options and answ er

options that are free of e\traneous clues, such as the use ot 'al w a s," never, all or 'none

GUIDELINE 4. 011 evaivate te,,t que,,tion tormak, determine it they

are appropriate tor the objective being measured

are clearly stated

have grammatically correct answer options that are tree of LA traneolk JUL",

The Match Between What Is Taught and What Is Tested

During the past decade, basal program tests ha% e been critkiied tor treating reading as an

aggregate ot isolated skills and tor com eying the idea to teachers and students that reading is a

static process. Tho also have been crificired tor implying that students can be e% aluated

under one set of conditions, and that their performance under those conditions will be

representative of their performance under all conditions.
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To ensure a match between instruction and assessment, tests should reflect the

complexity and variety of factors that are likely to influence students' reading abihty under

"real" reading conditions. They should measure se\ eral related t.oncepts in relation to each test

passage.

In addition, tests should use language consistently with the way it is used in workbook

activities, basal reader selections, and in informal assessments, such as postreading questions

For example, if a workbook activity is labeled "Determining What Is Important," then the test

covering that material should not be called something else, such as "Getting the Point."

Finally, students should be adequately prepared for tests. This means they should

have opportunity for review and practice in the skills and concepts to be tested

GUIDELINE 5. When eN aluatmg the match between w hat is taught and w hat is tested in basal

programs, look for

tests that reflect the complexity of "real" reading situations

consistency in the language used to discuss a concept or skill throughout all

components of the reading program

adequate instruction and preparation for testing.

2 01
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PART THREE

Teacher Assistance for Testing

The suggestions that folloN are based on reseaah and effective practice TheN are intended to

help teaLhers ilkorporate the information pros ided in this booklet into their total instructional

program

1 low can I make the best possible use ot basal program tests?

19

\lake sure that your tests are tied to lesson obiecti \ es

Use enough test items to ensure ',hat students performance I\ ill be measured

adequately for each objecti% e

Choose considerate test paages

Select the best format possible tor mea,uring the instruLtional obiecti% e

(dye clear and prelise dire( tions to students tor completing a test

( ommunkate the purpose of a test to VOW students.
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PART FOUR

Listing of Guidelines for Eva Ina* Tests in Basal

Programs

GUIDEI.INE 1(a), When evaluating directions tor teacheN, look tor information spet

when it is appropriate to administer the test

whether directions to studenk should be git en orallt, in tt riling, or N

the time limits

the purpose of the test

how the test results should be interpreted and used

GUIDELINE 1(b), When evaluating test directions for students, deter-mint it thc% pro\ id(

students with clear and concise information about

the purpose o, the test

the basis for hoosmg responses

how answers will be marked

what to do about guessing answers

where and how open-ended responses are to be tt rit ten

GUIDELINE 2, AS you o aluate test validity and rehabilitt, look tor

instructional oblectit'es that are tied to the abilities and t ontent tested

questions that are expressed in clear and unambiguous languag.

the use of formats that discourage guessing

questions and passages that avoid rate and se. bias

the use of a sufficient number of questions to measure pertoimant t i,n

representative sample of obit\ tit es

GUIDELINE 3. AS you examine test passages for t onsiderateness determine that t hs. do nor

contain ideas that are too dense

require readers to make a number of Lint alidated a su inrt

use imitation genres

use deceptively simple language but complex «mtepts

GUIDELINE 4. As you et aluate test question formats, determine it thet

are appropriate for the oilcan e being measured

are clearly stated

have grammatically correct answer optnms that are tree ot extraneous t tut,
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GUIDELINE 5. When evaluating the match between what is taught and what is tested in basal

programs, look for

tests that reflect the complexity of "real" reading situations

consistency in the language used to discuss a concept or skill throughout all

components of the reading program

adequate instruction and preparation for testing.

C
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PART RYE

Worksheets for Evaluathig Tests in Basal Programs

Some of the most important characteristics ot tests ha% e been discussed in this booklet and are

reiterated in the guidelines. The worksheets that accompan% this booklet will assist % ou in

applying these guidelines in your evaluation ot the test components ot basal reading

progran-.s.

Specific directions tor using the worksheets precede each one Additional information

about worksheets also appears in the Leader', Manual

Materials and Resources

You will med worksheets for ever% basal reading program test that % ou w ish to e% aluate For

example, it % ou plan to evaluate three end-of-unit tests at Grade 3 for a particular program,

then you will need three sheets If A, ou plan to e% aluate three end-of-unit tests for Grades 3 ond

4, you will need six sheets, and so forth. Reproduce as man% Lopes ot the worksheets as you

want. For each level of each program %tr.i plan to e% aluate, % ou w ill also need

Teachers manuals

Student textbooks

Teachers' test manuals (which int.lude reproduk.tions ot students te,,ts)

tvorkbooks, skillsheets. and other consumable pages

Points to Keep in Mind

I The worksheets are appropriate tor e% aluatmg the test components in reading

programs for all grade levels

, As % ou analvie the tests that accompan% different basal programs, %ou ma% find

%anabilit% in the kind and number of test components You should note suk.h

difterences and evaluate them as %our needs and interests dictate

Do not assume that you w ill alwa% s till e% er% column and box ot the worksheet

Some parts ot the worksheet mav not appl% to each le% el ot the program % ou are

evaluating. Therefore, empty spaces do not indicate that the program is detik. lent

4. Complete the form labeled General Infoimation ,,o that % ou w ill ha% e a record ot

what has been examined

23
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Rating What You Have Evaluated

The subtotal scores at the end of each section of the,worksheets are intended to provide

information about the strengths and weaknesses of particular aspects of a test. For example, if

the subtotal wore for the section entitled Test Passages is 0 A's, 1 B, and 4 C's, then it is evident

that this particular test is weak in the area of providing considerati reading passages. As you

took at all of the subtotal scores for a test, you will receive a clear picture of its overall quality.
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WORKSHEETS: GENERAL INFORMATION

Basal Program:

Test Title:

Grade Level of Test. Alternate Forms Available? Yes No

What Validity and/or Rdiabilitv Information is Supplied by the Publisher?

Type of Record Keeping System Available:

Stated Mastery Level.

25
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WORKSHEET 1: DIRECTIONS

GUIDELINES 1(a) and 1(b): Teacher and Student Directions

Teacher Directions

1 Using the teacher's test man,,al, choose a subtest from one of the midle% el or end-

of-unit tests.

2. Look in the front of the manual for test administration directions. You will hnd

that some programs provide a general set of directions to be used with each

subtest or test and some provide directions for each separate subtest or test

Proceed to the part ot the w orksheet labeled Padre, Doection, and circle A, B, or

C for each question

Student Directions

Usually the directions in tlw student test booklet are reproduced in the Wiwr s

test manual. Occasionally, howevei, the directions in the student booklet are less

comprehensive than those in the teacher's manual Theretore, vou should

compare the two sets of directions tor consistency

Proceed to the part ot the w orksheet labeled ::,thiient Puct Non, and cirie A. B, or

C for each question

208
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WORKSHEET 1

CODE:

A = Yes, it is explicitly stated

B = It is inferable from the manual

C = No, it is not stated or inferable

Teacher Directions

1. Does the manual say where in the A B C

instructional sequence the test should be
administered (.e., is it a pretest, posttest,
diagnostic test)?

2. Does the manual specify the mode for delivering A B C

the instructions to the students?

3. Is the purpose of the test stated explicitly?

4. Are specific suggestions offered for
interpreting the results?

3. Does the inanuai state how mueh time
the test will take to administer?

6. Does the manual state how the test is
designed to be administered (i.e.,
individually, small group, etc.)?

Student Directions

A B C

A B C

A B

A B C

SUBTOTALS:
A's
B's

Cs

1. Does the manual include provisions for A B C

communicating to students the purpose ot the test?

-). Do the directions to students specify A B C

exactly how answers are to be marked?

3 Are students provided with a basis for A B C

choosing a response?

4. Do students know how much time they A B C

have to complcte the test?

5. Are students told what to do with respect A B C

to guessing?

6. Are the directions expressed in clear and A B C

unambiguous language?

29

SUBTOTALS:
A's
B's

C's
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WORKSHEET 2: DIRECTIONS

GUIDELINE 2: Test Validity and Reliability

1. To complete this section, you will need to use both the test booklet and the

program's teacher's manual.

2. In the teacher's manual, locate the instructional unit for which tilts test was

designed.

GUIDELINE 3: Test Passages

1. Using either the teacher's test manual or students' test booklet, locate a reading

passage.

2. Remember that explicit examples of I he types of test passages queried in the

section can be found in this booklet.
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WORKSHEET 2

CODE

A = Consistently

B = Sometimes

C = Not at all or inconsistently

Test Validity and Reliability

1. Can you identify the instructional A B C

objectives to which the test is
supposed to be tied?

2. Are the test items expressed in clear A B C

and unambiguous language?

3. Are the items based on information for A B C

which the students have received
instruction?

4. Are the items free of race and sex bias" A B C

5. Are there an adequate number of items to A B C

test each skill (i.e., four or more)?

Test Passages

I. Are the passages limited to the
expression of a few ideas?

-) Are the passages written in such a wav
as not to force unsupported assumptions'

1 Do the passages represent a true and
identifiable genre?

4 Is the information contained in the
passage consistent with students'
prior knowledge and beliefs?

5. Do the passages avoid deceptively
simple language?

33

SUBTOTALS:
A's
B's

C's

A B

A B C

A B C

A B C

A 13 C

SUBTOTALS:

A's
B's

C's
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WORKSHEET 3: DIRECTIONS

GUIDELINE 4: Test Question Formats

I. For Question 1, you will need both the teacher's manual and the test booklet. For

the remaining questions in this section you will need a test booklet.

2. For Question 1, you need to find the instructional objective in tlw inut ksson for

the skill being tested. Compare tlw objective to the test format. If the objective

states that the student will write a paragraph, but the test format is multiple-

choice, then no match exists.

3. In Question 4, specific determiners means "all," "none," "never," etc

GUIDELINE 5: The Match Between What Is Taught and What Is Tested

1. You %di need the teacher's manual, supplenwntary materiak, such ak, orkbooks

and skillsheets; and the teacher's test manual.

2. For Question 1, find tlw label for the skill in the test booklet and compare It with

the labels used in iie unit lesson and the students' workbook. It there is

complete agreement then circle A, it there is agreement between any two souR es

or if synonyms are used, circle 13, it the skill is called by a \ arietv ot names, circle

For Question 2, locate the instructional lesson foi ) particular skill in the unit

oes the instructional sequence include definition of the skill, demonstration ot

how it is to be used, and guided practice in applying it? li the answer is ves,

circle A, if some oiw of the compoiwnts are missing, circle B; if two or inure

components aft missing, circk C

4 For Question 3, it is pret erable that longer pay,age,. be 11,,ed io meak,ure

performance on ftlated skills such as finding the main idea and identitying

supporting details It may be the case ti It very short (two-sentence) passages are

used for each item. It this is the case, then circle C; it longer passages aft used

sometimes to test several skills but sOrnCtirnes for only one skill, circle B, ii

passages consistently address more than (MC skill, circle A
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WORKSHEET 3

0 CODE

A = Yes, Consistently

B = Sometimes

C = Not at all or inconsistently

Test Question Formats

1. Are the item formats used the best for
measuring the instructional
objectives?

"). Is at least one correct answer identified?

3. For multiple-choice items, ll.e foils
parallel in grammatical construction
and length?

4. Are items free of reliance on specific
determiners?

5. Do the question stems contain complete
questions?

h. Are the questions passage dependent (i e.,
must the student read the passage in
order to answer the question)?

A B C

A B C

A B C

A B C

A B C

A B C

7. For comprehension subtests, are there A B C

questions at all levels of comprehension?

SUBTOTALS:

A's_

B's

C's

The Link Between What is Taught and What is Tested

1 Is the language used to talk about skills A 13 C

consistent across materials?

/. Does the instruction adequately prepare A 13 C

students for being e \aluated?

3. Do the tests measure several related A 13 C

skills per passage?

37

SUBTOTALS:
A's
B's

C's
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PART ONE

Research and Pracfice

Research has established a strong link between vocabulan know ledge and reading

comprehension Students who do well on X ocabulan tests also do well on reading

comprehension tests, in tact, knowledge ot IL ord meanings is the single best predictor ot

reading achievement (3, 6, 23, 2(1) It is not surprising, theretore, that the development ot

students' ocabuiar is ot great concern to parents and teachers and that actix Ines tor

promoting ocabulan growth plak a prominent role in most basal reading programs The

purpose of this booklet is to help ou better understand the process ot oL abulan de\ clopment

so that ou Lan make more know ledgeable iudgments about the ocabuian instruction in basal

programs

Growth of Vocabulary Knowledge

ot vocabulan instruction is to increase studints' know ledge ot the meanimr,s ot

IL ords But IL hat Ltoes it mean to know the meaning ot a word? Does it ilk an being able to

gix e a dictionan detinition ot a pro ioush unknow n ord Does it mean being able to

recognue the meaning of a ord in the Lonte\ t ot a soeutiL sentence' Does It mean bt ing able

to use a word in a written or spoken sentence' Or does it mean hax mg a tullv de eloped

onLept, together I, ith an understnding ot how a IL ord relates to other w ords and : teas'

Actually, know ing the meaning ot a word can be an\ ot these things. What might

Lount as know ing a w ord depends on w hat sort ot word it is and on w hat the word is going to

be used tor Different IL ords tunchon d aterentlx in reading selectionsin some Lases, the

understanding of a w aole ston depends LruLiall on the meaning ot a single IL ord, but stones

usuallx ako ,:ontain a number ot ords that could be skipped w ith no loss ot comprehension

Being able to use a Xx ord appropna tel in speech or nting otten requires a greater depth ot

know ledge than that required to understand a selection containing the ord Furthermore,

being able to use a IL ord or to umlerstand a seleLtion containing it is not e \at. th the sami thing

as know ing the w ord's dehmtionmost people know w hat the ord ft means and tho Lan List

it appropna telx in a sentence, but few Lan produL e a tormal, or diL tionan, detinition tor it

the same token, know ing a definition does not guarantee that one w ill be able to use a w ord

appropnatek

Levels of Word Knowledge

Know ing IL ords i a matter ot degree For e \ampIL oung readers might meet a IL ord suLh

diffident in a reading selection and have no know k dge about its meaning Or the% might

g



realite that a magnammotis person is a good person, but not be able to distinguish maplammou,

trom other words with similar meanings, such as triciiih, or rule. They might know that a

",tubborn mule- is an animal that w II' no. t mot e when told to, but the\ nught not be able to

apply the word stu/sboiri to a door that won't open or to a child that won't eat broccoli

There are man\ tvords that peopleat am ageknot\ onit partially, that they cannot

adequately detme or distinguish from other t\ ords 'similar In meaning People ako know tar

more about man\ w ords than what is put into their delnutions. For e \ ample, most adult

readeN have e\tensive knowledge about a word such as restaurant. Thev can readilt define it,

perhaps as "a place where \ ou go to eat,- and use it con edit in speech and w ntmg They ako

hal e a w hole repertoire ot e\penences with, feelings about, and know ledge of places calksd

restaurants. This knot\ ledge Ai\ es them insights about the appropriate dress and evected

beha \ ior tor different kinds of restaurants, about the \ anous roles ot people who work in

restaurants, and about the tt pes ot food at ailable at different restaurants

For adults knowledge about the word restauhmt has ewanded and increased w itb age

and everience. `ioung children, howe \ er, do not ha \ e the benefits ot age and everience,

therefore, a child's contept ot lest,ummt cannot be nearlt as complet.s cis an adult's For

essample, voung duldren might not dakTentiate a fano restaurant Inrni a last food place or a

cafeteria The\ might not know the appropriate dress and evected behavior for different

kinds ot retaurants or that sonle restaurants ha \ e head waiters, coat clerks, and French chefs,

or that some restaurants do not erve hot dogs and hamburgers

Word Knowledge and Reading Comprehension

Vhat le\ el ot word know ledge is necessart tor understanding a reading selection' That

depends on the role a word plat in the selection In some Ca'se,,, %,uperticia I knot\ ledge ot a

word is enough But tor important words in a selection, faith e\ tensit e knot\ ledge is often

necessart For e\ample, students t \ ho hat e some knot\ ledge ot the dif terent ie\ els of meamng

ot regal( ((Mt can appreciate the humor in a sten about tw o children w-ho go to a tont \

restaurant to eat their picnk lunt h on a rains do \ For students w ho knot\ nothing more than

the dictionart definition of restaurant a's '"a public eating place," how et er, the stort w ill

produce t omprehension problems, not humor

Reseal 11 on t ocabulart in,trut tion indica ti-, that e \ tensit e rather than limited w ord

knowledge is ,ometimes needed to impro\ e reading comprehension (2, -, 12 1 '-; 21, .-N In

studies tt here students were git en w ide and t omprehensit e 1 otabulart insink tion, int hiding

intorma tion about related t oncept, and relationships among w ords, reading co.iiprehension

improt ed. lit contrat, in studies where students t\ ere gR en onit limited \ ocabular\

instruction, ,41L 11 as st non\ ms and definitions, reading t omprehension otter did not improt e

17, 8, g, I .-, 21, 71

I \ tensi \ e ord knowledge is a t uniponent of something that teat hers hat e knot\ n

about tor \ earsbat kground knot\ ledge Some researchers belie\ e that background

knot\ ledge is the mot important determinant ot a person's a Hit \ to COln prebend a pas,,age

118) hstructum that pros ides bat kground knowledge or tails s ,derts' attention to

background knot\ ledge has been tar more sut t essful at int rea,ing onipreben,sion than

in,,truchon that tot li',e,, on \ ()Chula \ tvords alone
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Although reading comprehension is aided most by instruction that aims for a high

level of word knowledge, instruchon for limited word knowledge can also serve a useful

function. In tact, most researchers who study the development of % ocabularv agree that limited

word knowledge can initiate learning that will later result in a deeper imdersta»di»g ot a word.

Therefore, when planning % ocabulary instruction, teachers need to keep in mind that the le% el

of knowledge students should acquire for a pen word depends on the role that word pla% s in

the selection the students are reading and on how useful the word will be in their further

reading.
It is also important tor teachers to remember that students do not need to know et. cry

word in a story in order to read it with a high level ot understanding. Researchers have found

that replacing one content word in sis with a difficult synonym did not sigmficantl% decrease

sisth graders' comprehension ot test, in other words, readers may be able to tolerate tests in

which the% do not fully know as many as 15'; ot the words ( 1, 1(, 17) The ,Orile point is

illustrated by students' ability to fill in correctly many ot the blanks in doie passagessections

of text in which every seventh (or fitth or tentlu word has been replaced by a blank In fact,

encountering unfamiliar ords while reading is an important at eMle of t ocabli Ia rk grow th

In cheosing selections for their studeats to read, teachers need to en, ure that the

selections are challe»ging and on the cutting edge ot students' % ocabularv abilities and vet not

at such a 1-ugh frustration level that students will gi% e up tning to read them Striking this

balance is not easy, and the task is made more difficult by the tact that the balance is fluid and

dynamic, changing as students mature as readers

Vocabulary Development

Vocabulary knowledge is acquired graduall% o% er a lifetime and in a varlet% ot a %

Researc1iers beIr c that children add thousands of \\ ords to their %ocabularies each %ear, and

that they learn most of these t% ords from contestb% healing ss ords used by fa mil k* member

friends, and teachers and b% seeing them w hile readingand not from formal mstiuction in

ord meanings (16)
Hu. does not mean, how e% er, that meeting w ords in contest is a pal hell Lill% efficient

w a% for children to learn new %ocabulai% As a matter it tact, students learn more lbout the

,N ords the% are taught than about \\ ords the% encountei casuall% in Limiest I 1(1) One studs, for

instance, shossed that a reader has about a one-m-iw ent% hance ot Wining a ord fufl k trom

encountering it once in a written contest t hile other studies silos% ed that reader, need to

encounter a word in mane different contests before the\ learn it I 10, 11, 21) 11)r students to

attain estensis e ocabular% knowledge, the% must be esposed to a large %olume of [loth t\ linen

and oral language. I loweei, when the goal ot ocabularv instruction is to ensure that students

learn specific words, formal instruction in word meanings is otten net eY,ary

1 low much does the %ocabular% instruction that takes place in school contribute to the

de% elopmeat ot students % ocabular% Research comparing the elle( ti% eness ot different

approaches to % ocabul ire instruction has not been con( lusi% e, some researchers teel that

esphot vocabulav instmc don may acc mnt tor onb. a small proportion of students' total

ocabulary gloss tl As a matter ot lact, some classroom obsersers ha% e found that a

surprisingly small a n,ount of instruction is devoted spec.iticall% to the teaching ot word
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meanings (2, 11, 22). Yet most researchers and teachers agree that teaching the meanings of

important words is an essential component of effective instruction in many subject areas. Some

researchers also believe that good vocabulary instruction may create in students an interest in

and an awareness of w,.rds that contribute to their vocabulary growth outside of formal

instruction.
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PART TWO

Discussion of Cluidelises for Evaluating Vocab1ulary

illohninfis211
Ll MUM".

Niuch of tbe vocabulary instruction that takes plaee in elementary schook is associated w ith

reading instruction The teacheN' manuals that accompany basal rcading programs usually

direct teachers to present ocabulan acti ities before or after a readmg seloction, and student

te\tbooks and workbo4s generally pros ide vocabulary acti\ ales The guideline's presented in

this part of the booklet relate to the selection and sustame I use of ocabulary vords ni basal

reading programs and to the approaches to vocabulan mstruetion found in those programs.

Selection of Words

Research has not provided an\ simple formulas to determine hich ords should be taught.

Obiecti e measures such as the frequency with which a word appears in written English

pros ide onk limited help, not all rarek used w ords are hard, and not all trequenth used

words are easy In addition, the difficult ot a word depends in part on the role it plae s in a

reading selection. Also, because classes and individual students an widek in their

ocabulary knowledge, the ditfieultv of a w ord ako depend,' on the le\ el of word know ledge

ot a class or an individual student.

Reading program publishers seleet the w ords used on their ocabulan instruction lists

for a \ arietv ot reasons. Some of these reasons ma\ be more reie\ ant to a partieular class than

others. For e\ample, some w ords are me luded because the\ are important ords appearing in

the program tor the first time, w hile other words are included beeause the\ may be difficult to

pronounce Still other w ord,. are seleeted becatk.e of their presence on w ell-know n word

frequency lists

The question that teae hos niu,..t ask they e \amin, the' vocabulan lists in different

programs is "Are the words on the lists reasonable ehoices for my students" ror no matter

what w ords appear on the' lists, teae hers must all\ a\ s be sensiti e to the special needs of their

students and feel tree to add words to or subtract them trom the lists Ob ioul if studenk in

your elass already know the' meanings of some w ord, there is no point in \Nasting mstruetional

time reteachmg these words Sometimes w ords should be' lett for the tot to teaeh For

C \ample', it the purpose of an e\positon seleetion is to e\ plain how Rut nig orks, students

w'll ha e little' reason to read the' selection it bartering has alread been thoroughl c\ plamed.

Thus teachers' manuak should be' earetul to distinguish MI\ e'en ords and eoncepts needc,/ to

under ,tanit a selection and those taught through the selection
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GUIDELINE 1. kVhen et aluating the use of words in a reading program, look for vocabulary

word lists that contain reasonable choices tor the students using the program.

Sustained Use of Words

The number of entounters students hat e ith unknow n ords in arious t onte\ ts influences

how quickly, how w ellmd how permanently they will learn the words (10, 14, 15) Whether

they occur in prereadmg activities, &, studenk read, or as part ot orkbook e\ercises, these

encoUnters %%Ith t%ords otter some initial apportunities tor students to respond to the new

words I lowe el, the sustained use ot new It olds in subsequent stories and w orkbook tasks

has all even greater mipact on students' vocabulary learning.

Not et erv new It ord in a selection necessarilt needs repeated practite. 13ut

partkularh important It olds should be dealt It oh a number ot tunes in a lesson or throughout

the rest of the book

GUIDELINE 2. When et aluatmg the use ot ords in a reading program, look tor the e\ tent to

hich paiticularlt important words are slIstained ithin a lesson and across lessons

Approaches to Vocabulary Instruction

The guidelines in this set non pertain to tour approaches to ocabulart instrat non tt picall

found in basal reading programs. detoritioui, «mtotual, m uptual, and nulcd

We dist uss each of these tour approat hes separatelt because each has ik o n

partit ular strengths, weaknesses, and pitfalls -,othe reading programs t oncen trate on a single

approat h, and can be e1 aluated in terms of how well the\ applt that particular approat h

I low et et, theie are some types ot words tor w hich each approach r- hest suited as an

instructional method, as well as some tt pes tor w hit h each is inettectit e rhe best re.iding

program, theretore, is not lust one that uses a particular approot h elI, but one that uses the

right appi oat h tor the right w ord.

Definitional approach. In the definitional anproat a f, s.ut.en.s aie piesented ith new It ord .

and then git en, or asked to generate, definitions, st non ms, or desk riptit e phrases L;ometimes

they are asked to look up kt olds in a dit nonar or glossal 1 he success ot the definitionol

approat h depends on set eral tat tors For e \ample, plot iding students w ith a dehmtion,

st non rn oi dest riptit e phiase tor a no% ord tan be appropi late and sutcessful it the ord

represents an idea oi a k.Ontept the studenk alread know oi it the w ord's idea or concept is

east to define In addition, the appioat h tan be appiopriate and suet esstuI w hen the

definitions gi% en are iclated to the selet tion students are reading and when the\ are e \ pressed

,cods ith It hit h the are alreadt familiar
For \ample, lik,ing a definitional approat h to teat h the w ord diadem w ill pi obablt be

suct esstul Manse diadem is a new ord tor (,(i.cti, a ont ept students already know

Vete, ohow is a tontept that students might not know, but it is east to define as a "doctor w ho

takes care ot 1111111,1k
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On the other hand, it probably would not be effectixe to introduce the word figniinwe

through a dictionary definition such as "represented by a likeness or symbol." Figurotwe is

likely to be a new concept that is difficult to define, even for intermediate-grade students.

Providing students with good definitions, synonyms, and descriptixe phrases is one

way teachers can get across some initial, but probably limited, word knowledge. As

experienced teachers realize, students often need examples of words used in sentences,

particularly if a word refers to something umisual or abstract For instance, compare the

following teacher's manual actixities designed to present the word elpand to fifth graders

Example 1 (a)

Example 1 (b)

The teacher reads from the dictionary: "cipmd--to imrease in bulk,

but not in mass.'

The teacher reads: "elpandto spread out, open up, make or grow

larger, swell," and then says: "A balloon elpand, when it is blown

up."

The problem with Example I (a) is that to% filth graders know the meanings oi bulk

and and ex en few er know the differeme betw een the o words On the other hand, the%

do know the meanings of ,pi cad ant and opcn up used in Example I (b) loreo% er, the use of a

sentenie Lontext ako helps explain the meaning ot the word Therefore, ex alua tors should note

whether % oiabular% Mix ities pros ide meaningtul senteme k.ontexts in addition to good

definitions

Because research shows that aL ti% e teachingas compared to passive teaching in

which students simply complete their assignmentsis ay,ociated ith stk. ce'ful

acluevement ( 18), yoa ako need to look for ,specifiL suggestions to tea', her, about how to

disiuss detinitions and examples w ith students. You should ako look tor suggestions foi

supplemental or alternati% e instrm honal methods tor teaL lung diftiL nIt Lonkepts or words

not easily &tined.

GUIDELINE 3 (a). When a leading program uses a (it tuntional opproaL h. look to!

definitionk, that relate to the seleL tion

definitions that use familiar words and comepts

example sentences

specific suggestions for discussing definitions

suggestions for supplemental or alternati% e instruk hon tor tea( lung difficult

concepts or w ords that are not easily detined.

Additionally, % on should examine reading program glossal ies to sec it they t. ontam

dehnitions that are AL urate and appropriate to the selek.tion students arc reading. In one basal

reader, for example, trash is defined in the glossal-% as "x LTV sad." Me %Vold tragic o(Lurs in

one of the reader's seleL tions in the follow ing wntext (spoken h a blind bo% salking through
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Pompeii): ''Too bad! The tragic poet is ill again. It must be a bad fever this time, for they're

trying smoke fumes instead of medicine I'm glad I'm not a tragic poet."

You also should check gkmsary di finitions for their appropriateness for the readers

who will use the g I OSS a r v. I fere are sonw definitiOns taken from the glossary of one basal

reader:

IMAGE: Likeness

BALEEN. Substance like horn that grows in plates in a whale's mouth and is

used to filter wd trom the \vater

According tO a siirvey of the f requeni of \\ ords in printed-English school materiak,

Huge, the ord detined, is about t \\eke times more frequent than likoicss, the \\ ord used tO

define it (4). 1 Aciless i ako one of the tew English \\ ords ending in -nt."0, that is semantk all \

irregular As toi the definition Ot baleen, the \\ ords hot u and phifcs ma \ be tamiliar \\ ords, but

they are being used with meanings that are.Fobabl \ not at all familiar to studenk

GUIDELINE 3 (b). As part ot vour caminatkm of leading programs using the iiefonflimal

approach, look for glossaries that contain acL unite definitions that Me appropnate :,1 the

readers who \\All use them

Contextual approach. Teaching 110 , ord.., in Lon tet is a time-honol ed approaLh to

vocabulary instruction, (Ind the Conte\ lila] approaL h i Lommonl \ used in basal leading

programs In this approach, studenk figure out the meanings Of 110\ 101d,, b \ reading the

sentences in \\ Iui h \\ ords are tound The Lonte \tual approaLh i mular to the detimtional

approach in that i t most often leads t t ) only limited \\ ord know ledge IVords Lan be int rod uL ed

in two (vpi 1 conte ts: instiuctional and natural

Instructional context In the instructional (onto\ I. words are presented as poll of

specific vocabular\ aLti \ ities \lost sentenLL.s tound n the \ oLabulary actw itics of teaL hers'

manuak, student tcAtbooks, and \\ orkbooks are speL it ii. aII \ \\ ritten to help studenk tigule Mit

the meanings ot new ord I he question that must be asked about am instiuLtional L ()MLA(

sentenLe is, "Does this sentenL c mo\ ide enough Lontet dues tor students to a« match tiguie

Out the meaning ot the \\ old' I or C VtlUrle, j tOt her's manual dim is the teacher to Lop\ o

sentenLes on the board

Passenger pigeons beLame \eais ago w hen the last i in(' died

Aldo \\ as not \ ir patient along tor the train [mouse she \\ anted to gct home

right away

I he meaning 01 el NHL t «in be dor\ tehlt11C11 ji1 tioin the Lome\ t of the lust

sentence In the seLond sentence, how \ ei, the «)rreL t meaning of paticnt Lould be into ed, but

so could some imorreLt meanings Foi e \ample, other meanings sik h as plcaNaiit, (Am,

or tolerant tit thi,, contet a en as patient does

In the tollow i. omprm t teak hi.i 's manual ai t I \ mes designed to teaLh

ntaNt to third graders
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Example 2 (a)

Example 2 (b)

On the board the teacher writes: "Look up at the tall Id

On the board the teacher writes: "The tall holds up the

sails on a sailboat," then draws a picture of a sailboat and labels the

mast and the sails.

The sentence in E \ample 2 (b) contains more conte.t dues than does the sentence in Bample 2

(a). In addition, the picture pros ides additional information to help students figure out what

mast means.

GUIDELINE 4 (a). When a leading program uses a & wtti tual approach, look tor instrmtional

conte. ts in hich sentences pros ide enough ontt...t dues for tudent,' to accurateh figure out

the meanings of the words

Natural context. Students learn many new woids ia the natural conte.t ot spoken

language, and tho are e yeLted to learn the meanings of man other new ords from reading

selections in their textbooks Evaluators should remember, howo er, that sentences in

te. tbooks are intended primarth to communkate ideas, not to e. plain the meanings ot new

ords. So, these sentemes ot ten do not contain mam conte.t clues. ii aluators should not

assume that students w ill learn the meanings ot all new N ords simpk b reading a senten: or

even a paragraph.

Consider this sentence from a ,-tt,ry in a basal te. tbool.

Exmple 3 (a)

From urNtair, we heard the front door open and then recogniied the

butmant took tep, ot L ncie Ben

The problem here is that am number ot possible meanings tor ',moult including "lk

"heavy," "noisy," "tamiliar," and "dragging," could tit the conte\ t of this senteike

Ot course, some sentences and paragraphs do pros ide content clues to k on% o the

meanings ot new words

Example 3 (b)

When the cat pounced on the dog, the dog leapt up, elpmg, and

knocked down a shelf ot books The animak ran past Wenth, tripping

her She cried and fell to the floor As the noise and contusion

mounted, Mother hollered upstairs, "What's all that tommotion'"

The meaning of tommotion can be inferred trom the description ot the scene and b% the

definitional phrase, "noise and (ontusion
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let, even when explicit context clues are provided, some studentsparticularly less

able readersmay ha\ e great difficulty using these clues to inter the meanings of unknow n

\\ ords Research has shown that effe.rts to teach students how to use cont,2xt can be successful,

but only to a limited degree (7, 13, 20, 21). This probably means that eftecti\ e instruction in

using context to learn new words needs to be explicit and frequent.

Teacher modeling of \ ocabulary iearning is one explicit strategy tor showing students

how to use context This strategy ropiires a ,c.aclwr to read a sentence aloud and then show,

throur,h a think-aloud process, how conte\ t (an help in figuring out the meaning ot a w ord

Example 4

The teacher reads the tollowing sentence "The worried rider couldn't

«intro! the teiith ton, horse." She then says:

I'm going to look at the sentence for clues that will help

me figure out the meaning of tenth ton, Let's see, tena( ton,

must mean something that a horse could be that would

mNe it hard for its rider to control Maybe stared, a horse

could be scared, and because it was scared, it might act

up Or a horse could be stubborn, because horses

,,onlehine,, tio get ',tubborn, and when they do, it's hard

for a rider to control them \Veil, tho- are all the clues I

l an think ot, and I still don't know \\ hat teuth tous means

I'll lead on

Tlus teacher makes her own thought pi()cosses ex plk it as sho tries to ills( o\ or the

moaning ot an unknow n \\ ord through the context ot the sentence And e\ en though sho finds

se\ cral l OntlAt l hil, ',hi, decidos she needs More information before she (an dotermim the

\\ ord's meaning
Students need to kiln how to decide w In n adequate information about a w ord

meaning is a \ ailable in the context as \\ ell as \\ hen the\ can make a decision about meaning

from tlw context lou need to l heck teal hers' manuals to see if the\ pro\ tile specific guidance

tor teac lung students how to learn liom natural context You also need to examine the

instructions in student materials to disco\ er il ,ne\ intorm studenk that natural contexts

sometimes suppl\ ncomplete or e\ on misleading clues about the meanings 01 words

GUIDELINE 4 (b). \ hen a reading program uses a «Melt nal approach, look tor

natural contexts coupled \\ ith explicit directions for helping students use I ontext to

figure out unfamiliar w ord meanings

directions in teachers' manuak that pro\ ide guidance for teac lung studenk how to

learn from natural context

instriktions telling studonts that natural contexk sometimes suppl\ incomplete or

misleading information about the meaning ot a \\ ord
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rill associated w ith t onteptual approach toConceptual approach. Some ot t .e

instruction an' "concept de\ elopment," elaboration method,' ''seillanti, teatures method,"

anti "semantic mapping." No matter \+ hat the label, a on«Ttt al appniat h i based on

students learning to think about the tontept that underlies the 1, ord. Conteptual a pproa( h

vocabular\ ach \ itics k an emplo\ man tanuhar elements of \ bular\ tion, in. hiding

definition, \cord classification and et \ molop, ontext clues, anlo, Ind denotations and

connotations ot \cords.
.t% ord knol% ledge 1 the goal ot the ,11,eptual ap :oa, h pol,uing th

goal, teachers must help studenk establish tie betw een new \\ ords and related \\ ord the\

already know The\ t. an do du by pointing out the new w ord. in reading stick tioi i. and h\

enwuraging students to use the new wirds in a \ ai let ot i ritten and .poken .enten,c

In addition to teaching new w ords, \ Mahular\ instrut tion ako must teat h no\

tonic/it, Both definitional and Lonte \tual approat hes are often inadetmate w hen it t ome to

teakhing trul \ no\ el t ontepts I or a student w ho doesn't know an\ thing about taterpillars

and how the\ turn into butterflies, a definition of mctaworplii,q,, h a ,1 ((impiety, often

sudden or dramaht hange in appearante, t harat kT, or form- 1,, not going to be .utt it lent

Nor w ill an entountt.r ith the 1%ord Int tamoi 11110.1. m (out,. t ne,ea111\ he helpful h the

student lat ks the ..ont.ept behind ,1 1\ old. thl t.othept must be built up, w ith new intoimation

being tied in a 1111kh a lhle t\ ith ords, t ontept., and (Aperient es alreath familiar to

the student

Suppose a teat. her i. about to ha \ e his .tudents lead a eletion about a ,ouple % ho

moed into a man.ion, and he knin\ that the Audenk t omprehen.ion of the 'Ale, tion

dependent upon their deep, t omplex undei standing of mansion, int luding its tonnotation.,

stit h as prestige, wealth, and influeme \ nd suppose the teat her kntn\ his students do not

ha \e u. h know ledge of 111,111,11'H and that the selet tion doe. not pro\ idt "unit rent Information

to help them understand w hat a man,qon i I here are "time example. Ot ItIC tile tt, at bei

can use to help hi..tudent. de\ clop the tomept ot a man.ion

Example 5

Atter (11,, /he meanin;2, ot the nett t% ord the tea, he/

builds ties betw een w hat the .tudent. kno \\ about 11011,e and the no\
rd, b aking ,u, h que.hon. a.

I la \ c\ er .een a \ r1 111,4 hilum.'

\\ hat does it look !Ike'

hen the teat. her plot ced. to de.tithe hot\ e en a kg hon..e an he

different from a man,,ion b inn odm :ng fat t. "in h

a mon.ion \ ei \ large

a lot of mone\

1. a home tor rit h people
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Example 6

Example 7

Example 8

The tea\ her IN", examples and noiwxamples ot manlon to help

student,. discriminate what the w ord mean,. from w hat it do\ not

mean

a ,hait,tou is

a house tor w ealth and important people

a house that is % erv large

a hinise that P., qatel% and tam %

a M4ll1,1011 is not

a house tor storage

a house that is small

a house that is simple and plain

1 he teacher and student,. create a semanth map

residem e ot looks liko

w ealth: ih.ople laige

InTortant people lain \

lamous people imposing

mansion

employees s% non% ms

butler l a ...t I e

\ hautteur \ ilia

gardener manor

I he teat her asks questions that w ill lh lp students use the new w old in

a % arick ot L ontext,

What would % oll %%ear it % on w ere in% fled to a mansion' % h \ '

How \ ould on manage to pur\ ha.e and li % e in a mansion'

What would Your friends by like it \ int ow ned a mansion' k1 h '

Would von stop being triendl% to people you kno \\ hol, ,

C onceptual instru \ tion Lan lead to the kind ot extensi% e w ord know ledge that

improves reading \ omprehension. And o\ Lasionall% some t% pe ot L on\ eptual instru\ non is

necessary tor students to understand a reading sele\ tion For example, one ,.L.\ ond-grade

reading sele\ bon tocused on a ne% plant in to, a, but students wet e no er instrth ted about the
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meaning of plaid as a factor\ 1Vithout silk h conceptual \ ocabularx instruction on plant, it is

likel\ that man\ second graders \\ ould ha \ e difficult\ understanding the selek hon

There is not alw ays the need or the time, how e\ er, to teak h all new t\ ords conkeptuall\

('onceptual \ ocabular\ Inqruction Is time-k onsummg, espekiall\ \\ hen kompared to

definitional and kontextUal approacl'es As mentioned abo\ e, a lonceptl1,11 approakh kan be

important tor \\ ords (rut ial to the understanding of a selection In addition, groups of related

\vords, complex conk epts, and espei.iall\ konkepts not part of students' e\ er \ da \ experienk es

are all particulark \\ ell-suited to tl.e conk eptual approaih Researkh demonstrating the

effect! \ eness ot the conceptual approakh is Lurk rekent, therefore, thN approak h is not

frekrenth found in reading programs

GUIDLLINE 5. 1Vhen a reading program uses a ton«Tfual approach, look tor

a focus on \\ ords that are k moat to an understanding ot the selection

the use of new \\ ords in a variety of sentences and selections

instruction that establishes ties betw een new \\ ords and concepts, related \\ ords,

and experiences already familiar to the students

instruction that establishes meaningful use of new \cords

Mixed approach. {he different approak hes to \ okabular\ instruk non are mit mutual! \

exklusi \e and should not be \ mew ed a', isolated tek hniques Sometnnes ,I mixed approakh Lan

result in et tek ti \ e instruk non (II, 19, 24) When teachers present some example sentem es along

\\ ith a definition, the\ k ombine the definitional and kontextual approak hes

Example 9

to teak h the \\ ord ili\inii

Students use a sk hool diktionar\ to find one of the senses of

cipartii as "to int rease in one or more ph\ sik al dinlensItIns as

length or \ olume

I he teat her presents ,1 simple sentenke I he balloon

c\rniiicil as she Hew air into it

It is the l 0111b1 nation of definition and kontext that l timmil nit ates the meaning
cite, tix el\ tile context alone__"-i be balloon as she Ho\ it up- , oulAl allo\\

multiple interpretations :,:lea' lar,t r hi,t ..1 r et, h,.,1 be( awe ;aid or i'l'i.arth tr,on !Id/I./art 0

In addition, \\ hen teak hers and students l reate a semantik features k hart, the\ k an usk

definitions and context as the\ discuss the \\ ords on the chart

The mixed approakh might at first appear tt I be similar to the l tint eptual anproakh, and

in some \\ a \ s it is I !owe\ er there is an important different e lhe ultimate goal ot the

komeptual approak h is extensi\ e \\ erd know ledge, w hile the goal ot a mixed appn,.1kh might

be more limited \\ ord know ledge

0 GUIDELINE 6. 1Vhen a reading program uses a mil( d a pproak h, look tor a l ombmation ot the

qualities gi \ en in the guidelines from the definitional and contextual approak hes
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PART THREE

Teacher Assistance for Vocabulary Instruction

The .ugge.tion, that toHm% are ba.ed on rt."Wart h and ettct tRe pra, hk I ht art intk tit

help teak her. mkorporate the in:, rmatton pro% kled in thi. boo!, let into then- total m-ar,:,

program

15

ItM an I nlakt' IIIC I m t %1t. hint; \ tit a bular% ettek ti% I% and k ttR It nC%

I ok 11. on %Ntord that ale important to under.tanding the ...elk., hop slik

tt) k cr all the potentiath untamMar %%ord.

I Nt.' delmmon. ith mown 4-mpplenient &Mutton. %\ith \jp)ph M ntcp,

kh.k usmon, and other ak tI% e.pek talk %% hen no% 01 on, tit, ilk

In% ed

;lake the k la..room a ..1`111.11% ri h 011 tronmcnt u...k and di-,

I 1(1%% an I help tuklent, !car n mote %%ord. on the!! n `

I Ilk tqlragy more reakhng hod, in and out ot the k 1,1!,1,1M

Read to 1. our .tudent. (thi. e.pek hill% important lot %,11,;;I:s,

not bk able lo read %okabular% AIL Ii 111,lb:flak but it ,hould i ho nfl J ou.t

...tudent, either)

mod, I di, and 1Thlt tit t 11111'111,4 ollt tilL Do :rt

I mplo% a artet% ot %okahtilam, ak ti% itik to de\ clop 311 Irtt n t .;)

meaning.

leak h .tudunt, to 11.,, dk tional le, and ether re-4 oar, bun th..iot

ha% mg them lop% or int.mort/t. dctnutten, .1 a 111.1jOr !moon,

II(' in no% %%ord. and On, crt. R, ether %%ord. and rt that art ta,,,'h

Audent,
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PART FOUR

List* of Guidelines for Ei aluating Vocabulary

Instrucfion

GUIDELINE 1. When e% aluahng the use ot ords in a reading program, look tor ocabulan

word Ints that contain reasonal-le Lhoices tor the students using the program

GUIDELINE 2. When Laluating the use of ords in a reading program look tor the e\tent to

hich particularly important words are ',u.!..tained within lesson and across lesson-,

GUIDELINE 3 (A 1,% hL n a reading program uses a ,letuutwt:al approach, look for

definitions that relate to the selection

definition,. CO use familiar L'ords and concepts

e \ample sentence,

specitic suggestion!, tor discussing definitions

.uggestiow, tor .upplemental or a Ito-nati% e instruction :or te,\hing difficult

concepts or words that are not ea:ilv dehned

GUIDELINE 3 (b). .s pat t ot L our c\annnation of reading programs using the Jetit:ilicui

approach, look tor glossancs that Lontam aLLurate definitions that ale appmpriate hut thL

readers who vili we them

GUIDELINE 4 (a). 1.% hen a reading program uses a ,,,,Ittltuai approaLh, look tor instructional

conte\k tU %%ilia pros ide enough clues tor students to acLul itel tt:',ure out the

meanings ot words

GUIDELINE 4 (b). When a reading program uses a ,,,Ntelthal approach, look tor

natural conk\ t- coupled w ith e\plicit direction tor helping students use conte t to

figure out unfamiliar word meanings

directions in teat het,'" manuals that pros ide guidanLe ror teaching students 11,. to

learn trorn natural conte\ t

instructions telling student, that natural conk. ts sometimes supplt ukomplete or

misleading information about the meaning ot a ord

17
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GUIDELINE 5. When a reading program uso a conceptual approach, look for

a focus on words that are crucial to an understanding of the selection

the use of new words in a variety of sentences and selections

instruction that establishes ties between new words and concepts, related words,

and experiences already familiar to the students

instruction that establishes meaningful use of new words.

GUIDELINE 6. When a reading program uses a macd approach, look for a combination ot the

qualities given in the guidelines fiona the definitional and the contextual approaches.
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PART FIVE

Worksheets for Evaluating Vocabulary Instruction

Some important aspects ot ocabulart instruction hat e been discussed In this booklet and are

summarized in the guidelines The tN orksheet that follo ll help t ou use these guidelines

to evaluate vocabulary instruction in reading programs

Specific direction', tor using the tNorksheet are on the page preceding it General

directions and sonIc additional information about \N orksheek a ko appear in the I k hui

Manual

Materials and Resources Needed

You \al need cl cop\ ot the \N Olksheet tor et ert on plan to et aluate For e \ample, it

you plan to et a luate three leons at one grade let el, ou tN ill need three copies ot the

worksheet It ou plan to et a Ina te t \N 0 grade let ek, ou ill need Lopes Reproduce a,.

man% (opies as ou need For eak.h let el of ak.h program ton plan to et aluate, t on tt ill a ko

need

lcaLher' mannak

Student te tbooks

lVorkbook, ,,kilkheek, and other cl1numalle pages,

Points to Keep in Mind

[he tt orkshect is most suitable tor e% alnating the \ oi. a b ulan inqrut non in reading

programs tor grades three through eight

.1s you anal ie oLabulart intruaion in reading program, ou ma% find additional

o abular ak. tit Ines not dp,Lus,Ned in this hookk4 For e \ample, ou ma% find that the

student tesdbook Lontams some oobulart ak tit itie \ion should note ',uk.h additional

adn ales, and e% aluate them a iu r need ,. and inteicts dictate

Do not assume on \N ill a 1%% a till e% en Lolumn and bos, of the tt ',sheet Some

park ot the oLabulart orkheet mat not applt to ea k. h le% el ot the program', ou arc

et aluating I mptt sp,4c," do not necessarily me:an a program 1,, detiLient

4 \IOU 111,1y Lhooe to ue only park ot the %% orkheet

19
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Rating What You Have Evaluated

You may wish to develon a rating scale of your own to quantify your overall evaluation of

vocabulary instruction in the basal reading programs you cxamine. We have included space on

the worksheet for you to record these ratings.
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DIRECTIONS FOR WORKSHEET

GUIDELINES 1, 2: Selection and Sustained Use ot Words

21

Target Lesson

I. Choose a selection from the student te\ tbook. As you read the selection, list the

words You think would be a problem for your students on the worksheet under

the heading Initial Readmg.

2. From the Initial Reading list, select those words crucial to an understanding ot the

selection. List these words under Key Wor d,

Turn to the teacher's manual. Find the words identified for vocabulary

instruction in that lesson Copy them under the heading, Teacher's Manual kords

4 Compare the w ords in the Initial Reading, key Words, and Teacher's Manual IVords

lists. These lists will probably not be e\ at:fly the same, but there should be some

overlap. Lnderhne all the words that appear on more than one list. Copy these

words under Ot,erlapping Words Look tor an overlap ot words, especially

between those words you identified as Keit Words and the words identified as

'reacher 's Manual Word,. Are the words listed under Teacher', Manual Words

reasonable choice,. for our students' Write down your comments

-; Now turn to the workbook pages for the same selection. Check the list ot w ords

selected for instruction in the w orkbook. Comment on the consistency of words

m the Teacher's Manual Words and the workbook. Are some words repeated'

Write down your comments

Prior Lesson

h Go back to the teacher's manual Look at the k oLabulark w ords in the lesson prior

to the sektion you have iu.st e\ammed Write these words under PI 1M I C011.

Underline any words that occur in both lessons Write down any comments

Follow-up Lesson

i Look at the vocabulary instruction in the lesson immediately follow ing the

selection von hax e e\amined Write these words under Folloie Up 1 t'Y,())1

Lnderline any w ords that o( cur in both lessons
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GUIDELINES 3, 4, 5, 6: Approaches to Instruction

22

I. Use the same lesson examined for Guidelines 1 and 2

I Determine which vocabulary activities in the teacher's manual de% clop word

meanings. (You may wish to refer to the beginning ot the teacher's manual to find

out where vocabulary instruction can be found in the les,;ons )

3. List the words that are taught using the ditterent approaches Also list words

taught through other types of activities not mentioned in this booklet, as %%ell as

words that do not receive any specific instruction at all.

4. Read through each vocabulary acti% at and record your comments about the use

of these approaches and these activities in the appropriate columns Please

consult the listing of guidelines for specitii things to look for
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Publisher

Worksheet VOCABULARY INSTRUCTION

Grade Level - Program _ Copyright Evaluator -

GUIDELINES 1, 2
SELECTION AND SUSTAINED USE OF WORDS

TARCI 1 Li '40 \ PRIOR Li ,50\ Foi I ov-UP Li ,,,,(,\ Rating

Initial Reading Kev I\ ords Teacher's Manual Words Overlapping Words Workbook/Skill Sheets

Pi) PP PP

GLIDELINES 1, -1, -1, 6

AITROACI 1ES TO I NSTRL CTION

1

Approach
IVords Introduced

Definitional

Comments on Teacher's
\lanual Activities

( omments on IVorkbook / Skill
5heets A. Ries

Rating

(_ onte \ tual

Conceptual

-r

vd\ed

Other actRities

No specific
instruction
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PART ONE

Research and Pracfice

Students in man% American schools spend a significant amount of time engaged in workb,,,,k

acti% ihes In fai, one researcher calculated that each elemental-% school student ompletes

average of 1,000 workbook pages a Year for reading instruction alone (2) \ of surprisingl%

publishers of basal reading programs report a hea% y demand from teak hers and l hkkol d itri ts

for workbooks, and they hav,' respond 1ek. L1 1 eve.oping and producing a multitude Ot

workbook materials.

The purpose of this booklet is to review researkh about workbooks and tl ombink

rewarch fmdings with knowledge gained from classroom obser% ahon and from prak tikk

pro% ide You with information You can use in judging workbooks and workbook tasks in hasa:

reading programs

How Workbooks Are Used

In spite of the predominant role workbooks pia% in the elassr,om, researk h conk ernmg

workbook use is neither extensi% e nom onclusi I lo%%e%er, studies of instruk tional t mit

allocation, seatwork, time-on-task, and other fak tors relat .ed t ts.udent learning and

achievement have revealed some Naluable information about workbook use F or ekkamp!k

rez,earclwr examining time allocation in a large number of Ciak,srooms found that st uit mit sikk 1,t

up to 7Ori of their allocated instructional time doing seatwork, %, hikh trequentk konsistk

"written tasks done without direct teacher supervision" (1)

In another st,..de of first- through sixth-grade klassrooms, obser% ers watlhed

reading periods in three school districts, each of which used a basal reading program (II, lia

organization of the classrooms varied, some of the teachers worked with small groups

others worked with an entire class. The observers recorded the t% pc of different 'gram

componentsteachers' manuals, student textbooks, and workbooksthat teoc hers WA d ahd

the length of time they devoted to each component Thee found that workbooi,s erk rk

feature of reading periods in e% ere classroom. Most students spent as much or mork tum

working in then- workbooks as thee did working with their teachers or in reading their

textbooks. The amount of time workbooks were used was independolt of how the , lassrkkom

was organized. This information gave rise to some questions about teak hers attitudes tkiw

the importance of workbook activities

In the self-contained classrooms, workbooks had an obkious management

function; that is the teachers were able to teach small groups of students with

undivided attention when the other students were doing something that

engaged them In cross-class groupings the teachers organized their
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reading periods to Include time for students to work in workbooks and did so

even though there was no management need to provide something for

students to do independently .... It was evident that these teachers used

workbooks because they considered them an Important component of the

reading program (12).

Workbooks and Student Learning

Is there a relationship between the use of workbooks and student learning? Studies

documenting time-on-task show that when students do independent, workbook-type activities

they typicallt spend less time-on-task than they do when working with their teachers in small

groups (6) Hot% ever, this situation can be affected by the extent to which teachers hold

students accountable for seatwork Students who are held responsible for completingseatwork

are more likely to be attentive and to stay on task (7)

The existing research concerning the relationship between student performance on

standardized tests and the time they spend completing workbook-type activities shows that

students do better on standardized tests when thet have spent time in school doing "test-like"

tasks (s). Publishers of workbooks seem to have acted on this information; anyone who has

spent time looking at workbook tasks can verify that a good number of them have a definite

similarity to the format and content of standardized tests.

A researcher who found that first graders in eight different classrooms spent from 30 to

60' of their allocated reading instruction time in some form of seatwork concluded that some

students did not appear to benefit from seatwork activities

There was a group of students whose responses to seatwork frequently were

not facilitative to learning . . they revealed a lack of understanding of the

content or skills in the seatwork and they used suategies that were not likely

to 'strengthen their understanding. In general, they did not seem to "make

,,ent,e" of their seatwork tasks in ways that might further their learning (2)

Another researcher expressed concern about the use of workbooks h students who

hat e difficult% learning to read (12) She noted that teachers often turn to supplementary

workbooks in order to provide extra instruction and practice for these students and

tommented that "Et en mon. pges of irrelevant and pointless tasks may have a particularly

adt erse ettect on children tor whom learning to read is difficult Studies done bt one group of

researchers indicate that these students often develop strategies that allow them simply to

c implete the work on the page, and that these strategies have little or no relationship to

mastery learning or to the content of the t%orkbook task (3). These researchers contended that

the det elopment of such strategies lei,ds to an increase in student frustration and to their

additional low achievement

The Function of Workbooks

Vs. hy are t%orkbooks used so extensivelt ' Most likely because the% er e genuine functions for

both teachers and students
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How workbooks serve teachers. Teachers rel \ on workbooks as aids to classroom

management and to instruction (3). Most teachers know, tor e \ample, that independent

workbook time can reduce the noise and ach ity le\ els in the classroom and keep some

students occupied so that others can be taught in small groups In addition, orkbooks can

save teachers \ aluable time b\ pro\ !ding readik e\ aluated practice materials to ac compan\

basal reading programs

Workbooks also give teachers immediate teedback about the daily pertormance ot

indi idual students on all parts of a task. T pica ll, 1 teacher w orkmg ith a group ot students

will ask one student to read a passage or to answ er some questions It that student's response

is acceptable, the teacher otten as!AnTlt.", that the students ho did not respond were also able

to read the passage or answ er the questions and mo es to the ne\ t part of the lesson In

contrast, workbook acti ales require students to \\ ork independenth 110 a student pertorms

in his or her workbook acti% Wes \ es teachers intormation that w ill allow them to make

decisions about w hether that student needs additional instruction One w arnmg Plc alne of

independent zcorkbook time hold, t-ne onhi it the a 'op kivok t imp,/ tant t, o' the rea,loi;

prog;am

How woliL,00ks serve students Well-de% ,loped \\ orkbooks containing \\ ell-

constructed tasks can ser% e students in man\ w a \

practice in a \ anet \ of areas, including

Primank, the\ furnish students with

Reading. Some w orkbook tasks e students opportunities to appl thc skills

and concepts they ha% e been taught in a reading lesson

Reviewing and synthesizing. Son.. orkbook tasks pro\ ide students w ith a

review ot w hat has been taught Others require them to s\ nthesiie

intormation and to appl w hat the\ ha \ e learned to new e\ amples and

situations

Writing. Some workbook tasks require students to v rite sentences and

paragraphsach\ Wes that can be a bn tt4;e A!.%een reading and w nting

Working independently. tudents do most orkbook tasks w ithout the help ot

a teacher cuch independent ork eyenenc es in the priman grades can

prepare students tor the learning and stud: ing modes ot the upper grades b

helping them to de\ elop time management, sclt-pac mg, selt-immitoring, and

seit-checking abilities

Following directions iind taking tests. Vorkbook .at s.., a. 1.1ow studenk to

become familiar w ith a \ anet ot directions and w ith ditterent test tormats

In addition, orkbooks can pro% ide -tudents \\ ith a sense ot accomplishment w hen the

tasks require work that is -do-able," w orth, challenging, and has some pa \ -ott
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Concerns about Workbooks

Although basal reading program workbooks serve many %Ad functions in the classroom,

many educators ha% e serious concerns about them For e \ample, some describe workbook

activities as "bustwork"activities that do not really help students learn but do keep them

)ccupied and looking as if they are learning. A resoarcher (11) who observed students

completing workbook assignments in classrooms noted that when the students had mastered

the content of a workbook task, they regarded further practice as trivial and usually boring

Jn the other hand, she found that when students didn't understand the content of a workbook

task, their attempts tt., ,:omplete that tasl, were counterproductive and frequentlt frustrating

Another concern about workbooks is that students engaged in such seatwork activity

otten seem more interested in "getting done" than m understanding the purpose ot the actwitt.

This is amplt illustrated in the following .=omments noted bt a researcher (4) who observed

and interviewed students as they completed workbook tasks

"I'm almost donelust two more

"I'm almost done with a unit

'There' I didn't understand it, but I got it done

"Getting done" is sometimes a result of know ing the numerous and varied styles or

formats ot workbook tasks A casual obsert ational study (11) ot content area and readmg

workbooks tasks indicated that students a-e confronted with many different response formats,

and that categories of these can have slight but contusing % ariations An evert "workbooker"

mat then hate the ad% antage o% er the no% ice simplt LI% ha% mg a large repertoire ot workbook

task-response types
Other educators are concerned that workbooks do not include tasks requiring

e \tended reading and writing Thet point out that tt ph:al workbook tasks usually consist of

words, sentences, and short paragraphs that students read and respond to by hlling in blanks,

urcling or underlining answers, or picking one answer from se% eral choices

Ardent critics of workbooks note the emerging research about tht relationship between

reading and writing and argue that the content and format of workbooks need serious

reconsideration As one curriculum director writes
Students do not learn to write by doing X's and circles and they don't learn to

read by doing workbook pages. I am hoping that when workbooks are

produced with the ne t series of readers that there will be a great deal more

integration of writing and reading E \air ples could include open-ended

sentences allowing students to respond and recommendations tor more

complete wnting assignments It is also my dream that publishers will tmd

some wav to ask questions about literature I feel these questions could be

posed dealing with plot, character, etc , so that students could be enticed to

read a %vide arietv of literature (11)

Another concern is that the k'oca u la r v in workbook tasks is frequently ditferent from,

and sometimes more difficult than, that in the rest of the basal reading program (12 N. hen the

readabihtt of paragraphs in workbooks was compared with that of the student te\ tbooks thet

accompanied, the readabihtv level of the workbooks tt as found to be significantly higher (an

average of more than one-and-a-halt grade le% els) than that of their wmpamon basal readers
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(9). If workbooks are more difficult to read than the basal readers they are designed to

accompany, this difference in reading levels can present problems for students expected to

complete workbook tasks independently.

Workbook directions also present problems for students. For example, directions are

not always designed to match the competency le% el of the students, some contain too nlany

difficult words and too many procedural steps (8).

The content and design of workbook tasks raise other concerns. Because of the small

number ot studies relating to workbook content and design, publishers have a limited body of

research-based information to draw upon as they plan the content of workbooks, sequence the

content, design the tasks, and write the directions. One examiner of workbooks wrote.

I surveyed a number of basal program workbooks. As I did this, I also

followed along in the teachers' guides to see what was going on in the rest ot

the unit or lesson. Some of what I saw seemed inefficient, some insufficient,

some seemed needlessly labored, some seemed impossibly difficult, some

seemed irrelevant to the instructional plan of the program, a few seemed

simple-mindedand some seemed clever, fine, and well done (1P

A researcher concerned about the content and design of workbook tasks observed that

writers of workbooks often dex elop exercises students like and can complete successfully, yet

don't have to read. She observed that some features of workbook tasks permit students to skip

the parts they are supposed to be understanding and instead respond to pictures, task formats,

highlighting, and grammatical cues (11)
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PART 'IVO

Discussion of Guidelines for Evaluating Workbook Tasks

Because so tew researchers ha \ e studied workbooks, it is difficult to pro\ ide a research-based

set of guidelines for use in the adoption process. Therefore, the guidelines presented in this

part of the booklet were developed by combining implications from the a\ ailable researt h ith

information based on classroom observations and N ith conclusions derived from the

examination of man \ workbooks. The guidelines focus on the following the content of

workbook tasks, the design of workbook tasks, practice and review tasks, the instructional

language of tasks, reading and writing responses to tasks, task considerateness, and the art and

page layout of tasks.

A special note. In the following sections, we use the word task to describe a set of

related items, usually found on one workbook page.

Content of Workbook Tasks

Integration and importance To pro\ ide orthw hile practice, N orkbook tasks should

be an integral part of the reading lesson and should reflect the most important aspects of the

lesson. For example, it the teacher's manual directs the teacher to present a lesson on the

sequencing of e ents or ideas within a story, one or more of the: orkbook tasks in that lesson

should pro\ ide practice in sequencing ideas or e\ents And in subsequent lessons, tasks of the

same type should be repeated occasionally
Reading selections. Since students spend part of a reading period reading a ston or

an informational selection in their textbook, it makes sense that workbook tasks should be

based on their reading I,Vorkbook questions about the important features of stories in the

textbooksplot, setting, characteruationor about the important content in informational

selections are more valuable than a continuous diet of questions about short paragraphs

unrelated to the rest of the lesson

Workbook appropriate. While integration of the workbook with the program is

alw a \ s important, evaluators should also keep in mind the' appropriateness ot the task Some

instruction does not readily lend itself to workbook practice For example, it listening to the

sounds of words is part of the lesson, the decision not to pro\ ide a N ritten workbook practice

task for an auditory discrimination activity makes sense

Vocabulary Research in vocabulary acquisition points out that students need to read

and write new IA ords man \ times before the\ "own" them ( 10) 1 he \ mabulan in workbook

tasks should relate to the \ ocabulan used in the rest of the program Thus, it a IA orkbook task

directs students to underline words in passages that show feelings tit hostilltw,

beicildet merit, and hd.iiitv, these «incepts should ha \ e appeared in a current or pre\ ious lesson
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Erratic complexity. The complexity and difficulty of workbook tasks should increase

as grade levels increase. For example, tasks at the sixth-grade level should be more complex

and difficult than those at he fourth-grade level. In addition, all workbook tasks within the

same grade level should have similar levels of complexity instead ot, for example, a difficult

page on comprehension followed by a simple page of word-attack skills.

GUIDELINE 1 When analyzing the content of workbook tasks, look for tasks that

are integrated with the lessons in the teacher's manual and with the student

textbook

relate to the most important (and workbook-appropriate) instruction in the lessons

are based on the reading selections

use vocabulary that is from current or previous lessons

increase in difficulty as grade level increases.

Task Design

So little has been written about the instructional design of workbook tasks that we must again

resort to common sense. In general, a well-designed task allows the student to concentrate on

its important elements and to move easily from beginning to end When a task is completed,

the student's performance should be evident to the teacher The examples below illustrate

some specific aspects of the design of workbook tasks

Reading all choices Tasks should be written so that students need to read all possible

responses before selecting the correct answer. The following item (12) is supposed to give

students pract,ce in reading two sentences that use different meanings for the same word The

students are told to put a circle around the sentence that is illustrated by the picture.

Example 1 (a)

I. Flowers grow in the earth.

2 The earth moves around the sun.

The students have to read only as far as flowet:, in the first sentence to find the correct

answer. The task is IA ritten so that no further reading is necessary, which means it is unlikely

students will real% e practice in reading earth, the word that is the focus of the exercise, in two

different contexts.

Consider an item (12) that is similar, but written so that students are much more likely

to read all of the words.

Example 1 (h)

1 I wish her dog didn't slu'd

2. Her dog sleeps in that ,,lied
VA

Student responses Tasks should be written so that student responses indicate what

students know For example, the response to the following fact and opinion task indicates that
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the student knows there is one opinion sentence. However, it does not indicate is hether he or

she knows which is the sentence expressing an opinion.

Example 2 (a)

Instructions: Give 1 point for each sentence that states an opinion. Write the

number of points in the box.

Item 1: It says on the carton that this yogurt is made with fresh strawberries.

Strawberry is the best flavor there is!
rii

Item 2: The book I'm reading is about cats. My cat is the best pet ever. She's

the prettiest too. a
A better task requires students not to give points, but to underline the sentence that

expresses an opinion.

Example 2 (b)

Instructions: Underline the sentence that states an opinion.

Item 1. It says on the carton that this Yogurt is made with fresh strawbernes.

Strawberry is the best flavor there is!

In the following example (12), the teacher has no way of telling if the student has

identified the before or after events, because the lines drawn by the student only indicate that

two events have been matched

Example 3

Draw lines from the sentences that show before to those that show Into

The boy fell in the street. Mail fell into the mailbox

The mailbox was full __.----- -- The boy hurt his arm.

The water spilled from the pail. The woman filled the pail.

If students drew lines and then numbered the sentences, the teacher could judge the

accuracy of their responses.

Multiple procedural steps. Two-part tasks in which :,uccess in completing the second

part depends on doing the first part correctly are often instructionally; weak and are always

unfair to students. Consider a task in which students must first identify words that rhyme w ith

ring from a list of words, and then use the words they have identified in complete sentences

Only by selecting the correct words in the first part of the task will students be able to do the

second part correctly.
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GUIDELINE 2. When analyzing ni,tr uctional task dc:qp, look for tasks in which

students must read all of the possible choices before selecting an answer

student responses can be judged correct or incorrect

student responses indicate to the teacher what the student knows

students can successfully complete part two of the task without successfulls

completing part one

Practice and Review Tasks

Sufficient practice. Workbooks should contain enough practice with important

concepts for students to benefit from the practice and not simpls be "e\ posed" to concepts

Enrichment tasks that contain difhcult (and of ten unportant) concepts trequentls appear onIN

once For e \ample, a ssorkbook that has onls one page on ss hich students complete analogies

is not likels .o benefit students who need repeated opportunities for practice ssith such an

important language concept

Independent practice Workbooks should be designed so that, ON LI time, students

engaged in workbook actis ales %sill has e the opportunity to des clop independent learning

strategies, such as self-pacing, using time properls, and checking and res ising their completed

work.

Extra practice Workbooks should contain supplementan tasks for studenk xx ho need

e\ tra practice. \lost basal programs pros ide supplementars ss orkbooks. The tasks in these

books should be integral to instruction, not buss's% ork ac ti itic C uttmg, pasting, puiiles,

games, and coloring tasks can keep studenk buss tor a long time, but thes cannot be expected

to Fovide much practice in reading

Systematic review. Workbooks should pros 1L.e a ,,tematic reN 10% of what is being

taught in the program. Such a rex iew can combine pre\ iouslv taught Lontepts, sui.h as finding

the main ideas and the supporting detaik of several paragraphs

GUIDELINE 3 When analviing raL thc and r, ta,k,, look tor tasks that pros ide

sufficient practice

independent practice

extra practice

systematic review

Instructional Language

Consistency The instructional language used in workbook tasks should be consistent

with the language used in the teacheN manuak Conitenc of languag, should ako be

maintained from task to task within a workbook and certainly within sli igle tasks For

e\ample, if a teacher's manual duet ts the teacher to describe the differences betw ten lac t and

fiditin, but the studenk must deude it paragraphs they read in their workbooks are reid or net

teal, there is an imonsistencx in what the students hear from their teahers and read in their

workbooks
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Explanations of purpose. When appropriate, workbook tasks should be accompanied

by brief explanations of purpose or by explanatory titles that students and teachers are likel \ to

understand. The titles in Example 4, which were sekcted from several workbooks (12),

probably would not communicate to students the point of the task. (Nlore explanaton titles are

in parentheses.)

Example 4

The Boy Roy

Putting Down Roots

That's Not a Ship

(Practice w ith /01/)

(Root words)

(Using Rh/ and /HO

Clear and easy-to-follow instructions. InstruLtions should be ckar and eas to tollow,

bre\ it \ is a virtue. Experienced teadiers reallie that many students do not read instructions

before starting to work. When easy-to-teach students decide they need to read

instructionseven if the instructions are unclearthey usually are able to follow them

However, w hen hard-to-teach students are confronted w ith unclear instructions, their inabilik

to follow them compounds the problem of performing the tasks Clear instructions are

especially important for such students.

Instructions can become simpler as they are used repeatedly. For example, an initial

instruction tor a workbook task couki read. "Read the sentence and the words below it

Decide \\ nich word \vill best complete the sentente tVriie the ord on the Subscquent

appearances of this t pe of task could ha e a much shorter instruction "Complete each

sentence."

As they assess the instructions on workbook pages, evaluators should pat' dose

attention to consistent:\ ot language, scutence lengthind number ot directional steps The

complexity of instructions should match students' levels ot competency

GUIDELINE 4 When analviing uNtria Nona/ lanNuage, look tor tasks that

use language consistent with the rest of the program

ale accompanied by brief explanations of purpose or explanatory titles that

students understand

have clear and easy-to-tollow instructions. ith attention to consistenc, sentence

length, and directional steps

In addition to the components we ha e discussed, there are a number of other aspects

of instru( tional language used in workbooks that wquire e\aluators' attentum (12) These are

detailed below.

11

Ambiguity. For e \ample, unclear use,, of ,,uch ord,, "cond,"
"os er," "under," "before," and "atter" are common Young children are

hkely to have trouble with these concepts
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Excessive wordiness. For example, "Use the sounds letters stand for and the

sense of the other words to find out what the new word in heavy black print

is." Young children are not likely to understand these directions.

Embedded steps. For example, "Read the first sentence and fill in the missing

word. Read the second sentence. Find the word from the first sentence that

makes sense in the second sentence and print it where it belongs Then, do

what the last sentence says Repeat tor all the other sentences." This

instruction has too many steps.

Lost steps. For example, "Fill in the blanks at the bottom ot th, page." This

instruction appears at the top of a page and is the last 0: several different

instructions Students are likely to torget it by tit( time they get to the bottom

ot the page

Confusion. For example, "Four things are named in each row. Three of the

things named are part of the other thing. Put a ring around the thing that the

others aie part ot in each row These awkward instructions make a simple

task difficult

Negation. For example, "Circle the word in each row that does not have a long

vowel sound" is more ditficult to understand than "Circle the word in each

row that has a short vowel sound

Insufficient information. For example, "Underline the word with tii .. same

sound as the word that names the picture Because the words represented by

a picture may each contain several sounds, this instruction does not contain

enough information to permit the students to complete the task

Evaluators migl-t consider developing additional guidelines to co% er these aspects ot

;he instructional language used in workbook tasks

Reading and Writing Responses

pically, workbook tasks inyol% e tilling in blanks with w ords, circling or underlining items, or

selet ting one ot several choices A hpical workbook task requires a student to choose the main

idea sentence of a paragraph trom three sentences in a multiple choice item and underline it

Requiring students to write main ideas in their o n words is closer to the challenges ot !cal

studying Similarly, asking students to w rite the sequences ot ideas in a paragraph is much

better preparation tor reading and studs ing than having them w rite numbers next to an arra

ot phrases or sentences to show order Students' responses in woikbook tasks should be as

mud, like "real" reading and w flung as possible

Application tasks Workbooks should provide some pages that challenge students to

apply several comprehension or decoding strategies to the saint task Tasks like these seem
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closer to the real challenges of reading and studying. Such a task would, tor example, requiie

students to read a paragraph, find the main ideas, the important details, the sequence of o ents,

and reyie \n. some vocabular A decoding practiLe page would require students to use so eral

decoding strategies.

GUIDELINE 5 When evaluating reading and writing rcyonso,, look tor tasks that

provide opportunities for students to respond in their own words

provide opportunities for students to apply several comprehension strategies or

decoding skills in one task

Considerateness to Students

A selection in the student textbook that is "considerate" to students is well-written, well-

organized, and easy to understand. Workbooks should also be considerate to students Somi

features of workbooks that might help many students mclud,:.

Repeated use of task formats. Workbooks should contam a hmited number of task

formats Formats are not commonly repeated in workbooks, on the Lontrary, there are usually

as many task formats as pages in a workbook. The repeated use of task formats, but with

different content, has two advantages, it reduces the need for teacher help and it allows

students, once they have learned a format, to concentrate on the task's content

Ccnsistent responses The way students respond should be consistent from task to

task. For example, students are likely to be on. fk. use taey are directed in one task to use 1 to

mark words used iniorreLtly in sentences and are directed to use to mark words that indiLate

the cortect details from a story in the very next task.

Tasks that are fun. Some workbook tasks should be fun and ha e an obvious payoff

for students Certainly students do not expect all tat-ks to be game-like, but they appreLiate on

occasional puzzle, word game, cartoon, or other entertaining task

Nonfunctional tasks. While one person's "tun" task mav be another's

"nonfunctwnal" task, workbooks with large numbers ot tasks that do notb,r.i.; 'out take up

space and student time should make teaLhers uneas%. The proportion ot mmtunL honal task in

a workbook easily Lan be calculated by .ounting Even though the success ot this ettort ill

depend upon the agreement (or near agreement) ot the people oaluating the w orkbooks about

what is nonfunctional, suLh an etfort is worth pursuing It more than a to% orkbook tasks are

judged nonfunctional, the practice x'ahie of that workbook will have to be questioned,

especially if it is tor use with hard-to-teach students

GUIDELINE 6. When evaluating cotbiderattowss to students, look tor

repeated use of task formats

consistent responses

occasional tasks that are tun

few or no nontunctional tasks
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Art and Page Layout

Appropriate art Pictures imist be appropriate to the task Smwtimes pictures are

extraneous to the content of a w orkbook page and seem to exist sold% as a decorati . e occupier

of spac.. Inappropriate and confusing art, no matter how nice it looks, can tuin a task into a

guessing game. The follow ing auditon discrimination task (12) is from the beginning le el of a

program:

Example 5

Circle the pictures whose names begin %NAVA the beginning sound in the word

cat

The problem It h t h 1,, artwork is that the cube of ice could be identified as he, instead

ot cube, the car could be identified as an autonfile, the cap as a hat, and the crown as a Id tr,

Art work must be clear and unambiguous.

Page layout. Page layout should help 1 tstuuen.s undeNtand the requirements of the

task. In the example below (12), the requirements ot Task A ma% be obscure to some students,

whereas in Task 13 each part is labeled, making the task clearer

Example 6

14

Task A

Draw a line bet een the syllables ot each ord Then write the number of the

rule you used

Rules

1 between doublt consonant letters

1 between unlike consonant letters

3 between a vowel letter and a consonant

4 between two vowel letters

scaling duty letter

b,'"le potato person

butter explain ;elk'
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Task B

Draw a hne between the syllable ,. of each word. Then write the number ot the

rule vou used.

Ruks

1 between double consonant letters
1 between unlike consonant letters

3. between a vowel letter and a consonant

4. between two vowel letters

Rule Rule Rule
Words Number Words Number Words \ umber

scaling duty letter

battle potato person

butter e\plain jells

GUIDELINE 7 When e\anuning the at t and lawout design ot workbooks, look tor

pictures that are appropriate to the task

page layouts that help students understand the requirements of the i,-.sk
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PART THREE

Teacher Assistance for Workbook Tasks

The suggestions that follow are based on research and Mein' e prat tke The% a R ii h. nth d t,

help teachers incorporate the intorwation pros ided in this booklet into their total instru,

program

1 I loss can I help students understand thi direttions and purpose ot ss orkbook ta,ks'

Establish the purpose for each workbook task

Go over what is e\ pet tedbY reading of paraphrasing diret tions

Sometimes lead students through new of comple \ task- before tI,Ls leas e tht rt adin

group

I inut the number ot ss orkbook tasks assigned at one time and pros ide atar, t tki

students who may have difficulty recalling N hat is eyetted ot them as tilt-% t rk

a number of tasks.

Emphasiie the ontent related purpose of a ss orkbook task instead ot lust 4t tun:, it

done

I low can make ss orkbook time more aluaHe for students'

Res iew assigned wori-book tasks to see ss hi h are saluable tit o0,0

!ltudent. do not NO( diet omplete all the avrkbook ta,k, I n 41 l'COk

Fstablish procedures for students seeking help ss ou Sire orkim; w

student of group ot students

Devote more attention and time earls in the ear to guiding students as tht

complete workbook activities, gradualls in( rease their independent w

(. irculate among the students to help them as thes begin ss.,rk
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As you circulate, watch for a pattern of errors or misunderstandings. If a pattern

emerges, explain the task again, modify the task, or give an alternative assignment

As you cu,dlate, ask individual students to explain how they arrived at an answer

This helps students become more reflective about the steps they go through and

provides you with additional information about your students.

L;pend time reviewing completed assignments and talking Ix ith students w ho need

personalized feedback.

Allow orne for students to engage in independent reading

How can I help students become independent workers?

Devot, attention and time to an independent work training session Explicitly

piesent strategies and skills invoked in

using resources

checking completed answers

revision strategies

pacing and time management

ce!f -monitoring

signals to seek help (a getting-help system)
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PART FOUR

Listing of Guidelines for Evaluating Workbook Tasks

GUIDELINE 1. When a nalvring the i outent ot zeotkbook look for tasks that

are integrated with the lessons in tl-e teacher's manual and ss ith the student

te\ tbook

relate to the most important (and workbook-appropriate) instruction in the lessons

a re based on the reading selections

use vocabulary that is from current or pres 1,ssons

increase in difficulty as grade level increases

GUIDELINE 2. When anal% zing ingruittonal !aq deto, look for tasks in ss }Itch

students must read all ot the possible choices before selecting an answer

student re ,ponses can be Ridged correct or incorrect

student responses indicate to the teacher w hat the student know s

students can successfully complete part tss o ot the task without successfully

completing part one.

GUIDELINE 3 When analvring /flat and re; ta, look tor tasks that pros ide

sufficient practice

independent practice

e\ tra practice

systematic res les\

GUIDELINE 4 When anal ring tntt twuzi la,loae, look tor tasks that

use language consistent w ith the rest ot the program

are accompanied by briet e\ planation,. ot purpose or e\ planators titles that

students undeNtand
have clear and easv-to-tollow in.tructions, with attention to consistency senteme

length. and directional steps

GUIDELINE 5 When evaluating icadmg and zcriting rcTon,e, 1,)ok tor tasks that

pros ide opportunities for students to respond in their o n words

pros ide opportunities tor studenk to appls eral omprehension strategies or

decoding skills in one task.
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GUIDELINE 6. When evaluating considerateness to students, look for

repeated use of task formats

consistent responses

occasional tasks that are fun

few or no nonfunctional tasks.

GUIDELINE 7. When examining the art and layout design of workbooks, look for

pictures that are appropriate to the task

page layouts that help students understand the requirements of the task.
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PART FIVE

Worksheets for Evaluating Workbook Tasks

Some important aspects ot workbook instruction 'aave been discussed in this booklet and are

summarized in the guidelines The worksheets that follow w ill help you Use the guidelines to

evaluate workbook tasks in basal reading programs.

Specific directions tor using the worksheets precede each one Additional intormation

abk It worksheets also appears in the Lethier's Manual

Materials and Resources Needed

You will need one copy of each worksheet tor e \ er\ reading program % ou plan to e \ aluate

Reproduce as many copies as \ ou need For each le\ el ot each projam you plan to e aluate,

vou wi': also need

Teak.hers' manuals

Workbooks. skillsheets, and other consumab:e pages

Points to Keep in Mind

1. Because ot the amount of time and work in\ oh ed in apph mg the w orkbook guidelines.

we suggest \ ou select onl \ three or tour to use as \ ou e \ aluate workbook, Select those

guidelines most important to \ our committee

1 The worksheets are most suitable tor e\aluating workbooks in ba,al reading program,

tor grades two through eight

Do not assume \ OP will ail% a \ s till ever\ column and bo \ ot the w orksheets Some parts

of the worksheets ma \ not appl \ to each le\ el ot the programs \ ou are e \ aluatmg

Empt \ spaces do not nek.essarth mean a program i,.. deficient

Rating What You Have Evaluated

ou ma \ wish to develop a rating scale to quantit \ \ 0. %erail e\aluation ot workbook task,

al the basal reading programs \ ou e\amine We ha% e int.luded spat:e on the worksheet tor \ ou

to record these ratings
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WORKSHEET 1: DIRECTIONS

GUIDELINES 4, 7. Instructional Language, Art and Layout

1. Choose one grade level and randomly select three taAs in a wor book that

accompanies that level.

2. Write down the page number for each task you have selected

3 Read through each task and then record your comments

GUIDELINES 2, 5. Task Design, Reading and Writing Responses

1. E \amine the same three tasks and record your comments.

GUIDELINE 2. Task Design (Continued)

1 In the workbook you are e \arming, look for tasks with multiple procedure steps

Select three of them. Write down the page numbers for each tack ,ou have

selected. Then decide if students can successfully complete part two of the task

without suLcessfullv completing part one.
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Publisher

e
Worksheet I. WORKBOOKS

Grade Level Program Copyright Evaluator

GUIDELINES 4, 7
INSTRUCTIONAL LANGUAGE,
ART AND LAYOUT

Task I p.
Comments:

Task 2 P.
Comments.

Task 3 p.
Comments:

Rating:

Consistency of language

Explanation of purpose

Clear instructions

Appropriate pictures

Helpful layout

.
..

GUIDELINES 2, 5
TASK DESIGN, READING AND
WRITING RESI'ONSES

Task I p
Comments.

Task 2 p.

Comments
Task 3 p
Comments

Rating.

All possible choice

Student responses

indication of student knowledge

Reading and wnting responses

Apply several strategies or skills

GUIDELINE 2
TASK DESIGN

Two-part tasks

P
YES/NO

P
YES/NO

13.

YES/NO
Rating.
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WORKSHEET 2: DIRECTIONS

GUIDELINE 1: Content of Workbook Tasks

1. Find the reading lessor in the teacher's manual that correspond with the three

workbook pages you examined for the first worksheet.

2. Write down the page numbers for these lessons and tor the workbook tasks.

3. Read through each workbook task and record your comments.

GUIDELINE 3: Practice and Review

1. Lock at the table of contents or index in the workbook From these listings select

two important skills or concepts. Write their names on the worksheets. In

addition, write down every page number on which the skills or concepts appear

2. For each skill or concept you have selected, read through each of the pages vou

have identified. Record your comments.

GUIDELINE 6: Considerateness to Students

1. Select any 25 continuous pages from the workbook you are examining.

2. Read through these pages and record your comments
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Publisher

Worksheet 2 WORKBOOKS

Grade Level Program Copyright Evaluator

o

GUIDELINE 1
CONTENT OF TASKS PP.

Comments:
pp. ___
Comments.

PP.
Comments:

Rating:

Integration

Importance

Reading selections

Vocabulary

GUIDELINE 3
PRACTICE AND REVIEW PP --

Skill or Concept
PP
SI ill or Concept. Rating

Sufficient practice

Independent practice

Extra practice

Review

GUIDELINE 6
CONSIDERATENESS
TO STUDENTS PP

Comments Rating.

Format, response forms, tun,
and few or no non-functional
tasks

9 c S?
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